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In this thesis, a new interface for the generation of procedural content is proposed, in which the
user describes the content that they wish to create by using adjectives. Procedural models are typi-
cally controlled by complex parameters and often require expert technical knowledge. Since people
communicate with each other using language, an adjectival interface to the creation of procedural
content is a natural step towards addressing the needs of non-technical and non-expert users.
The key problem addressed is that of establishing a mapping between adjectival descriptors, and
the parameters employed by procedural models. We show how this can be represented as a mapping
between two multi-dimensional spaces, adjective space and parameter space, and approximate the
mapping by applying novel function approximation techniques to points of correspondence between
the two spaces. These corresponding point pairs are established through a training phase, in which
random procedural content is generated and then described, allowing one to map from parameter
space to adjective space. Since we ultimately seek a means of mapping from adjective space to
parameter space, particle swarm optimisation is employed to select a point in parameter space that
best matches any given point in adjective space.
The overall result, is a system in which the user can specify adjectives that are then used to create
appropriate procedural content, by mapping the adjectives to a suitable set of procedural parameters
and employing the standard procedural technique using those parameters as inputs. In this way,
none of the control offered by procedural modelling is sacrificed — although the adjectival interface
is simpler, it can at any point be stripped away to reveal the standard procedural model and give
users access to the full set of procedural parameters. As such, the adjectival interface can be used
for rapid prototyping to create an approximation of the content desired, after which the procedural
parameters can be used to fine-tune the result. The adjectival interface also serves as a means of
intermediate bridging, affording users a more comfortable interface until they are fully conversant
with the technicalities of the underlying procedural parameters.
Finally, the adjectival interface is compared and contrasted to an interface that allows for direct
specification of the procedural parameters. Through user experiments, it is found that the adjectival
interface presented in this thesis is not only easier to use and understand, but also that it produces
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In today’s world of fast-paced technology, the performance of central processing units and graphics
processing units is increasing at an incredibly rapid rate. The most well known measure of this is
Moore’s Law [Moore, 1965], which posits an exponential increase in the number of transistors that
can be placed on an integrated circuit. Since Moore’s initial observations, this exponential trend
has also been observed in other aspects of technology such as computing power per unit cost, and
the rate of increase in hard drive and RAM storage capacities. With all this rapid technological
innovation, the modern home computer is becoming much more capable of presenting ever larger
and more complex digital content — for example, virtual environments, which are used extensively
in computer games and simulations. There is a corresponding demand to leverage this by creating
larger and more complex digital content that pushes the limits of the hardware available — in the
case of virtual environments, more complex environments can achieve greater realism and allow the
user to feel more “present” in the environment.
To complicate the situation, technological advances have driven a general speedup in service delivery,
causing consumers to become more accustomed to quicker turnaround times and putting pressure
on companies to at least maintain, or improve, their rate of delivery. To exacerbate the problem,
increased competition resulting from a lowering of industry entry boundaries causes even more
pressure in the form of tighter deadlines and more competitive service costs. Combining this with
the need and the pressure to create more intricate content, causes a serious problem: humans undergo
a much slower “hardware” evolution, and simply cannot keep up with the rate at which technology
is advancing nor the demands that stem from that advancement.
Point 1: Humans cannot keep up with the rate of technological development.
There are two fairly intuitive means of dealing with this problem: hire more employees, or leverage
the new technology in a way that makes it easier for people to perform more complex tasks. Global
trends in employment do indicate an increase in the number of people employed over time [ILO, 2007],










2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Ultimately, any organisation will reach a point of diminishing returns where it becomes infeasible to
hire more employees. Taking advantage of the increased computational power must therefore also
play a part in solving the problem.
This in itself is not a trivial step. A significant portion of software development over the past decade
has been in the creation of increasingly higher level interfaces to the underlying hardware. This has
been driven by two factors: in part by industry and the need there for employees to perform complex
tasks more quickly; and in part by the explosion of technology in the home, and the need there for
interfaces which are simple and easy to use by non-professional home users. The outcome of all this
high-level interface simplification is what is known as Wirth’s Law [Böszörményi et al., 2000], which
states that “software gets slower faster than hardware gets faster”. Although hardware efficiency
has increased it has largely retained its simplicity, and so increasingly complex layers of software
lead to greater quantities of interpretation that must be performed in order to communicate with
the relatively simplistic language of hardware.
Instead of improving the usability of software, an orthogonal approach is to automate processes
that might previously have been done by a human. In the realm of digital content generation, such
techniques are referred to as procedural methods, and provide a means for machines to do what
they do best — tediously processing a set of instructions — and freeing up human resources for
more interesting tasks. As a simple example, consider the Koch curve [von Koch, 1906; Mandelbrot,
1983] shown in Figure 1. The curve is generated by repeatedly applying a pre-defined rule, which in
this case is to trisect every line segment and erect an equilateral triangle over the middle trisection
segment. Whilst this action could be performed by a human to some desired level of complexity,
the task is easily expressed as a set of parameters and rules which can then be automated. In this
case, the parameters of the model are the starting configuration (or base case) and the number of
times which the rule should be applied. Furthermore, an automated approach will not only be able
to perform the task more quickly than a human, but with more accuracy and complexity.
Another classical example of a procedural method is the Julia set [Falconer, 2003], and in particular
Julia sets that arise from the Mandelbrot set. We present here a quick overview of these Julia sets;
a more rigorous definition and other details can be found in Falconer’s book. Suppose we have a
quadratic polynomial fc : C→ C such that
fc(z) = z
2 + c
where c is a fixed, complex parameter. The Julia set of the point c is then the set of points z which
give rise to a chaotic sequence fc(z), f
2
c (z) = fc(fc(z)), f
3
c (z), . . . , f
n
c (z), . . . as n → ∞; chaotic in
the sense that the sequence neither diverges to infinity nor converges to some fixed value. By varying
c and using colour to indicate the speed at which divergent z values escape to infinity, a vast set of
beautiful and complex images can be created (see Figure 2).











(a) The base case or axiom of the Koch curve (b) The Koch curve after one procedural step, showing
how the straight line in 1(a) has been trisected, and an
equilateral triangle erected over the middle trisection
segment
(c) The Koch curve after two procedural steps, showing
how the same procedural rule has now been applied to
all edges in 1(b)
(d) The Koch curve after many procedural steps.
Figure 1: The procedural construction of the Koch curve
concepts behind procedural models — namely that by embodying tedious computation within an
automated procedure, a variety of complex constructions can be created by merely modifying simple
parameters.
There is, however, quite a large trade-off for this interface in the form of fine control over the output
of a procedural model. Numeric parameters do not necessarily provide a useful interface to all users,
and typically the nature of the parameters is such that a knowledge of the underlying procedure
is required in order to fully understand how the parameters affect the resulting output. This is
particularly evident when considering home users: with the advent of powerful home computing,
tools that were previously reserved for usage in industry have become available to the average
consumer. Whilst this is good in that it affords home users the opportunities to create their own
content, in most cases the users lack the required technical knowledge or training to properly use these
tools. Consider again the Julia sets: members of the mathematical community, who are intimately
acquainted with the underlying mathematics of Julia sets and their relationship to the Mandelbrot
set, would likely be able to predict with reasonable accuracy what the Julia set corresponding to a
particular value of c would look like. Or given an image showing a Julia set, they could give educated
guesses on the nature of the c value that generated that image. The average home user, however,
would be at a complete loss — it is not at all obvious from the examples shown in Figure 2 how the
c values relate to the images shown. Yet there is a scientific explanation, tied strongly to the formal
definition of a Julia set and to the exact procedure with which the images were created.
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(a) c = (φ − 2) + (φ − 1)i (b) c = 0.285 + 0.01i
(c) c = 1 − φ (d) c = −0.8 + 0.156i















content as a result of greater processing power, means that home users are even less able to keep up
in the creation of compelling content.
Point 2: Whilst procedural models provide a means for leveraging greater computational
power without a corresponding need for greater man-power, their parametric interface
inhibits their usage by non-technical users.
The second point above is worth dwelling on, and provides the major motivation for our work. Since
tools for creating digital content were first developed for use by trained professionals in industry,
little work has been done to focus on the usability of these tools by non-technical or novice users.
At the same time, there is a need to maintain the high technical capabilities available to advanced
users, and simplifying the tools can in many instances limit their power and flexibility.
With these thoughts in mind, a technique that addresses the problems raised should provide the
following features:
1. Allow large and complex procedural content to be created quickly.
2. Provide an interface that is usable by novice and non-technical users.
3. Maintain the flexibility afforded by parametrised procedural models.
In this thesis, a new technique is presented that allows the user to generate procedural content using
adjectival descriptors. A brief overview of the technique is as follows:
1. Modelling: An existing procedural system is used to generate random samples of digital con-
tent, each of which is described using adjectives by an expert user or designer. The descriptions
are used to train a set of extended radial basis function networks, which together provide a
means for mapping a set of procedural parameters to an adjectival description of the content
created by the procedural parameters.
2. Usage: A user specifies adjectives to describe the content that they wish to generate. A
particle swarm optimisation algorithm is executed to search the space of all procedural param-
eters, finding the parameters that map as closely to the user’s description as possible. The
procedural system is then engaged to create content, and present this to the user.
The interface is thus presented as an additional layer of abstraction that establishes a mapping
between adjectives and the underlying procedural parameters, and provides the features desired:
1. Existing procedural models are employed “under the hood”, and these already provide for
quick generation of complex output as will be explored in Chapter 2.
2. All people communicate with language, using adjectives to guide their descriptions of objects
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3. As the technique presented is implemented as an abstract layer on top of the procedural
parameters of the model, it provides a form of intrinsic scaffolding [Jackson et al., 1998] in
that the adjectival interface can be used for initial generation of content, and further minor
modifications can be made afterwards by the user at the procedural parameter level. The ad-
jectival interface can also be seen as an intermediate bridging method, providing an easy means
for a user to generate content until they are fully conversant with the underlying procedural
parameters.
Once the technique has been presented and its implementation discussed, it is compared and con-
trasted with the alternative of having direct control over procedural parameters. Whilst the focus
is on procedural models that make use of a parametised interface, we also realise that alternative
forms of input to procedural models are available and discuss these in Chapter 2.
1.1 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are:
• A novel adjectival interface for the generation of procedural content is presented. The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of such an interface are discussed, and solutions presented for
problematic aspects of the system. In particular, the representation of adjectives and the pre-
cise means of mapping from adjectives to procedural parameters are thoroughly analysed, and
appropriately implemented.
– Three problem domains are targeted to validate the adjectival interface — virtual land-
scape generation, tree generation and emotional speech synthesis.
– The adjectival interface is shown to be more usable than one offering direct control over
procedural parameters.
– The adjectival interface is shown to produce content that more accurately reflects the
intentions of the user, than one offering direct control over procedural parameters.
• An extension of radial basis function networks is introduced, allowing certainty values to be
associated with the training data. These certainty values reflect how trusted each data point
is, and allow certain data to have more influence on the final function approximation. It is
shown that certainty values can be easily incorporated into a regular radial basis function
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1.2 Thesis structure
The structure of the thesis and a brief overview of the content of each chapter is as follows:
• Chapter 2: We begin by exploring the background of procedural modelling, with a spe-
cific focus on the modelling of computer graphics content and ranging from the modelling of
individual objects to the synthesis of entire environments.
• Chapter 3: We motivate and introduce our technique, considering related work that has been
done in other fields and how it compares or contrasts with our work.
• Chapter 4: Building on the overview of our technique given in Chapter 3, we posit the
core problem as multidimensional scattered data approximation. We explore the technical
challenges and details of this formulation with reference to related literature.
• Chapter 5: Taking into account specific considerations of our application, we present exten-
sions to the function approximation techniques discussed in Chapter 4, and give a detailed
description of our system as a whole.
• Chapter 6: We present and discuss an experimental design to test the effectiveness of our
technique, and evaluate the results of our testing.
• Chapter 7: A final summary is presented, and conclusions drawn on the results of our

























The key idea behind procedural modelling is that, given a small number of user inputs, a set of rules
amplifies those inputs to produce output that is typically quite complex in nature. We already saw
examples of this in Chapter 1, in the form of the Koch curve and Julia sets. Although a human
could follow the same rules to create the final output, this is a mechanical process and so is better
done by a computer than by a human designer.
A significant quantity of work has been done in the field of procedural modelling, which we will
cover in three sections that progressively build upon each other: basic methods, application areas
and interfaces. For a general background to procedural modelling, its advantages and its issues, the
reader should consult the work of Ebert et al. [1994].
2.1 Basic methods
Underpinning much of the modern development in procedural modelling are a number of core tech-
niques, which have become such an intrinsic part of procedural modelling that they are often ne-
glected as procedural models in their own right. One of the most commonly used groups of procedural
methods are those that generate noise. Objects in the real world exhibit natural imperfections, and
to mimic these in digital models, geometric and texture noise are often added. A simplistic way to
generate noise is through random perturbations, but this suffers from the possibility of visually jar-
ring discontinuities. Perlin noise [Perlin, 1985, 2002; Ebert et al., 1994] addresses this by smoothly
interpolating across an integer lattice of random values, producing noise which is continuous and
thus better models noise apparent in the real world. Procedural parameters controlling the frequency
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different patches of noise with the same characteristics can be generated.
Since his initial publication, Perlin went on to improve his algorithm [Perlin, 2002] and as a need for
noise in higher dimensions arose (for example, in the creation of animated volumetric textures) he
proposed a new method for creating noise: simplex noise [Perlin, 2001; Gustavson, 2005]. The key
difference in simplex noise is that it interpolates between the vertices of an n-dimensional simplex1, in
contrast to Perlin noise which interpolates over the vertices of an n-dimensional hypercube. This not
only has computational benefits (an n-dimensional simplex has n vertices, in comparison to the 2n
vertices of an n-dimensional hypercube) but also gives rise to what is known as an isotropic texture
— that is, a texture which has no discernable directional artifacts. Figure 3 shows a side-by-side
comparison of three-dimensional Perlin and simplex noise.
(a) Perlin noise (b) Simplex noise
Figure 3: An example of three-dimensional Perlin and simplex noise [Gustavson, 2005].
Although Perlin noise, and more recently simplex noise, have been the techniques most often used,
these are not the only forms of noise generator that are useful. Another popular class of noise
functions are those which generate cellular noise. In contrast to the somewhat cloudy appearance
of Perlin and simplex noise, cellular noise functions exhibit a distinct cellular structure — see for
example Figure 4(a) which shows a sample of Worley noise [Ebert et al., 1994]. Also referred to as
Voronoi noise, Worley noise is generated by randomly scattering a number of seed points in space
and computing the noise at any point as a function of the distance to the nearest seed point. Such
noise functions are useful for creating natural or man-made elements that exhibit cellular structure,
such as the cobblestones shown in Figure 4(b).
Typically, noise is used to generate 2D textures that are applied to 3D models. This can, however,
cause the noise to appear stretched due to distortions in the parameterization of the surface. Recent
developments such as wavelet noise [Cook and Derose, 2005] and anisotropic noise [Goldberg et al.,
2008] provide a means for overcoming this, and give results that more closely resemble the uniform
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: An example of Worley noise (a), and its application in creating cobblestones (b).
noise achieved through solid texturing.
Whilst useful for providing the random perturbations that make objects appear more realistic, noise
functions are still lacking in one aspect of realism in that they can be too regular. One common
application for noise is the modelling of a landscape heightfield. Consider how a real world landscape
looks: there is noise on a very coarse level (giving rise to plateaus and mountain ranges), as well
as noise on successively finer levels (giving rise to smaller mountains, hills, and eventually minor
bumps and ditches). Multiple layers of noise, at varying frequencies and amplitudes, can be blended
together in a technique known as fractional Brownian motion (fBm) to give a more realistic result
(see Figures 5 and 6).
(a) Perlin noise at various frequencies
(b) Combination of the above layers of Perlin noise
Figure 5: An example of Perlin noise and fractional Brownian motion.
Another means for overcoming the regularity in Perlin and simplex noise is through the use of
fractals, which we have already seen as good examples of procedural techniques. One such technique
is the diamond-square algorithm [Fournier et al., 1982; Miller, 1986], which was first proposed for
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Figure 6: An example of applying fractional Brownian motion to Worley noise.
where the noise is defined at the corners (either by the user or randomly), the algorithm proceeds
to subdivide the area repeatedly in two successive steps:
1. Square step: For each square, calculate the noise at the square’s midpoint by averaging the
noise at the corners and adding a random perturbation (Figures 7(a) and 7(c)). This gives rise
to a number of diamond shaped areas (Figures 7(b) and 7(d)), to which the diamond step is
applied.
2. Diamond step: For each diamond, calculate the noise at the diamond’s midpoint by averaging
the noise at the corners and adding a random perturbation. This gives rise to a number of
square shaped areas to which the square step is applied.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7: Some initial steps of the diamond-square algorithm. At each stage, points in solid black
reflect those for which noise values have already been calculated, and those in gray are points whose
noise values are about to be calculated. The solid lines indicate the boundaries of the squares and
diamonds referred to in the steps above.
Repeating this process gives successively finer detailed noise, to any level of accuracy desired. The
random perturbation applied at each step is typically scaled by the size of the diamond or square,
and the magnitude of the unscaled perturbation affects how chaotic the resulting noise is. Rendered
as a two-dimensional image, this algorithm generates a plasma effect and is often referred to as the
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Figure 8: An example of a plasma fractal generated by the diamond-square algorithm.
Overcoming the regularity of other forms of noise comes at a price, though — noise generated using
the diamond-square algorithm is nowhere continuous, which in many cases is undesirable. Without
dismissing fractals completely, however, this exact property is in some cases useful as it allows for
infinite detail — zooming in on any part of the noise will retain the inherent “noisyness” of the
original. It also allows for a quick and coarse approximation to be quickly computed, which makes
for a more interactive user interface to procedural modelling.
Closely related in the sense that they allow for progressive development of a model are rule-based
systems, such as Lindenmayer systems [Lindenmayer, 1968; Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990;
Mĕch and Prusinkiewicz, 1996] and split grammars [Wonka et al., 2003]. Rule-based systems are
another well used core procedural element with the unique property that they allow for parallel
research and novel development in two distinct areas. Extensions and alterations can be made
to the underlying rule processing system, and then actual rule sets that achieve new results can be
independently developed. The earliest significant contribution to rule sets can arguably be attributed
to Lindenmayer [Lindenmayer, 1968], after whom Lindenmayer-systems or L-systems are named.
Lindenmayer sought to replicate the beauty of nature on a computer, and his concept of L-systems
achieves this by mimicking the processes of biological development. If one takes some string —
analogous to the DNA or coding for an object — then an L-system determines how that string
grows and changes over time, subject to its contents. This is closely linked to biology, where cells
replicate and are modified subject to their state and the state of their surrounding cells. The initial
string is referred to as the axiom string, and rules in an L-system have the following form:
ρn : module→ replacement
where module refers to a piece of genetic code to be replaced, and replacement refers to the replacing
code. An L-system can have any number of rules, and if more than one rule matches a piece of genetic
code then the first rule in the grammar is usually applied. It should be noted that L-systems are a
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Consider a system such as the one below
ω : AB
ρ1 : A→ xA
ρ2 : B→ By
where ω indicates the axiom string. Rule ρ1 matches the A in the axiom, and rule ρ2 matches the B,
so after one iteration the axiom is rewritten in parallel to give the string xABy. Once a prescribed
number of iterations have been applied, the resulting string is interpreted in order to generate a
model. One of the most common interpretations is as a set of turtle commands, which is covered in
extensive detail by Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [1990].
Many extensions to this basic rule system have been developed, the most prominent of which extends
L-systems to be both stochastic and context-sensitive [Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990]. In
such systems, rules are modified to the general form below:
ρn : left-context <module> right-context→ replacement : probability
Such a specification gives much greater power to an L-system, by allowing rules to be applied only
in particular circumstances and also to add a stochastic nature to the process — both of which are
more in keeping with biological processes as we understand them. Building on this, further work
was done by Mĕch and Prusinkiewicz [1996] to develop the concept of an open L-system. This allows
for a form of two-way communication between the developing model and an outside environment,
allowing the model to influence its environment and allowing the environment to affect changes and
specific development in the model.
Furthermore, L-systems are not the only rule-based systems in use. Another example is the split
grammar, introduced by Wonka et al. [2003]. Split grammars are a specialised form of set grammars,
which are a mathematical means of describing shape primitives using sets, and defining rules as
functions that transform one set into another. Split grammars extend set grammars by additionally
allowing rules that split shape primitives.
2.2 Application areas
Having looked at some examples of basic procedural methods, it is not immediately clear how these
might be used to create useful content. There are, however, many applications, which are now
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2.2.1 Digital building (re)construction
Creating models that capture a specific instance of a real life object can be a tricky process. One
common example is in the digital reconstruction of environments, and in particular buildings. Such
reconstructions allow people to “explore” a building without needing to be physically present, and a
successful technique would have applications in a wide variety of fields such as engineering, architec-
ture, geomatics and archaeology. The seminal work of Debevec et al. [1996] addresses this problem
through a hybrid approach, making use of both photographs of the building being reconstructed, as
well as a simple user-specified model. In particular, the user specifies the building model using a
number of simple parametric primitives — such as cuboids and wedges — whose parameters (such
as width and height) are free variables solved for by the system (Figure 9(a)). Additionally, con-
straints can be placed on the primitives: for example, forcing certain edges to have the same length,
or forcing faces of different primitives to be joined together and thus cause the primitives to scale
and move with each other (Figure 9(b)). The user is also required to draw lines on the photographs
and indicate the corresponding edges in the model (Figures 9(c) and 9(d)). Using these correspon-
dences their system is able to solve for the model parameters and calculate view-dependent texture
information for the model from the photographs.
Although this reconstruction technique is extremely effective and allows models of buildings to be
fairly easily reconstructed, the resulting model is still quite simplistic and does not capture geometric
detail that is often present in real buildings, such as friezes or cornices. The authors go on to describe
a means of model-based stereopsis, in which separate photographs that view some common part of
the model can be used to infer how the actual scene deviates from the approximate model.
An alternative method for capturing the details of façades is presented by Müller et al. [2007]. From
an input photograph of the façade of a building, their method automatically subdivides the image
into floors and tiles containing basic primitives such as doors, windows and ledges, drawing on the
splitting rules of shape grammars [Müller et al., 2006; Wonka et al., 2003]. Their algorithm procedes
to summarise this tile data in what they dub the irreducible façade, which is a reduced image that
encodes the core differences of the overall façade by removing symmetrical data. The tiles in the
irreducible façade are then further subdivided to find the various structural components. This
hierarchical subdivision is matched against a library of architectural elements, and used to select
a high-detail geometric model that will replace the tile in the output geometry. The hierarchical
subdivision of the original façade image is also used to automatically create a shape grammar from
which the resulting building is synthesised. Finally, the original photograph is used to texture the
resulting model. An overview of this process can be seen in Figure 10.
For the stylised synthesis of individual buildings, Aliaga et al. [2007] offer a solution that builds upon
the techniques of Debevec et al. [1996] and Müller et al. [2006]. After applying the photogrammetric
method of Debevec et al. to photographs of a building, their algorithm extracts a shape grammar
that captures the building by finding repetitive patterns in the model. Given the primitive model



















Figure 9: An illustration of the building reconstruction technique of Debevec et al. [1996]. (a) shows
the basic primitive model used, with the relationships between the individual primitives captured by
the scene graph in (b). (c) and (d) are photographs of the building to be digitially reconstructed,
with green lines overlayed in correspondence with edges of the primitive model. Images courtesy of
de Kadt [2007].
the style of the original building to the new one (see Figure 11).
Parish and Müller [2001] extend the modelling of individual buildings to an entire city, by making
use of extended L-systems in order to grow a street map for a virtual city. Their extension allows for
the parameters of modules in the system to be specified by external functions rather than rules in
the system itself. This enables more complex calculations such as constraining the street network to
avoid steep gradients and water areas. Thus, the L-system is used to generate what would be the ideal
road network, and the external functions manipulate this according to the constraints inherent in the
terrain. In this way, the technique is able to harness both the usefulness of L-systems in creating rule-
based patterns, but also the power of other techniques to better analyse the validity of the output
with regard to external constraints. In addition to this, the authors make use of self-sensitivity in
their L-system, in that streets need to be aware of each-other in order to generate intersections.
Image maps are extensively used as a form of alternative input to guide the L-systems, which the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 10: An example of the automatic façade synthesis technique of Müller et al. [2007], showing
(a) the input photograph (b) the hierarchical split into tiles (c) the inferred three-dimensional model
and (d) the final textured result.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 11: An example of the technique of Aliaga et al. [2007], in which the style of a building (a)
is captured (b-c) and transferred onto the model of a new building (d).
are used to specify elevation, land, water and vegetation data, whilst sociostatistical maps control
aspects such as population density, zoning, street patterns and maximal building height.
Müller et al. [2006] approach digital building and city construction from a different angle, by em-
ploying rule systems to synthesise new architecture. By combining aspects from the works of
Figure 12: An example of a wealthy
suburbia environment, generated by the
technique of Müller et al. [2006].
Parish and Müller [2001] and Wonka et al. [2003], they
introduce a shape grammar for CG architecture that is
extremely similar to an L-system in its parallel rewrit-
ing structure, but which also incorporates aspects of split
grammars to allow for primitives to be divided and anal-
ysed in smaller components. One of the core realisations
of the authors is that L-systems, as used in botanical mod-
elling, very effectively capture growth of objects over time
— a concept that does not suit buildings in their entirety
particularly well. However, it is suited to buildings that
are constructed in various stages, such as the erecting of
the façade or the addition of a roof. Thought of differently,
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Figure 13: An example of a city generated by the technique of Parish and Müller [2001].
to the building design and relies on the previous stage having been completed. Following this rea-
soning, Muller et. al. assign priorities to the rules in their grammar, and in rewriting only consider
rules of the lowest matching priority. This ensures that the derivation of a building model occurs
in a controlled manner, from modelling the coarse shape down to the finer details, which are added
at an appropriate later stage. Because the input to their system is a plot on which to construct
the building, their grammar also allows for more complex constructs to be explored, such as the
addition of trees, paths and other objects — giving rise to visually rich models, an example of which
is shown in Figure 12.
2.2.2 Trees and plants
In modelling the natural world, an important and complex component is the accurate modelling
of trees and plants. Here, L-systems have been the primary technique used [Lindenmayer, 1968;
Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990], largely inspired by the fact that L-systems mimic biological
processes in their execution. Extensions to basic L-systems have also allowed for more interest-
ing constructions. Prusinkiewicz et al. [1994], for example, demonstrate how an environmentally-
sensitive L-system can be used to grow a plant to a fill a desired shape (see Figure 14(a)). Another
extension, open L-systems, allows multiple objects to be generated simultaneously in a shared envi-
ronment by providing a means for the L-system to query aspects of the environment such as spatial
location, proximity of other objects or the amount of light reaching a point [Mĕch and Prusinkiewicz,
1996]. This provides for models in which plants compete for space, water and light (see Figure 14(b)).
Interactions between plants are not just limited to the use of extended L-systems, however. Deussen et al.
[1998] tackle the task of modelling and rendering plant ecosystems, largely employing simulation
techniques but also making use of image maps as a form of input. In this case, greyscale images
are used to specify spatial distributions of plant densities and other plant characteristics such as
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(a) A topiary dinosaur [Prusinkiewicz et al.,
1994]
(b) An example of two trees competing for light
[Mĕch and Prusinkiewicz, 1996]
Figure 14: Examples of some extensions to basic L-systems.
certain interactions between plants to be captured, such as the effect of a tree crown on the vigour
of undergrowth (by projecting the area of the crown onto the image map governing the undergrowth
vigour and adjusting it accordingly).
In contrast to the synthesis of new trees and plants, another possibility is the use of photographs
to capture a specific instance, as addressed by Shlyakhter et al. [2001] and Quan et al. [2006]. The
key difference between these two techniques is in the preservation of structure of the object in
question: Shlyakhter et al. [2001] restrict their approach to the modelling of foliaged trees — where
their model may differ significantly in structure from the real instance yet appear visually the same
— whilst Quan et al. [2006] seek to maintain the structure of the plant being modelled. Both
techniques, however, make use of photographs taken from different positions around the tree or
plant. The differences in these techniques arise from how these photographs are processed and how
much photographic input is required.
Shlyakhter et al. [2001] make use of 4 to 15 photographs, for each of which the position of the camera
is known, and which are segmented into the tree and background — thus producing the silhouettes
of the tree as seen from the positions at which the photographs were taken. In order to infer a
3D shape, these silhouettes are projected to create silhouette cones, which are then intersected.
This gives a bounding silhouette volume inside which the tree must lie. The branching structure
of the tree is inferred from the silhouette volume by finding an approximation to the medial axis
of the volume (see Ogniewicz and Kübler [1995]), which provides the trunk and first few levels of
branches of the tree. An open L-system [Mĕch and Prusinkiewicz, 1996] is then used to expand
on this skeleton, ensuring that the resulting tree shape tightly fits the silhouette volume and thus
resembles the tree being modelled. The L-system also seeks to achieve a botanically plausible tree,
by simulating the flow of photosynthates through the tree according to how much sunlight each leaf
receives. Branches that require more energy to survive than is provided by their leaves are pruned
from the tree.
In stark contrast, Quan et al. [2006] utilise between 30 and 45 photographs for their technique. How-
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along with a 3D point cloud, using a structure from motion technique (see Lhuillier [2005]). As each
photograph is now registered with respect to the 3D point cloud, image gradient information can be
associated with each point. This, coupled with both 3D and 2D distance metrics (the latter derived
from the positions of 3D points in the 2D images), allows a graph to be constructed using k-nearest
neighbour computations to define the edges. This graph then enables leaves to be segmented ac-
cording to the solution of the two-label graph-cut problem. The authors are able to exploit the
fact that all the leaves on a plant are very similar, by making use of a generic leaf model which is
fitted to each segmented leaf. Once the leaves have been reconstructed, branches are reconstructed
through user interaction and by modelling the branches as generalised cylinders, with the skeleton
represented by a 3D spline curve.
(a) A photograph of the plant being modelled (b) The recovered model in a new synthetic environment
Figure 15: An example reconstruction from the technique of Quan et al. [2006].
Even more possibilities exist for the procedural modelling of trees and plants. One such technique
is that of Weber and Penn [1995], which aims to realistically model trees in an ad-hoc manner using
80 real-valued parameters. This wealth of information is used to describe tree characteristics such
as shape, scale, branching variation, number of branching levels and angles of branching, to name
but a few. Some of these parameters and their geometric significance can be seen in Figure 16(a),
and an example of a tree generated with this system in Figure 16(b). Okabe and Igarashi [2003]
went on to extend the work of Weber and Penn to a sketch-based system, which will be discussed
in more detail in Section 2.3.
2.2.3 Terrain
Terrain forms an integral part of outdoor virtual environments, and based on the fact that land-
scapes and coastlines exhibit fractal-like properties [Mandelbrot, 1983] terrain is often modelled
using fractals. Popular choices are fractional Brownian motion applied to Perlin noise [Perlin, 1985]
and plasma noise [Miller, 1986], as these give good irregular noisy patterns similar to those found
in nature. A more recent example of a technique that employs fractals for the real-time editing,
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(a) An illustration of how parameters affect tree con-
struction
(b) An example tree
Figure 16: Images from the work of Weber and Penn [1995].
A chosen fractal technique is typically used to create a two-dimensional heightmap, which is then
transformed into geometry by treating each value in the heightmap as a corresponding height (see
for example Figure 17). Some applications require real-world topographical data: heightmaps in this
context are more commonly referred to as digital elevation models (DEMs). There are several free
sources of DEM data, the most complete of which is currently from the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) [Farr et al., 2007] and offers 3 arc-second (approximately 90m) resolution for most
of the world.
Although fractals provide a good starting point for the synthesis of life-like terrain, they are by
nature self-similar and so capturing topographical features involving multiple materials and varying
rates of weathering is difficult. One approach, which has been used with some success, is to blend
together several types of noise [Olsen, 2004]. Olsen observes that the cellular structure of Worley
noise can be used to represent entire mountains, and that blending this with plasma noise gives a
good mix of higher-level structural diversity as well as lower-level noise (Figure 18(a)). This does,
however, result in unnaturally straight lines due to the nature of the Worley noise. Olsen addresses
this issue by applying a perturbation filter [Ebert et al., 1994, pp. 90–91], which perturbs each
co-ordinate of data a random magnitude along a random direction vector2 (Figure 18(b)).
An alternative means for realistic terrain synthesis is to model the physical processes involved.
Having used noise techniques to generated a reasonably plausible heightmap, Olsen goes on to sim-
ulate an erosion process on the terrain. Erosion techniques are broadly divided into two categories:
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(a) (b)
Figure 17: An example of a heightmap and its corresponding 3D terrain. Dark values in the
heightmap indicate lower areas, and lighter values indicate higher areas.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 18: (a) An example of a combination of Worley noise and plasma noise, (b) further ap-
plication of a perturbation filter to (a) [Olsen, 2004], and (c) the 3D terrain corresponding to the
heightmap in (b).
thermal erosion and hydraulic erosion, both described by Musgrave et al. [1989]. Thermal erosion
simulates pieces of material breaking loose and moving down slopes until friction overcomes the
force of gravity, causing deposition. Hydraulic erosion, on the other hand, simulates water eroding
or dissolving material and then depositing it according to water velocity and evaporation. These
different classes of erosion give rise to quite different results — whilst thermal erosion wears away
at the top of steep slopes to accumulate scree at their feet, hydraulic erosion creates drainage basins
and carves deeper into existing valleys. In practise both are required for a truly realistic phyical
simulation, but in some contexts only one or the other may be suitable — Olsen [2004], for example,
focuses on creating procedural terrains for a multiplayer strategy game in which emphasis is placed
on flatter areas of terrain, and so his approach places more emphasis on hydraulic erosion.
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Zhou et al. [2007] use example DEM data and a user-supplied sketch of desired terrain features to
synthesise new terrain (Figure 19). Their technique places importance on large-scale matching of
features such as rivers and valleys between the user’s sketch and the example DEM data, leaving all
the finer details to be supplied by the DEM.
Figure 19: An example of the terrain synthesis technique of Zhou et al. [2007], in which a user-
supplied sketch and example DEM data are combined to synthesise new terrain.
2.2.4 Clouds, sea and skylight
Parts of the environment which are often taken for granted are those things most distant — clouds,
sea and sky — but without these an environment will tend to feel artificial.
Due to the fact that clouds and water are seldom static in real life, artists and designers typically
aim for dynamic methods when creating these for use in a virtual environment. This, in itself, can
be quite hard, as physically simulating cloud and fluid motion on a large scale is computationally
expensive, and without special purpose hardware intractable for real-time animation. Additionally,
David Ebert notes that understanding the mechanics behind physics parameters is often beyond
many animators and modellers [Ebert et al., 1994, Chap. 9], and that abstracting these parameters
away is imperative. As such, other methods that are not physically accurate but that still yield good
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One of the simplest ways of achieving realistic renderings of water and clouds is using noise functions
— with an added dimension for time, thus supporting animation. Early work [Perlin, 1985] modelled
clouds using volumetric noise, and Ebert et al. [1994] gives a good overview of how fBm noise can
be used to create a texture that gives the appearance of distant clouds. Ebert et al. [1994] also note
that the cellular structure of Worley noise can be employed to create a bump-map for water that
simulates a sea surface. (see Figure 20)
Figure 20: An example of how noise functions can be used to capture clouds and sea in nature.
Although noise is useful for the creation of distant clouds, it offers limited local control and does not
offer the same level of realism as one approaches clouds or passes through clouds (for example in a
flight simulator). Bouthors and Neyret [2004] model the shape of cumulus clouds through a hierarchy
of quasi-spherical blobs, whose shape is defined by an implicit field that is influenced by neighbouring
blobs. Although the authors only address the issue of realistic cloud modeling, they believe that
their model is well suited for particle animation and advanced rendering techniques. Schpok et al.
[2003] present a system for both modeling and rendering of realistic clouds, by representing clouds as
groups of implicit ellipsoids that are rendered in slices. Low-level detail is achieved through the use
of noise to define opacity, effectively subtracting away noisy regions from the surface of the implicit
volumes that define the clouds.
Harris and Lastra [2001] and Harris [2003] address the issue of cloud modelling and rendering by
representing clouds as point-sets which are pre-rendered into two-dimensional images and then in-
teractively rendered as billboards, commonly referred to as impostors. As the user’s viewpoint
changes, impostors whose angle or distance have changed significantly relative to the viewpoint are
re-rendered from the particle form, thus maintaining a reasonably accurate representation relative to
the dynamic viewpoint. Harris additionally provides support for flying through clouds by splitting
the cloud into multiple impostor layers. See Figure 21(a).
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(a) (b)
Figure 21: An example of the clouds generated by the techniques of (a) Harris [2003] and (b) Wang
[2004].
regions, each of which is rendered using a number of billboarded sprites that are sampled from 16
predefined textures. These are, in turn, also converted on-the-fly into impostors to further improve
rendering performance. Wang also describes how her technique can be made dynamic by adjusting
the transparency level of the rendered sprites, thus allowing for formation and dissipation of clouds.
See Figure 21(b).
Figure 22: An example of
daylight as presented in
Preetham et al. [1999].
When modelling skylight, one of the simplest and most often used
techniques is to simply use a predefined texture and map this onto
a skybox. Often this texture is provided by a real-life panoramic
photograph, and so the results are extremely realistic but static:
to capture dynamic and realistic skylight typically requires phys-
ical simulation. One such technique is that of Preetham et al.
[1999], in which analytical formulae for the calculation of day-
light are derived by fitting physical models to large datasets of
real-world measurements. Parametrically the technique is very
easy to use, with intuitive inputs such as the geographical co-
ordinates (longitude and latitude) of the viewpoint, the current
date and time, and the turbidity3 of the environment. With these
parameters, the physically-based model is used to give accurate
sky and ambient light colouring, which can then be utilised for realistic effects in other parts of the
environment — such as accurate lighting of clouds and water, for example.
2.2.5 Music and speech
Whilst the focus of this chapter has been primarily on procedural modelling related to computer
graphics, this is not to say that it is not applicable to other domains. Another area which has seen
much research is the creation of sound, especially music and speech. With regard specifically to
3Turbidity is a parameter used in atmospheric modelling to describe haze, and represents a measure of the fraction
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music, this is generally referred to as algorithmic composition. For example, Essl [1995] describes a
semi-automatic technique in which a user “performs” a piece by interactively activating or deacti-
vating 24 musical structure generators. These generators pseudo-randomly create melodies subject
to some controlling parameters, and are constructed in such a way that each shares some musical
structure with another generator — thus allowing combinations of the randomly generated music to
blend harmoniously when listened to. Other algorithmic composition techniques include the use of
fractals [Thompson, 1999] and L-systems [Prusinkiewicz, 1986].
When considering speech synthesis, much of the efforts have focused on establishing datasets of
neutral diphones and then synthesising new speech by a combination of the diphones in the database
(such as the MBROLA project [Dutoit et al., 1996]). Another avenue which has been approached is
in the synthesis of emotional speech: Oudeyer [2003] describes a procedural method for the creation
of sounds that convey emotion.
2.3 Interfaces
As has been demonstrated, procedural modelling techniques offer a wealth of possibilities for the
creation of complex objects and environments. They abstract away the complexity of the final
object, seeking to model that complexity with a smaller set of parameters. Many of the software
applications available for modelling make use of some procedural techniques, but additionally give
the user very low-level control — in the case of computer graphics, they allow for direct manipulation
of the 3D polygon-mesh comprising a model. Alterations can be made to individual vertices and
faces of the model or to groups of these, allowing the user to stretch, transform, add to or subtract
from the model as desired.
However, the low-level of control offered by these packages is often prohibitive to novice or less
technically able users, and obtaining realistic output from the procedural techniques available re-
quires a substantial amount of work and adjustment of procedural parameters. Due to the low-level
focus, these applications are not typically thought of as interfaces to procedural modelling, since the
techniques used are typically quite simple and the interface to the procedural techniques is through
the direct manipulation of procedural parameters.
With these shortcomings and the fact that procedural models are so widely applicable, interfaces to
these models are becoming increasingly important and worthy of some consideration.
2.3.1 Freehand sketching
Many complex objects exhibit shapes that are not easily captured via mechanical rules or inferences.
Human designers, however, are far more adept at capturing such shapes through the use of sketching,











One of the earliest interfaces for sketching 3D shapes is the gestural interface known as SKETCH
[Zeleznik et al., 1996]. This was developed primarily for the creation and editing of rectilinear
objects, and made use of the geometric attributes of gestures to infer numerical parameters defining
the objects. For example, by drawing three lines that meet at a point the user is able to create
a cuboid whose position and size are determined by the junction point and lengths of the lines.
Many other primitives are available in the SKETCH system, including volumes of revolution, cones,
cylinders, extrusions and superquadrics.
In 3D modelling, a common use of freehand sketching is to infer 3D geometry or shape from the
2D sketch by considering the 2D sketch as a silhouette. Teddy [Igarashi et al., 1999] is one such
technique and it allows for the easy creation of stuffed animals and similarly rotund objects. 3D
shape is inferred from the 2D silhouette by inflating the region surrounded by the silhouette —
wide areas are taken to be fatter and are inflated more, whilst narrow areas are considered thin and
inflated less. Additional operations are also provided via the sketch interface that allow the model
to be extruded, to be cut, to have strokes painted onto the 3D surface, and to have either painting
strokes or 3D geometry removed by “scribbling” on the model. Furthermore, these operations are
all interactive in the sense that after each stroke is drawn by the user, the 3D model is updated. The
inferred 3D model can also be rotated at any time, allowing the user to make use of the sketching
interface from any angle.
Figure 23: A tree cre-
ated using the technique of
Okabe and Igarashi [2003]
SmoothSketch [Karpenko and Hughes, 2006] builds on the work
of Teddy, by allowing for a user’s sketch to be more complex than
the simple closed curve imposed by Teddy. The use of cusps and
T-junctions in the sketch allows for hidden parts of the contour to
be visually depicted, and SmoothSketch is able to infer a smooth
solid shape that matches these visible contours. Additionally,
SmoothSketch allows objects that are topologically more complex
than the restrictive spherical topology imposed by Teddy.
Another technique that infers 3D geometry from 2D sketching
is that of Okabe and Igarashi [2003], which describes a sketch-
based solution to the 3D modelling of trees — a task which is
typically addressed using L-systems. One of the chief arguments
in favour of sketch-based systems is that they cater for novice
users, unlike L-systems which are geared more towards expert
users. The driving force behind their technique is that they infer 3D tree geometry from a 2D
sketch, based on the assumption that trees spread their branches uniformly. From an initial silhouette
sketch of the profile of a tree, the trunk and branches are identified and the branches are distributed
uniformly around the trunk. Their system then recognises several strokes that allow the model to be
edited: branches can be added and removed, large groups of new branches can be added according
to prediction patterns derived from the work of Weber and Penn [1995], branching styles can be
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to terminal branches.
In Ijiri et al. [2005], the authors address the related problem of modelling flowers and inflorescences4.
Here, sketches are used to describe the shape of the floral receptacle, or flower petals, and of the
inflorescence’s central axis. A sketched curve drawn by the user is used as the outline for a volume
of revolution defining the floral receptacle, whilst the 2D outline gives the shape of a petal and an
additional stroke is used to indicate the center vein of the petal. Further strokes can also be used
to deform flower petals on both a local and global scale.
Whereas the techniques discussed thus far have all aimed at creating specific instances of objects,
the work of Baxter and Anjyo [2006] makes use of sketching interfaces for the purpose of unique
instancing — the generation of new content that is similar but not identical to a set of input examples.
By taking as input from the user a set of simple line drawings, or “doodles”, they establish stroke
correspondences between the drawings and make use of latent variable methods such as a Gaussian
Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) [Lawrence, 2004] to extract a low-dimensional space — a
latent doodle space — representing the drawings. Sampling of the latent doodle space then allows
for the generation of new drawings that are similar, but not identical to, the input drawings. The
ramifications of such a technique are significant — in nature, instances of the same type of object look
visibly similar but exhibit small differences, and so being able to capture this dynamic automatically,
and without needing to adjust every instance by hand, is very important. One application presented
by the authors is the synthesis of handwriting — every person has their own style of handwriting,
but, nevertheless, every time we write a particular letter it will be slightly different.
2.3.2 Interfaces for parametrised procedural models
In the case of numerically parametrised models, the number of parameters used by a technique can be
unmanagably large (for example in the work of Weber and Penn [1995], who require 80 parameters
for a single tree). The correlation between these parameters and the final object is also often not very
intuitive for a less technically able user. Additionally, parameters may have complex interactions —
particularly in an environment where the various procedural elements are tightly coupled, such as
in an outdoor landscape — and the nature of these interactions may be too complex for a user to
fully grasp. It cannot be denied that procedural models offer powerful procedures for the creation
of complex objects, and it would be advantageous to keep these benefits whilst at the same time
providing a better interface that eliminates the complexities introduced by procedural parameters.
Marks et al. [1997] propose a design gallery interface to parameter setting, in which the parameter
space can be visually explored by browsing through a gallery of selected outputs. To create the
gallery, a random set of input vectors in parameter space is chosen and used to generate a corre-
sponding set of output vectors. The output vectors need not be the actual output from the technique,
but should be representative of the output, and differences in the output vectors should correspond











to differences in the procedural content generated. For example, if the output is a rendered image,
then a suitable output vector might be a thumbnail of that image; if the output is an animated
model, then a suitable output vector might be some low-level statistics pertaining to the animation,
such as the average speed and position of key points such as joints or limb extremities. Once the
output vector associated with each input vector has been calculated, the pairs can be hierarchi-
cally organised according to the similarities of their output vectors, and they can also be spatially
arranged in two dimensions by applying multi-dimensional scaling [Cox and Cox, 2000].
Figure 24: An example of a design gallery from the work of Marks et al. [1997], demonstrating
how the technique can be used to choose suitable opacity and colour transfer functions for volume
rendering.
Another possible interface to parameter setting involves the use of genetic algorithms [Holland, 1975,
1995]. These are processes that model the evolution of a population of entities, through interactions
that closely follow biological reproduction patterns — discussed in much greater detail in Chapter 5.
In applying genetic algorithms to the creation of content by procedural means, we first need to
codify the concept of the possible population of content and what constitutes an individual in that
population. Fortunately, the nature of procedural modelling techniques make this quite easy — each
technique takes some input, and generates corresponding output, so provided that the techniques
are deterministic then a given set of input parameters will always produce the same output5. Now
an individual of our population is simply any instance of valid parameter values, and the possible
population is the set of all possible individuals (in other words, the set of all input parameter value
combinations). A well-known example of the use of genetic algorithms is in the creation of biomorphs
[Dawkins, 1996], and Bedwell and Ebert [1999] provide an example of applying genetic algorithms
to the modelling of algebraic surfaces.
5And if one really wanted a non-deterministic technique to be admitted, then this can be done by adding an extra
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Figure 25: The interface to genetic algorithms for procedural environment generation of Merry et al.
[2003].
What remains is to define a fitness function, or a means of evaluating how close individuals in our
population are to the content that we are aiming to generate. Merry et al. [2003] investigate the use
of user feedback to establish fitness, by showing the user several virtual environments and asking
them to indicate which of the environments is closest to the goal on several criteria. These ratings are
used to update a probability vector, in accordance with the population-based incremental learning
algorithm described by Baluja [1994], which is used to generate new individuals for the following
iteration. They tested their system through user experimentation in which users were asked to
produce a specific set of environments. Users were required to use both the genetic algorithm
approach as well as an interface where the procedural parameters were directly manipulated, with
some users using the genetic algorithm interface first and others the direct manipulation interface
first to avoid learning bias. Their results showed that the direct manipulation interface performed
better for all criteria measured — namely the difficulty of the task, how close they felt their result
was to the target environment, and which interface the users’ preferred. Given the success of other
interactive evolutionary techniques in computer graphics [Sims, 1991; Rowland and Biocca, 2000]
the authors surmised that their implementation was flawed, rather than the concept. They suggest
that the speed of their environment generator needs to be improved, so as to meet the requirements
for interactive evolution set out by Sims [1991]. In addition, they note that the number of parameters











individual parameters affected the generated environment — their system made use of 21 parameters
or 70 bits, in stark contrast to the 104 degrees of freedom and 1625 bits used by Rowland and Biocca
[2000] or the unbounded genetic space employed by Sims [1991].
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have explored the realm of procedural modelling, focusing on the core techniques
that are used to create the models, considering common areas of application, and finally examining
higher-level interfaces. We have seen how simple models can give rise to complex and detailed output,
and how procedural models assist in the creation of content by having the computer assist with the
computationally intensive and repetetive tasks. In the next chapter, we build on this knowledge by
considering adjectival interfaces, and how these might be employed to provide an intuitive interface,






















Overview of adjectival technique
As was discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, procedural methods provide effective means for quickly
creating large quantities of complex digital content, but they are limited in that their parametrised
interface can inhibit effective usage. Whilst some of these methods can be simplified by reducing
the number of parameters, this in turn reduces the variety and complexity of obtainable output. As
motivated in Chapter 1, what is needed is an improved interface to procedural methods that does
not sacrifice the flexibility that they afford.
3.1 Motivation for adjectives, and related work
In Chapter 2, the notion of chunking — combining together simple objects into more complex
representations [Hofstadter, 1979] — was a recurring theme, and is in fact central to the notion of
almost all digital content. Consider a virtual environment which is, in effect, nothing more than a
single chunk of information composited of smaller components that are combined or connected in
various ways. We can reason about the environment as a whole, on a high level, or we can break it
into its components and reason about those at some lower level. In Chapter 2, we also saw a trend
to develop techniques which operate at higher levels — with this in mind, we approach the subject
of creating digital content in a top-down fashion by first reasoning about the entire content as a
complete unit.
Again with reference to virtual environments: suppose a user wishes to create a VE. They have a
mental picture of what this VE looks like, but how can they convey this to the computer? Since our
aim is to provide an interface that is accessible to non-technical users, a better approach would be
to leave the computer out of this question for the moment, and simply phrase it as “how can they
convey this to another person?”.
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is to describe important features, so that the other person can build a mental picture. The use of
verbal or textual descriptions in tagging media for later synthetic constructions has been explored
extensively [Joshi et al., 2006; Rose et al., 1998; Polichroniadis, 2001], as has the use of prepositions
to relate objects in the synthesis of environments from text [Coyne and Sproat, 2001]. This wealth
of research indicates the importance of such natural language interfaces, and we discuss several of
these in section 3.1.2. The act of describing, and in particular of describing specific details, involves
interspersing the description with adjectives that qualify certain aspects of the description.
With this in mind, we propose an interface in which the user can choose from a number of adjectives
that describe the procedural content they wish to create. Such an interface should be familiar to
the user, as it mimics the way in which they interact with other people.
3.1.1 Related work in the use of adjectives
First, it is worth noting that typical procedural modelling interfaces make use of adjectives in their
labelling of the various controls available to the user. We will not consider these, as the adjectives
do not so much define the interface as provide a convenient labelling for the parameters. Instead,
we examine techniques where adjectives are used as an active stylising tool for computer graphics,
which is how we intend to utilise them.
Figure 26: A graphical summary
of the technique of Polichroniadis
[2001].
The major area in which the use of adjectival descriptors
has been explored is in the creation of stylised character mo-
tion [Polichroniadis, 2001; Rose et al., 1998; Unuma et al., 1995;
Brand and Hertzmann, 2000]. A goal of stylised character mo-
tion is to produce motion from a given action (such as “run”),
and some additional descriptors of how the action is done (such as
“run quickly”). The focus of stylised motion is on the additional
descriptors, which indicate perturbations to the neutral character
movement associated with the relevant action. Through previous
research, a common paradigm for representing these stylistic fea-
tures has emerged. The available descriptors are all represented
by adverbs, each of which defines an axis in a multidimensional
space referred to as adverb space. The stylisation of the motion
is then simply described by providing a vector representing a sin-
gle point in adverb space. Given a point in adverb space and an
action, the problem is then to produce a corresponding motion.
This has been approached in a number of ways.
Rose et al. [1998] address the problem by initially labelling each of a set of example motions for a
given action with adverb values, thus placing each example motion in the adverb space for that action.
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between the example motions using a combination of radial basis functions and linear polynomials.
The linear polynomials provide an overall approximation as well as extrapolating outside the convex
hull defined by the example motions, whilst the radial basis functions locally adjust the linear
approximation to better interpolate between the actual example motions. Due to the continuity
imposed by radial basis functions and linear polynomials, and the way in which the authors ensure
correspondence between the various example motions, continuous motion with varying styles can be
achieved by continuously adjusting the point in adverb space. The authors go on to describe how a
verb graph can be constructed to allow morphing between different actions, adding another level of
sophistication and realism to the system.
Brand and Hertzmann [2000] also employ an interpolation-based technique, albeit more complex in
nature than that of Rose et al.. They extend hidden Markov models (HMM) to take on an additional
multidimensional style variable, giving stylistic hidden Markov models (SHMMs), which define an
entire space of HMMs — fixing the style variable gives a unique HMM from which motion can be
produced by transitioning around the states. Such a formulation is automatic, in the sense that
the number of styles inherent in the training data and the association of these styles with various
parts of the training data can be inferred automatically. The resulting style variable is similar to
the adverb vector of Rose et al. in that each dimension references a particular style exhibited by the
data, and thus any combination of styles can be specified to produce appropriate stylistic motion.
Unuma et al. [1995] attack the problem by first representing periodic character animation as a
Fourier series expansion. With this representation, they show how interpolation between two motions
can be achieved by interpolating the Fourier coefficients, and also how a feature of one motion can be
extracted by noting the difference in Fourier coefficients of two motions. By adding an interpolant
of these differences to the Fourier coefficients of a different motion, they show how the feature
embodied in the difference coefficients can be imparted to the motion. For example, the notion
of briskness could be extracted by noting the difference between a brisk walk and a normal walk,
and then applied to a running motion to give a brisk run. Unlike the techniques of Rose et al. and
Brand and Hertzmann, synthesis of new motion is restricted to the axes of adverb space — as the
authors only show how one style may be used to augment another motion.
Like Unuma et al., Polichroniadis [2001] seeks to represent styles independent from motion — in
contrast to Brand and Hertzmann and Rose et al., who interpolate between given motions to achieve
style. Polichroniadis’ technique is based on the application of a transform to a given motion, and
capturing style within the transform. By sampling the available transform space, applying these
transforms to a neutral motion and then allowing a user to choose which styles are characterised in
each transformed motion, a library of transforms and their associated styles is built up. To then
synthesise a new stylised motion, the user specifies the style and this is used as a lookup into the
library to choose a number of possible matching transforms. These are applied to the neutral motion
being stylised, and the user can pick which stylised motion best represents the effect they seek. The
chosen motion can then be iteratively used to repeat the process and refine the library search, in
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this technique by learning a transform library from a walking motion, and then applying it to other
forms of motion such as sitting down, waving, drinking water, placing objects in an environment
and picking up objects — with user tests showing that the styles learnt from the walking had been
transferred successfully to other actions.
Since 2001, there has been much work in the field of stylised character motion, but the focus has
shifted away from the use of adjectival descriptors. Most new techniques have instead targeted the
problem addressed by Unuma et al. [1995] — capturing the style inherent in one form of motion and
applying it to another form of motion. For example, Grochow et al. [2004] estimate a probability
distribution function (PDF) for a given motion, which describes the likelihood, over the set of all
possible poses, of a given pose belonging to the motion. They show how multiple PDFs from
different styles can be combined into a new PDF, from which motion can be synthesised. Other
notable techniques are those of Hsu et al. [2005] and Liu et al. [2005]; we omit the details here as
they do not relate to adjectival descriptions.
3.1.2 Related work on more general natural language interfaces
Natural language interfaces, as introduced earlier in this chapter, have been used extensively in
the past to support a number of techniques. These span a broad spectrum of applications, most
notably efforts to enable a computer to hold a conversation with a human being (largely inspired
by Weizenbaum’s ELIZA [Weizenbaum, 1966]). We are, however, primarily interested in the use of
such techniques as applied to procedural modelling and computer graphics, and so will focus on a
few examples of work in these specific fields.
Natural language has been used in conjunction with computer graphics in two major areas: in de-
scribing the relationships between objects [Kahn, 1979; Coyne and Sproat, 2001; Yanai and Okada,
2006] and in the tagging or labelling of objects [Barnard and Forsyth, 2001; Joshi et al., 2006].
Kahn [1979] represents some of the earliest work available, and describes the synthesis of animation
from a high-level description of a film. The system is able to extract information about characters,
relationships, scenes and global film descriptors (such as variety, complexity and the length of film)
from a textual description. Most of this information is inferred from a number of pre-chosen nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs, each of which is represented by what is referred to as a computational
actor. Each computational actor is responsible for the adjustment of parameters used in the syn-
thesis of the animation, and is programmed to specifically adjust them so as to reflect the concept
captured by the actor. Consequently, these concepts are all from the perspective of the programmer,
and so if another user has a different perception of the meaning of a particular concept then the re-
sults are likely to conflict with their expectations. Relationships between these computational actors
are also specified (for example, to indicate opposite and similar meanings), which allows for com-
parisons and for indirect suggestions of appropriate parameter values. One of the most important
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actors reponsible for these relationships ensure that the parameters governing the characters are in
similarly appropriate relationships to each other. Unfortunately, the reliance on a predefined set of
computational actors means that only animations which use those concepts can be synthesised, and,
as has been mentioned, the portrayal of these concepts accords with the programmer’s perceptions,
and not necessarily as the director might intend.
Related to this is the work of Badler et al. [2000], who describe a method for instructing virtual
agents to carry out actions specified through natural language. The authors represent each action
by a semantic tree, where each node contains all the information necessary to characterise a given
action, as well as links to constituent actions or actions that must be performed before, after, or
concurrently with this action. A number of these nodes are pre-specified in an abstract format,
omitting details of the actual agents or physical objects involved, and comprise a dictionary of
available actions in the system. Users are then able to specify actions in realtime using natural
language sentences. These are parsed into various parts of speech, and these are then matched
against the dictionary of available actions to choose a suitable action for the agents to carry out.
The main limitation here is in the populating of the dictionary — every possible action that an
agent might perform must be described, and these actions are quite specific to the environment in
which the agents are acting.
WordsEye [Coyne and Sproat, 2001] is an automatic text-to-scene conversion system which draws
on a variety of smaller tools in order to generate a three-dimensional scene. Given a piece of text,
a lexical analysis is performed to determine a dependency hierarchy. In particular, this provides
information on what objects are being described, which groups of objects are related by prepositions,
and what adjectives and adverbs apply to which nouns and verbs. The object names are used to index
a database of models, which have additional tags (such as colour, shape, hierarchy of components or
parts, and skeletal pose information), to better match models to objects in cases where additional
descriptors are attached to the objects in the dependency tree. Several spatial relationships are then
recognised to correctly place the objects in the scene relative to each other. For objects with skeletal
pose information, additional inverse kinematic constraints are applied to ensure that the actions
being performed by characters look realistic. Finally, any modifying attributes such as colour, size
or shape are applied to the objects. The system has some implicit common-sense constraints built-in,
as well as a means for dealing with conflicting constraints. The major limiting factor of the system
is the database of models available, although the user is free to expand this by adding their own
models and associated tags.
Yanai and Okada [2006] attack a different problem, namely the modelling of objects comprising
simple geometric shapes. They describe a system that accepts natural language as input, and
interprets this as a sequence of instructions for the step-by-step construction of a scene. Each
instruction represents a deformation of the scene, which can involve adding a new object, modifying
the attributes of an existing object, or relating groups of objects through CSG operations such
as intersection, union and difference (for an example, see Figure 28). Their system also supports
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Figure 27: An example of a scene generated by WordsEye [Coyne and Sproat, 2001], which was
described by the following text. “John uses the crossbow. He rides the horse by the store. The store
is under the large willow. The small allosaurus is in front of the horse. The dinosaur faces John. A
gigantic teacup is in front of the store. The dinosaur is in front of the horse. The gigantic mushroom
is in the teacup. The castle is to the right of the store.”
language.
(a) A list of instructions to the system (b) The resulting object — a snow-
man
Figure 28: An example of the technique of Yanai and Okada [2006], illustrating the construction of
a snowman.
Using verbal descriptors in a different context, Barnard and Forsyth [2001] present a method for
organising a dataset of images by combining the semantic information given in text associated with
each picture, with visual information given by features extracted from the images. They organise
the database into a hierarchy in which the leaf nodes are small clusters of similar images, and
progressively higher levels in the hierarchy abstract out progressively more general words and image
features present lower in the hierarchy. This hierarchy allows for collections exhibiting more general
concepts to be viewed, by sampling from the clusters that lie below that concept in the hierarchy,
and by traversing up the hierarchy one can determine the concepts describing each image in the
dataset. An important facility for image databases is the ability to search the database, and the
authors describe how the hierarchy allows them to compute, for each image, a set of probabilities
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of terms that may never appear together in the textual descriptions of an image to still be linked
through visual similarities with other images (see Figure 29). Their searching formulation has the
advantage that it can be used to automatically illustrate text by selecting images which emit high
probabilities with respect to the text. The authors then go on to show how the opposite can also
be achieved with their system — namely the automatic annotation of external images with suitable
textual descriptors — which has significant implications, particularly for extending the search of a
database to include a dynamic set of images not in the database (see Figure 30).
Figure 29: An example from the technique of Barnard and Forsyth [2001], showing images that were
retrieved from a database when searching for the keywords “river” and “tiger”. The text below each
image indicates what keywords the image was tagged with — note that none of the images have the
keyword “river”, but the system infers a connection via the keyword “water” as many other images
in the database were tagged with both these keywords.
(a) (b)
Figure 30: An example from the technique of Barnard and Forsyth [2001] illustrating automatic
annotation of images. The photograph in (a) is segmented into the blobby representation in (b),
and by comparing this to images in the database the system can infer likely tags for the photograph.
In this case, the system predicted the following tags (in order of decreasing probability): tiger, cat,
grass, people, water, bengal, buildings, ocean, forest, reef
Similarly to Barnard and Forsyth, Joshi et al. [2006] make use of textual annotations associated
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in the format of the textual annotations used, and in the ranking system of which images best match
the text being illustrated. Where Barnard and Forsyth use only simple individual words as tags for
their technique, Joshi et al. allow much more natural annotations in the form of complete sentences
and even paragraphs: they make use of WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998] to establish relationships between
synonyms, meronyms and hypernyms1. To rank the images that best match a story, a mutual
reinforcement process is solved, in which it is determined how much every image contributes towards
the rank of all other images, based on their visual and lexical similarities to components present in
the story being annotated.
YouTube and Digg are well known examples of related interfaces that employ tagging to facilitate
convenient searching and filtering of digital content.
3.2 Principle of the technique
Having identified adjectival descriptions as one possible means for addressing the problems with
existing interfaces to parametrised procedural models, what remains is to concretely link these two
concepts. That is, to find some way in which the adjectives provided by the user can drive the
procedural model generation, by mapping to correct procedural parameter values.
Suppose that the user can choose adjectives from a set A to describe their desired content. In the
same style as the adverb space employed for stylised character motion, we define adjective space
A to be a subset of |A|-dimensional real values, A = [−1; 1]|A| (where |A| denotes the number of
adjectives in the set A). Each dimension in A thus relates to a unique adjective in A. The value
x in any dimension of A is a real value in the range [−1; 1] and is the scalar value associated with
the relevant adjective. The scalar value allows for the impact of the adjective to either be reduced
or enhanced, with a value of −1 indicating a complete absence of the adjective and 1 indicating
absolute presence of the adjective. This allows the user to quantify abstract concepts such as the
use of the word “very”. Note that the choice of [−1; 1] is reasonably arbitrary as any closed range
could be scaled and translated to this interval if so desired. The use of a range whose midpoint is 0
is, however, useful and will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 52. One could also consider using
the value −1 to indicate the opposite meaning of an adjective, where suitable, but in our system we
prefer to capture such relationships between adjectives through the use of the WordNet database —
this will be discussed at greater length in Section 3.2.1.
With the above formulation of adjective space, a point in A describes a specific set of scalar values
associated with the adjectives in A, and A represents the set of all possible descriptions that a user
could make.
1A meronymic relationship indicates that one word is the component part of another, for example beak is a meronym
of bird; whilst a hypernymic relationship indicates that one word is a more specific type of another word, for example
animal it a hypernym of dog
2To briefly summarise, this allows for function approximation techniques to be unbiased in areas of the domain for
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Similarly, suppose that P represents the set of parameters controlling the procedural model. Without
loss of generality, assume that each parameter is represented by a single, scalar, real-valued variable.
This assumption is well founded since we can establish mappings for other parameter types (such
as boolean, integer and enumerant parameters) to and from real values3. We then define parameter
space, P , to be the |P |-dimensional reals, that is P = R|P |. Hence a point in P describes a specific
set of real values associated with the parameters in P , and P represents the set of all possible
outputs that could be generated by the procedural model.
Recall that our aim was to establish a means for mapping the user’s description into procedural
parameters. With the definitions of adjective space and parameter space provided, this is mathe-
matically expressed as the need to find a function
f : A → P
Determining f is a non-trivial task; Chapter 4 discusses various approaches for doing this, which we
will refer to as function approximation techniques. Moreover, different users will express themselves
differently, meaning that if f accurately models one user’s descriptions it will be unlikely to precisely
model the descriptions of another user. There are several means for dealing with this problem, which
include the following:
• Determine f on a per-user basis. Each user of the system needs to train the system to
generate a unique f .
• “Artist’s vision”: f is pre-determined. Since the generation of digital content could be
considered to be an art-form, one could take the view that individual users’ opinions may
differ but it is the artist’s opinion that counts. To this end, one or more experienced users
could train the system beforehand to generate a single f function, and then all successive users
would make use of this function.
• Synthesis of opinion. The reason that humans are able to communicate effectively with ad-
jectival descriptions is that we have some common knowledge or understanding. By collecting
small quantities of data from a large number of users, we could combine all of these to obtain
a function that could potentially model the consensus of the population as a whole.
• f is mostly pre-determined, subject to small alterations on a per-user basis. A
slightly less radical approach is to suggest that, although the artist’s opinion is important,
individual users are allowed to interpret the virtual environment in slightly different ways.
This would result in a function f = h(g), where g is a function trained as the “artist’s vision”,
and h is determined on a per-user basis through a smaller training set.
3For example, to convert from a real to an integer value, one could simply round the real value to the nearest
integer. To convert a real into a boolean, one could divide the reals into two subsets and say that a real value less than
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Exactly which technique would work best is largely dependent on the characteristics of the underlying
function approximation and the quantity of data required to determine the function, and so we defer
further discussion on these topics to Chapter 5.
3.2.1 Modifications and extensions
The formulation of f given thus far is accurate from a high-level standpoint — all the user really
needs to be aware of is that there is some black box which is transforming their adjectival descriptions
into procedural parameters. The exact details of how this is achieved are, however, more subtle.
Dimensionality and the inverse mapping
An immediate concern is the complexity of adjective space, since if adjective space were to have
greater dimensionality than parameter space, then the use of adjectives will be unlikely to provide
a simpler interface. Consider the 80 parameters employed by Weber and Penn [1995] — sifting
through a list of 80 or more adjectives could be equally taxing, and for expert users probably quite
frustrating. It is thus anticipated that adjective space will, in general, have lower dimensionality
than parameter space — although this is is not an essential requirement.
With ‖A‖ < ‖P‖, it is easily observed that f will not be onto — that is, there are some items
of generated content with corresponding points p ∈ P such that ∀a ∈ A we have f(a) 6= p. More
generally, suppose that there are no restrictions on the dimensionality of A and P — it is conceivable
that there exist two items of generated content with corresponding points p1, p2 ∈ P with p1 6= p2
such that both can be described by the same adjectival description a ∈ A. It is then not possible
for f to be onto, since we could have either f(a) = p1 or f(a) = p2 but not both since p1 6= p2. It is
also not possible to decide which of these two alternatives (if either) is a better choice, at least not
without taking information regarding the specific procedural model into account. Closely related is
the problem that some adjectival descriptions might not correspond to any generated content — in
other words that there could exist some a ∈ A such that ∀p ∈ P we have f(a) 6= p. What content
should be generated in the case where the user chooses such a description is unclear.
It is, however, reasonable to assume that all points p ∈ P give rise to generated content that can be
described by some point a ∈ A — that is, each piece of generated content can be described in some
way, even if such a description is simply to label the content as nondescript. Formally, we can say
that ∀p ∈ P , ∃a ∈ A such that f−1(p) = a and ∀a2 ∈ A such that a 6= a2, f−1(p) 6= a2. It thus turns
out that f−1 is a much simpler function to work with conceptually, and this is our approach. Some
extra work remains to give the user the illusion that they are working with the function f and this,
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Data amplification through semantic connectivity
A static set of adjectival descriptors in A will not necessarily be intuitive to all users — such a
formulation is, in fact, quite subjective based as it is on a users’ vocabulary and possibly their
knowledge of specific topics. Even if the user is conversant with all the adjectives in A, it is
conceivable that they may wish to describe the content to be generated using their own descriptors.
To address these issues, the technique in this thesis makes use of the semantic connectivity data
from WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998]. This allows alternative meanings for adjectival descriptors to be
found, and also permits users to provide their own adjectives which can then be linked to known
adjectival descriptors by using the semantic information present in WordNet. Further discussion on
this aspect of the technique can be found in Chapter 5.
Varying importance of data
As discussed earlier, one key aspect that needs to be considered is the fact that different users will
have different perceptions. Several avenues for addressing this problem were suggested, two of which
involve the combination of data from multiple sources. When using data from multiple sources it is
useful to be able to assign different levels of importance to them. In Chapter 5, a modification to a
popular function approximation technique is presented that allows for the assignment of a weight to
each data sample. This generalisation allows for varying importance to be placed on the input data,
which in turn allows for the implementation of several of the strategies that have been proposed for
dealing with differing perceptions.
3.2.2 Comparison and contrast to previous work
Due to the construction of adjective space in analogy to adverb space, the technique presented here
is most similar to that of Rose et al. [1998]. Their focus is, however, specifically on stylised character
motion as compared to the more generalised procedural modelling addressed by adjective space. As
such, they focus on blending two emotional styles (that is, moving their adverb vector around an
axis-aligned plane in adverb space), whereas adjective space allows for and encourages exploration
of the space in a more general fashion. To be clear, adverb space is a specialised form of adjective
space in which all the adjectives apply to verbs (and so are adverbs), and the technique presented
in this thesis could be applied to the problem of stylised character motion if the underlying motion
generation is expressed as a parametric procedural system.
Brand and Hertzmann [2000] make more explicit the ability to specify arbitrary style co-ordinates,
although, since the styles are automatically learned, there is no natural language correspondence.
Their use of HMMs is also very specific to the synthesis of motion which is time-dependent and
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Unuma et al. [1995] and Polichroniadis [2001] both differ substantially from the technique presented
here, in that they seek to capture specific styles from example motions and then apply these to
another piece of motion. In contrast, adjective space is used to map to procedural parameters which
synthesise entirely new content — there is no attempt to transfer style from one example to another.
With reference to the natural language techniques that were discussed earlier, the technique pre-
sented draws inspiration from the work of Joshi et al. [2006] and Barnard and Forsyth [2001]. Sim-
ilarly to Joshi et al., our technique makes use of WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998] to adapt more easily
to the vocabualary level of the user. The use of an inverse mapping f−1 can also be viewed as
related to Barnard and Forsyth’s automatic annotation of images, as f−1 describes a function that
produces a point in adjective space given a point in parameter space — that is, an automatic means
for assigning an adjectival description to a piece of generated content.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have posited an interface which is usable by novice or non-technical users for the
procedural generation of complex digital content, and described the core mathematical framework
through which the interface will operate. In the next chapter, we will explore the details of the














As was introduced in Chapter 3, a mapping f−1 : P → A between parameter space and adjective
space is sought. This is arguably the most critical part of the overall system, since without a good
approximation even the most detailed procedural models will produce incorrect output in comparison
to what the user desires.
Since the nature of f−1 is unknown, it is proposed that a number of points in P are pseudo-
randomly chosen and the resulting content generated. For each piece of content, the user is given
the opportunity to examine the content, after which they are asked to describe it using a set of
pre-specified adjectives.
As a result of this learning phase, the system obtains a set T = {t1, t2, . . . , tk} ⊂ P of training points
as well as the corresponding points in parameter space, V = {v1,v2, . . . ,vk} = {f−1(t1), f−1(t2), . . . ,
f−1(tk)} ⊂ A.
Once T and V have been obtained, the system should be in a position to produce output f−1(x) for
any x ∈ P . There are several well-studied areas of research that can assist in approximating f−1,
namely scattered data interpolation, scattered data approximation and online learning. For each of
these, there are a number of techniques that can be applied to solving the problem of approximating
the function f−1. This chapter focuses on considering the available techniques, and examining the
situations for which they are best suited.
Before exploring related literature regarding function approximation techniques, one should first
distinguish the subtle differences between the three classes of techniques introduced above:
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that techniques in this class must interpolate the training data provided. In other words, once
f−1 has been determined, then for all i in 1, 2, . . . , k one must have f−1(ti) = vi.
• Scattered data approximation. Collected data is usually prone to noise, and so often
perfect interpolations of the data are either not possible or could be inaccurate. Scattered data
approximation techniques aim to provide a good fit for data but at the sacrifice of possibly






is minimised to give the function f−1 that best approximates the training data given.
• Online learning. Online learning techniques are characterised by the fact that they incre-
mentally determine the function f−1 through successive sets of smaller training data (typically
one input/output pair at a time). The advantage they offer over other techniques is that they
can continually adjust the approximation using only the new data, whilst the other two classes
of techniques typically require the entire set of all training data in order to form an approxi-
mation.
Since bothA and P are subsets of some sets Rn and Rm, in this chapter we refer to the function being
approximated simply as f and address the general problem of function approximation between sets
Rn and Rm. It is also prudent to point out that the majority of function approximation techniques
model functions of the form f : Rn → R, slightly different from what adjective space requires which
is the more general f : Rn → Rm. There is evidence in the literature [Amidror, 2002] to suggest that
the multi-valued approximation case is simply achieved by simultenaously solving m single-valued
problems. When considering techniques in what follows, it is thus assumed that a function of the
form f : Rn → R is being approximated from a training set of points p1,p2, . . . ,pk and their
corresponding scalar outputs z1, z2, . . . , zk.
4.1 Scattered data interpolation
Amidror [2002] gives a good survey of interpolation techniques of the form f : R2 → R and f : R3 →
R. Some of these are explored in what follows, and for further details the reader should consult
Amidror’s work.
4.1.1 Triangulation based methods
In approximating a function about which nothing is known, local methods are often preferred — in
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to global methods, in which all of the training data has an impact on the output of the function.
Using a local method thus typically preserves any localised changes in gradient that the function
may exhibit, which may not be captured as well by a global method.
One of the simplest ways of guaranteeing a local method is to start by triangulating the training
set. In two dimensions, this requires finding the maximal number of triangles whose vertices are in
the training set, such that no triangle contains any point in the training set (consider, for example,
Figure 31(a) which shows a set of points, and Figure 31(b) which shows a triangulation of the data).
There are also several ways in which such maximal triangulations could be formed, but in practise
Delaunay triangulations [Delaunay, 1934] are most often used, as they offer the additional guarantee
that the circumcircle of each triangle will not contain any other points in the training set.
(a) The initial point-set (b) The triangulated point-set
Figure 31: A point-set and its Delaunay triangulation
With a triangulation in hand, consider now wishing to find the interpolant for some point p. By
finding the triangle in which p lies, one can use barycentric coordinates to describe p as a weighted
sum of the three triangle vertices, and use these same weights to combine the function outputs at





Figure 32: Finding the barycentric co-ordinates
of a point p within a triangle p1p2p3.
Consider Figure 32 which shows a triangle de-
fined by three points p1, p2 and p3, and the
point p contained in the triangle. Constants a1,
a2 and a3 are sought such that a1p1 + a2p2 +
a3p3 = p, and a1+a2+a3 = 1. If the coordinates
of point pi are given by (xi, yi) for i = 1, 2, 3 and
p = (x, y), then the values of the ai must satisfy
a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3 = x
a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y3 = y
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The Cramer rule can then be used to eliminate the need for a full matrix inversion (see Amidror
[2002] for details). With this solution one can now approximate f(p) = a1f(p1)+a2f(p2)+a3f(p3).
But what of higher dimensions? Both adjective and parameter space could have more than two
dimensions, and so one needs to address whether the Delaunay triangulation can be extended to
higher dimensions, as well as whether a similarly neat barycentric coordinate solution exists for the
ai’s. It is fairly easy to show that the second point holds, as in n dimensions one has n+1 equations
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where pi,j indicates the j
th component of pi and pj indicates the j
th component of p. So a solution
exists, provided that the matrix of equation coefficients is invertible — which can only occur if all
the points p lie on a (n− 1)-dimensional plane, an impossibility if these points are the vertices in a
Delaunay triangulation.
The problem of higher-dimensional Delaunay triangulations is somewhat trickier. First, one must
address what constitutes a triangle in higher dimensions. In three dimensions, this is a tetrahedron
and algorithms for finding a three-dimensional triangulation, or tetrahedrisation, are fairly common
and well used. In general, the analogue of a two-dimensional triangle in an arbitrary number of
dimensions d is referred to as a d-simplex, and for a given set of points P ⊂ Rd, a d-simplex is
defined as the convex combination of d + 1 affinely independent points in P . It has been shown
in the literature [Scopigno, 1998] that the upper bound on the number of simplices produced by a
Delaunay triangulation is O(n⌈
d
2
⌉), and consequently this also serves as a best-case lower bound for
the algorithmic complexity of computing these simplices. Table 1 gives the computed upper bound
on the number of simplices for a range of dataset sizes and dimensions: as can be seen, the explosion
in both space and time complexity for fairly modest data-set size increases is enormous.
Therefore, without significant advances in computational power and massive memory storage, it
seems that using such a technique for higher dimensions may be infeasible.
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3 dimensions 5 dimensions 8 dimension 10 dimensions
20 points 400 8000 160, 000 3, 200, 000
50 points 2, 500 125, 000 6, 250, 000 312, 250, 000
100 points 10, 000 1, 000, 000 100, 000, 000 10, 000, 000, 000
500 points 250, 000 12, 500, 000 625, 000, 000 31, 225, 000, 000
Table 1: Upper bounds on the number of simplices produced by Delaunay triangulation for the given
numbers of points and dimensions.
piecewise linear nature of the interpolation as one crosses simplex boundaries, C1 continuity is
lost. In a number of applications having such continuity is important and, as a result, a number
of extensions have been developed that still make use of the underlying triangulation but perform
the interpolation step slightly differently. The most popular and widely used is the Clough-Tocher
method [Clough and Tocher, 1965], which utilises bivariate cubic polynomials within each triangle
to produce a C1-continuous interpolant. As this method also relies on a triangulation, which has
been shown to be unsuitable for higher dimensions, further details are omitted (see Amidror [2002]).
4.1.2 Natural neighbour interpolation
Strongly related to the triangulation based methods is the concept of natural neighbour interpolation,
introduced by Sibson [1981]. Where triangulation based schemes make use of the triangulation of a
set of data, natural neighbour interpolation deals with the dual of triangulation: known as a Voronoi
diagram [Voronoi, 1907] or Dirichlet tessellation [Dirichlet, 1850], and also referred to as a Voronoi
tessellation. Given the points p1,p2, . . . ,pn, the Voronoi region or tile Ti is the set of all points
that are closer to pi than to any other pj
Ti = {x ∈ Rn | ∀j 6= i : ‖x− pj‖ > ‖x− pi‖}
Each tile is an open, convex polyhedron, and the union of all the tiles covers the entire domain
Rn except for the boundaries of the tiles (see Figure 33(a) for an example of a Voronoi tessellation
and the associated tiles). Tiles that share a common boundary are referred to as neighbours, as are
the data points associated with the tiles1. A quantitative relationship between these neighbours is
then established by considering the subtiles Tij , where Tij is the portion of Ti that has pj as its
second-nearest neighbour (that is, the points x such that if pi were removed and the Voronoi diagram
recomputed then x would belong to Tj). By writing κ(i) for the Lebesgue measure
2 [Lebesgue, 1902;
Stein and Shakarchi, 2005] of the tile Ti and κj(i) for that of Tij , one can consider the normalised
form λj(i) =
κj(i)
κ(i) as a measure of how “strong” pj is as a neighbour of pi. Figure 33(b) illustrates
how a tile in a Voronoi tessellation may be divided into subtiles.
Having established a means for relating data points to each other quantitatively, Sibson goes on to
1By joining data points that are neighbours with a line, the dual Delaunay triangulation of the data is obtained.
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(a) An example of a Voronoi diagram (b) The shaded area shows the tile which
a new point would generate if added to
the Voronoi diagram in (a). The intersec-
tion of this tile with each of the existing
tiles gives the subtiles associated with the
point.
Figure 33: (a) A Voronoi diagram, and (b) the subtiles generated by considering a point not in the
diagram.
describe how a relationship between an arbitrary point p and the data points pi can be established.
This is simply achieved by adding p to the tessellation, and extending our Lebesgue measure notation
to include this new point by writing κ(p) to indicate the Lebesgue measure of the tile associated
with p, κj(p) to indicate the area of the subtile implied by pj, and λj(p) =
κj(p)
κ(p) . The normalised
values λj(p) are referred to as local coordinates, and satisfy two particularly important properties:
1. λj(p) is continuous for all j.
2. The λj(p) satisfy the local coordinates property, which states that
∑
λj(p)pj = p.




Unfortunately, f (0) suffers from discontinuities at the pi. By estimating the gradient so as to






































The coefficients of ζ(p) are determined from the assumption that p and its neighbours pj lie on a
spherical quadric, giving zj = α+ β
⊤pj + γpj⊤pj.
Following on from the work of Sibson, Christ et al. [1982] proposed the use of the so-called boundary-
to-distance weight as an alternative for measuring the contribution of each input point to the inter-








where sj(p) is the Lebesgue measure of the Voronoi edge associated with the j
th natural neighbour
of p, and hj(p) is the distance between p and the j
th natural neighbour of p (see Figure 34 for
an example). Similarly to Sibson’s interpolant, the Laplace interpolant can be extended to afford

















Figure 34: An illustration of the quantities used in the computation of the Laplace interpolant.
However, despite the C1 continuity benefits afforded by the Sibson and Laplace interpolants, they
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The vertices defining the tiles Ti are points that are equidistant from d + 1 of the data points,
and therefore correspond to the circumcentres of the simplices defined by the data points in the
Delaunay triangulation of the data. The number of vertices is therefore equal to the number of
simplices, and so the complexity of natural neighbour interpolants grows according to the values in
Table 1. Furthermore, computing the Lebesgue measure for sets in higher dimensions is non-trivial
and so, unfortunately, this technique has little use for data of dimension greater than 3.
4.1.3 Inverse-distance based methods
Shepard interpolants are some of the most commonly used methods for interpolation, and are based
on using the inverse distance to the points in the training set as weights for the interpolation
[Shepard, 1968]. The core idea is that the output of the function at any point should be influenced
more by training data nearer to that point, and less so by more distant points. There are a number
of different ways for choosing the weights, which will now be explored.
Although Shepard’s proposal was for the two-dimensional case, it is very easily generalised to an
arbitrary number of dimensions. With a training set of n points pi whose outputs are zi for i =

















and di(p) is the Euclidean distance between p and pi for some pre-chosen exponent k ≥ 1. Addi-
tionally it should be noted that hi(pi) is infinitely large, but it can be shown that as p approaches
pi, f(p) approaches zi and so explicitly setting f(pi) = zi gives a continuous function. Furthermore,
with the weight functions as specified in Equation 1, one obtains the additional useful properties
that 0 ≤ wi(p) ≤ 1 and
∑n
i=1 wi(p) = 1.
One problem with Shepard interpolants is that smaller values of k can give too much influence to
distant points (see, for example, Figure 35(a), which also exhibits slope discontinuities that may be
undesirable in some circumstances). Increasing the k exponent in the hi functions has a smoothing
effect, as can be seen in Figure 35(b), ultimately causing the function to tend towards a step function
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(a) k = 0.5 (b) k = 10 (c) k = 1, 2, 5, 10
Figure 35: An example of how varying exponents in Shepard interpolants affects the overall smoothing
of the approximation.
To make use of the locality benefits afforded by higher k exponents but eradicate the flattening
around each of the pi points, one can replace the zi values in Equation 1 with a local approximation
Liz(p) to f around the point pi. If gradient data is either available or can be estimated, then a
good choice for Liz is
Liz(p) = zi + δi(p− pi)
where δi is a vector of the partial derivatives at pi. The effect that this has on the interpolant can
be seen in Figure 36. Additionally, because Shepard interpolants are, by their nature, global, they
can be too slow for large datasets, and some ways of adjusting them to be more local have been






for a pre-defined radius of influence R around each point in the training set, where [R − di(p)]+ is
the piecewise function defined as
[R− di(p)]+ =
{
R − di(p) if di(p) < R
0 if di(p) ≥ R
Reformulating the hi functions in this way restricts the influence of each data point to a constrained
area.
In summary, most interpolation methods are poor choices for applying to adjective space due to
their reliance on a Delaunay triangulation or Voronoi tessellation. Shepard interpolants are free
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(a) No gradient information (b) With estimated gradient information
Figure 36: The effect of using estimated gradient information to obtain a more local approximation
around the supplied data points.
4.2 Scattered data approximation
Scattered data approximation techniques relax the requirements of interpolation methods, by al-
lowing for a function that does not necessarily interpolate the given training points (although it is
possible that interpolation of all the training points may occur). Instead, scattered data approxima-
tion methods focus on achieving a “better” fit to the data, typically through the use of higher-order
functions than those employed by interpolation techniques.
4.2.1 Least squares, weighted least squares, and moving least squares
Three scattered data approximation techniques that are extremely similar in nature are least squares,
weighted least squares and moving least squares. They all build on the same basic formulation, with
the following defining characteristics:
• Least squares gives a global approximation
• Weighted least squares gives a local approximation computed at discrete points
• Moving least squares gives a local approximation computed continuously over the domain
Least squares
Least squares seeks to approximate f by minimising the mean squared error between f and the
















which needs to be minimised. In a typical least squares system, f is chosen from
∏d
m, the space of
polynomials in d dimensions of total degree m, and so f can be written as
f(p) = b(p) · c
where b(x) is the polynomial basis vector [b1(x), . . . , bk(x)]
⊤ and c is the vector of unknown coeffi-
cients [c1, . . . , ck]
⊤ that will be solved for. For example, if x = (x, y) (i.e. d = 2) and m = 2, then
the polynomial basis vector b would be [1, x, y, x2, xy, y2]⊤. For functions f of this form taken from
∏d
m, the number of elements in b is k =
(d+m)!
m!d! [Levin, 1998].
The error in Equation 2 is minimised by taking the partial derivatives of C(f) with respect to the
unknown constants c1, . . . , ck and setting each of these to be equal to zero, giving k simulatenous




































































































Clearly the feasibility of a solution to Equation 3 is dependent on the matrix B⊤B being nonsingular
and thus invertible, but this is easy to check for. In most cases, provided that n ≥ k the matrix can
be inverted and a solution for the constants found.
Weighted least squares
In order to localise the least squares fit described previously, the error function in Equation 2 is





θ(‖p̄− pi‖)‖f(pi)− zi‖2 (4)
To achieve a local fit to the data, the weighting function θ(d) is typically chosen such that θ(0) ≈ 1
and θ(d) ≈ 0 for all d > h, where h is the effective radius of the function. Varying h thus affects
how local the fit is by varying the radius supported by the function: this is discussed in more detail




and the Wendland function [Wendland, 2005]
θ(d) = (1− dh )4(4 dh + 1) if d ≤ h
θ(d) = 0 if d > h
Since the only change between Equations 2 and 4 is the addition of the extra weight term, the
derivation of the unknown constants remains the same. The only major difference to bear in mind
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the local function f defined by these constants as fp̄.
How now does one apply this local weighted least squares solution to obtain a global approximation
over the entire domain? The solution is to combine a number of these local functions, such that every
point in the domain is supported by at least one of the local functions. For points that are supported
by more than one local function, a partition of unity [Shepard, 1968] can be used to determine an
appropriate weighting for each local function. Suppose that we have l such local functions defined




k=1 θ(‖p̄k − p‖)








Varying density in the training data can make the weighted least squares approach above slightly
unwieldy to use, as good choices for the number and positioning of the fixed weighting points is not
necessarily intuitive. Moving least squares [Lancaster and Salkauskas, 1981; Levin, 1998] solves this
by using a single localised weighted least squares approach, where the fixed point is the actual point
at which we wish to calculate the output of the function, giving
f(p) = fp(p) = b(p)
⊤c(p)
In other words, for every point p at which f needs to be evaluated, c(p) must be calculated using
the weighted least squares solution. Although this can be an expensive process, finding a suitable
choice for h in the weighting function θ will ensure that the rank of B in the linear system is sub-
stantially decreased, making for a significant speedup. Furthermore, due to the local nature and
density agnosticism of moving least squares, it will in almost all cases produce the best function ap-
proximation results and thus should be preferred over the standard weighted or unweighted variants
where possible.
In contrast to triangulation and natural neighbour techniques, the least squares methods are much
more extensible to higher dimensions. The only place where the number of dimensions plays a role is
in the number of coefficients that are solved for, which is given by k = (d+m)!m!d! — this, in turn, places
a lower bound on the rank of B to ensure that a unique solution can be found, which enforces the
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of the value of k for various combinations of d and m are shown in Table 2 — which is useful in
cases where data is elicited from users and therefore where one must be mindful of the quantity of
data that would be required. Typically m ≤ 2, but even then some of the higher dimensions might
require too much data to reasonably expect a user to provide.
d=2 d=3 d=5 d=10 d=15 d=20 d=30
m=1 3 4 5 10 15 20 30
m=2 6 10 21 66 136 231 496
m=3 10 20 56 286 816 1771 5456
Table 2: The number of coefficients k that need to be solved for in a least squares system that takes
its polynomial basis vector from
∏d
m, for varying values of d and m.
4.2.2 Radial basis function networks (RBFNs)
Radial basis function networks [Broomhead and Lowe, 1988] are one of the more popular methods
for scattered data approximation. Although they are sometimes classed as interpolation schemes, in
practise RBFNs are usually unable to interpolate their training data but rather give the best fit to
the data in a least-squares sense, as will be demonstrated.
A traditional radial basis function network (RBFN) is a special case of the more general neural
network3, with the following defining characteristics:
• An RBFN has exactly one hidden layer. Typically the number of units in the hidden layer is
equal to the number of points in the training set — where each unit models the contribution
of its corresponding point in the training set — but this need not be the case.
• Each unit in the hidden layer is modelled by a radial basis function (RBF), and all components
of the input vector x are fed forward into every unit in the hidden layer.
• The outputs from the hidden layer are linearly combined with weights to form the function’s
output.
A graphical illustration of an RBFN is shown in Figure 37.
The choice of the radial basis functions used is typically the hardest part in finding a good approxi-
mation, and is largely dependent on the density of the underlying data as well as the local or global
nature of the resulting approximant. Common choices for radial basis functions are the Gaussian
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Figure 37: A traditional RBFN accepts input from an d-dimensional vector, p, which is fed forward
to the m hidden units hi (i ∈ 1 . . .m). The outputs from the hidden units are then each weighted by
wi and summed to give the result, f(p).
where d denotes the distance ‖p−c‖ of an arbitrary point p from the center of the function c, and h
is a parameter used to influence the radius supported by the function. The Gaussian and Wendland
functions are good examples of locally supporting functions, as at d = 0 they have value 1 but as d
increases their value approaches 0 (and for the Wendland function, θ(d) = 0 for d ≥ h); whilst the
multiquadric gives more significant output for higher values of d. By manipulating the parameter
h, one is also able to adjust exactly how local the functions are — for a sufficiently large value of h
a global approximation can be achieved. It is also possible to choose different radial basis functions
and parameters h for each of the hidden units of the RBFN — this has no effect on the mathematics
that follow, which explore RBFNs in more detail. In general, the ith hidden unit centred at ci is
referred to as hi, where hi(p) = θi(‖p− ci‖) for some RBF θi.






and, since the hi functions are pre-specified, the only unknowns are the weights wi which need to























Equation 5 should look quite familiar — identical to Equation 2, in fact. And the solution is identical:
by taking partial derivatives and equating these to 0, some rearrangement yields the solution for the





















RBFNs are considered a generally good option for effective function approximation, as different
choices for the radial basis functions and their radii of support allow the network to adapt well
to many classes of underlying functions, as well as provide both local and global approximations.
Furthermore, RBFNs can be incrementally altered (that is, additional training points can be added
or existing training points removed without having to re-solve the entire linear algebra system) —
see Orr [1996] for details4.
As they have been presented thus far, RBFNs can be prone to numerical instability. One means for



















where Λ is zero everywhere except for the diagonal, which contains the regularisation parameters
4Although this distinction should technically categorise RBFNs as a form of online learning, it is in fact a feature
which is not often utilised, since most applications only need to solve for the weights of the network once. As such,
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λj . Often a single regularisation parameter λ is used, in which case Λ = λI; we provide the more
general form above for completeness. In the event that the function being modelled is guaranteed or
desired to be always positive, then it is also possible to employ a non-negative least squares solution
[Lawson and Hanson, 1974], which iteratively minimises the cost in Equation 5 by choosing only
non-negative values for the weights wi.
Model selection criteria and Λ optimisation
Due to the extra weight penalty added by the regularisation parameters in Equation 6, they do
more than just stabilise the numerical solution. Smaller regularisation parameter values allow for a
tighter fit to the data at the expense of potentially large changes in surface curvature, whilst larger
values impose a smoother curve at the expense of a poorer data fit. Choosing suitable regularisation
parameters is therefore quite important, and is achieved by minimising what are known as model
selection criteria (MSC) [Orr, 1996, 1999]. The goal of model selection criteria are to measure error
in a model by providing an estimate of how well the model will perform when given later input
(which may or may not be different to inputs in the training set) — minimising a model selection
criterion means effectively minimising the estimate for error on future data sets, and thus achieving
the best balance between smoothness and fitting of the training data.
For problems in which there is an abundance of data, the simplest way of optimising the model is
to partition the data into two sets — one for training, and one for testing. Large quantities of data
are not always available, however, and there is the possibility that any particular partitioning could
bias the solution. An improvement on this is to try several different partitionings of the data and
then take the average of the results. Taken to the extreme, one could consider a training set of n−1
samples and a test corpus of 1 sample, observing the squared error that the model exhibits for the
test sample. By considering the n different ways of creating such a partition and averaging these
squared errors, one calculates what is known as the leave-one out (LOO) estimator.
There are two major advantages to an estimator such as LOO: first and foremost, no data has to
be sacrificed and put aside as a specific testing set — all the data is used to both train and test the
model. Secondly, there is an elegant calculation for LOO that avoids the need of training and testing
n separate models. Consider a model that is trained using all n samples. The LOO sum-squared
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is known as the projection matrix (see Orr [1996]). A number of simple operations (such as adding
or removing a basis function, or adding or removing a point of training data) can be easily modelled
through changes to the projection matrix.
The matrix diag(P) makes LOO slightly unwieldy, and so in practise the related criteria known
as the generalised cross-validation (GCV) [Golub et al., 1979] and Bayesian information criterion









where γ = n−trace(P), and the common term z⊤P2z gives the sum-squared error of the model over
the training set. Armed with a model selection criterion, the next step is to find suitable values for
the regularisation parameters. In the event that a single parameter λ is used, setting the derivative
of the MSC to 0 allows one to rearrange the resulting equation and obtain a re-estimation formula
















2(n− γ)(n+ (log(n)− 1)γ)
By repeatedly re-estimating λ until convergence, the criterion is minimised in much the same way
as Newton’s method uses re-estimation to converge to the solution of an equation. The only com-
plicating factor with these formulations is their reliance on the inverse of the matrix A, an ex-
pensive operation that is prone to numerical instability. Orr’s later work [1999] improves on this
re-estimation process by rewriting the formulae using the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of HH⊤ —
resulting in a once-off singular value decomposition [Golub and Van Loan, 1996a] and a linear cost
in n for re-estimation.
The trouble with a single regularisation parameter is that it globally controls the smoothness of
a function — whilst this may work well in general, some functions may exhibit locally differing
degrees of smoothness, and in these cases it is desirable to control the regularisation on a local level.
It was mentioned earlier that RBFNs can be incrementally altered through changes to the projection
matrix: this in fact provides the basis for local regularisation. In particular, Orr shows that the
















where hj is the column that would be appended to the design matrix as the result of adding this
basis function, that is hj = [hj(p1) · · ·hj(pn)]⊤. Using this, Orr derives an analytical method for
the optimal value of λj which minimises the GCV. The only caveat is that by modifying one of the
local parameters, one affects the optimal value of the others, and so — as with global regularisation
— this has to be achieved in a re-estimation fashion, by optimising each parameter one at a time
and repeating until convergence is reached.
Subset selection
As has been discussed, regularisation provides one means for establishing a balance between training
data fit and function smoothness. One aspect that was overlooked in regularisation was that each
RBF centre was forced to be included in the model — an alternative is to choose some subset of
the centres. In practise, considering all 2m possible subsets is intractable but, fortunately, other
heuristics have been found that give good results. Orr [1996] describes a process known as forward
selection, in which one starts with a model that has no radial basis functions and to which RBFs
are added one at a time, at each step choosing the one which most reduces the sum-squared error
in the dataset. By monitoring one of the model selection criteria as each RBF is added, one can see
which subset minimises the chosen criterion and consequently can be used as the subset of RBFs
that define the final model. Orr goes on to show how this may be combined with regularisation,
albeit only global regularisation.
Centre and support radius selection
Clearly the choice of support radii for the basis functions plays a large role in the resulting approxi-
mant, as differing support radii give rise to different design matrices and thus different solutions for
the weights wi. Similarly, the choice of RBF centres also has a huge impact: in most cases — and
indeed, as RBFNs have been presented thus far — the centres are simply chosen to coincide with
the training inputs, but this is not a requirement.
Unfortunately, for both of these optimisations there is no known convenient re-estimation formula
equivalent to that used for the regularisation parameters, and optimising such features would re-
quire the use of a full non-linear optimisation algorithm. Fortunately, there are some less drastic
alternatives.
For the case of choosing a suitable support radius, Orr [1999] advocates simply iterating over a set
of possible radii and minimising the chosen MSC for each: the radius corresponding to the minimum
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conjunction with the eigenvector and eigenvalue re-estimation method described in the same report.
Catering for a support radius that varies across the RBFs is obviously a harder process, so in practise
the values iterated over are actually multipliers that are applied to the possibly different radii of the
RBFs which are chosen according to some other metric, possibly related to the spatial distribution
of the data.
For the problem of centre selection, Orr describes a method that uses regression trees [Breiman et al.,
1984]. In practise, these are much like kd-trees, in that they represent a spatial subdivision of the
data using hyper-planes parallel to the axes. In a classical regression tree, the leaf-nodes represent
a sub-division of the space in which none of the nodes overlap, and each node stores the average
output value of all the training inputs that it contains — for example, Figure 38 shows a curve and
its resulting regression tree approximation.
Figure 38: An example of a function (in blue) and its approximation using a regression tree (in red).
Standard regression trees have two major problems, namely that they do not adapt well to curvature
and that they exhibit discontinuities. Orr shows how regression trees can rather be used for choosing
the centres and support radii of RBFs, which then provide a smoother and continuous fit to the
data. His technique also lends a multi-scale aspect to the solution of function approximation, as
he considers all nodes in the regression tree (right from the root down to the leaves) when creating
potential RBFs — meaning that at the root there is an RBF which covers the entire input space,
and successive levels down the tree refine the approximation by covering smaller spaces, naturally
adapting according to data density and data clustering. Having generated a set of centres and
support radii for the RBFs, regular techniques such as forward selection and regularisation can be
applied.
An additional technique for selecting centres is possible, which takes into account the multi-scale
structure of the tree. Starting from the root and working down through the tree, RBFs are considered
for addition to the network based on how their inclusion would affect the MSC. The tree structure
also affords the ability to analyse relationships between RBFs better, and observe how the MSC
would be impacted by, say, removing a parent and rather including its two children.
Ohtake et al. [2004] take a different approach. They define an error metric for a given support radius
and center, and then describe a means for optimising the choice of the support radius. Using this,
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based on how little support is provided to each of the points by the current set of centres.
Samozino et al. [2006] extend the notion of centre selection to include points not in the original
input. By exploiting the fact that the function they wish to approximate is the zero-level set of a
manifold surface, they approximate the medial axis of the surface by using a Voronoi tessellation of
the input points. Choosing what are known as poles from the vertices of the Voronoi diagram, gives
a set of points close to the medial axis, as shown by Amenta et al. [2001] and Boissonnat and Cazals
[2000]. Samozino et al. then go on to choose their centres as a subset of the set of poles, using
k-means clustering [MacQueen, 1967] as a guide to selecting the specific subset of poles to use. As
the resulting centres are close to the medial axis, it is thus easy to extract suitable support radii for
the RBFs as the distance from each RBF to the point set surface.
Other RBFN considerations
RBFNs are typically very good at approximating finer details in approximations, but perform less
well if there are also large global features. RBFNs are also local by virtue of their support radii,
and so suffer when required to exapolate. A simple means for ameliorating such a situation is to
augment the radial basis function network with an underlying polynomial approximation, giving a






where Pm(p) = b(p) · c is a polynomial in
∏d
m with bases b, and coefficients c that are found using
a least squares approach as described in Section 4.2.15. The benefit of such a formulation is that
it offers both local and global properties — the polynomial provides a global approximation which
allows for extrapolation to areas not covered by the support radius of radial basis functions, whilst
the RBFN serves as a good local approximant in more dense areas of data. Care must be taken to
not overfit the data, however, and so either a low-order polynomial must be used or some human
assessment should be done to decide on the best order to use.
4.3 Online learning
The approximation techniques discussed thus far have all made use of a fixed training set. Online
learning techniques differ in this regard, in that they are able to incrementally adjust the resulting
approximant as more training data is provided.
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4.3.1 Artificial neural networks
The inception of research into artificial neural networks is widely regarded as being due to McCulloch
and Pitts [1943], and later expanded by Kleene [1956]. The fundamental principle behind this
work is to accurately model the workings of biological neurons, and led to the development of the
artificial neuron which receives one or more inputs and sums these to generate an output. In typical
applications the inputs to the sum are weighted, and the sum is also transformed by a non-linear
function known as the activation function.
More formally, an artificial neuron i can be in one of two states: xi = 1 (firing) or xi = 0 (not
firing). Neurons are connected in the same way that synapses connect biological neurons, where
the weight associated with each connection indicates the strength and type of connection (positive
weights indicate excitatory relationships whilst negative weights indicate inhibitory relationships).
For a neuron to become active, the sum of the weights of active connected neurons, combined with
a per-neuron bias, must be greater than zero. This is represented mathematically by:





where wij gives the weight of the connection between neurons i and j, Ci is the set of neurons
connecting to neuron i and bi is the bias for neuron i. θ is the previously mentioned activation
function — which for binary neuron states is most often chosen to be the Heaviside step function6.
Artificial neurons that are modelled on these mathematical principles are more commonly referred
to as threshold linear units, threshold logic units, or more simply, TLUs. More complex extensions
to this basic model for a TLU are available, the most common of which are the addition of a time
index to the xi states (giving xi[t] which depends on the values xj [t−1] of its neighbouring neurons)
and the relaxation of the output of xi to a real value in the range [0; 1]. The latter is employed
particularly often in conjunction with a sigmoid activation function (see Figure 39(b)), as the output
from the TLU then varies continuously with respect to its inputs — an oft desired characteristic for
functions. The sigmoid function also has the property that dθdx = θ(1 − θ) which, as we will later
show, is extremely useful in selecting the weights wij .
It should be readily apparent that a single TLU is not particularly powerful: suppose we had a TLU
that took as input the output of two other neurons (in other words, a TLU that models a function
of two boolean variables whose output is a single boolean output). Now it is impossible for this
TLU to represent the exclusive-or of its two inputs [Minsky and Papert, 1969] — Table 3 shows the
various constraints that each input/output pair imposes on the weights and bias of the TLU if one
supposes that it is possible to use a single-TLU representation.






















(a) The Heaviside step function defined by θ(x) = 0










(b) The so-called logistic function — a member of the
sigmoid family of functions — defined by θ(x) = 1
1+e−x
Figure 39: Examples of activation functions used in neural networks.
x1 x2 output Constraints imposed
0 0 0 b ≤ 0
0 1 1 b+ w2 > 0
1 0 1 b+ w1 > 0
1 1 0 b + w1 + w2 ≤ 0
Table 3: The possible inputs and corresponding outputs for the exclusive-or function, and the asso-
ciated constraints these infer on the parameters of a TLU that would model such a function.
From the first two constraints in Table 3, it follows that −b ≥ 0 and w2 > −b, which together
give w2 > 0. Then b + w1 + w2 = (b + w1) + w2 > 0 from a combination of the third constraint
and the derivation of w2 > 0. This directly contradicts the fourth constraint, however, and so the
assumption that the exclusive-or function can be modelled by a single TLU must be false.
How then are TLUs useful? The trick is to combine several of them together in such a way that their
outputs are directed as inputs to other TLUs – Figure 41 shows a diagram of a multilayer perceptron
[Haykin, 1994] which is the most commonly used form of this generalisation. Pertaining specifically
to the discussion of the exlusive-or function above, the contradiction arose when an attempt was
made to satisfy the final constraint: namely when both the inputs to the function are true. Figure 40
shows how this is addressed by adding a second TLU to handle that specific constraint.
Multilayer perceptrons are, in fact, extremely powerful. Hornik et al. [1989] proved that a multilayer
perceptron with a single hidden layer is capable of approximating any continuous function that maps
an interval of real numbers to some output interval of real numbers, using a finite number of artificial
neurons in the hidden layer. This is known as the universal approximation theorem, and can be
generalised to functions in any finite number of dimensions. With this theoretical justification for
the usefulness of a neural network, what remains are the tasks of choosing the network structure
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Figure 40: The exclusive-or function of two variables, modelled using two threshold logic units.
Figure 41: A schematic for a multilayer perceptron. The artificial neurons are organised into layers,
consisting of the input layer, output layer, and one or more hidden layers. Each neuron in any of
the hidden layers receives its input from the previous layer, and passes its output to the next layer.
Deciding the number of hidden nodes is unfortunately a non-trivial task, and a problem for which no
general solution currently exists. There are a number of different heuristics that have been employed,
although these are typically derived for use with specific datasets where empirical testing has shown
which configurations work best.
One might question why this poses such a challenge. It should be fairly intuitive to see that with
too few nodes, a network may not be able to capture all of the information required (as a simple
example, consider a hidden layer with only one node — this is in fact no better than a single
TLU). Then surely the easiest solution is to have many nodes — an ample supply for the amount of
information we wish to capture. The trouble is that this is also problematic, and leads to overfitting
— a condition where the function is able to approximate with great accuracy the data in its training
corpus, but generalisations to other inputs give extremely poor results. A simple example of this
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to fit data that has been sampled from a straight line with a higher order curve (see Figure 42).








Figure 42: An example of how overfitting can occur. In this example, four points are sampled from
the straight line defined by y = −x + 2 (shown by the blue line). If we had no prior knowledge of
the nature of the data, we might try to fit the data using a quartic, giving the red curve which would
clearly give poor results for other data samples — especially for x < −2 where the red curve has
positive gradient and the blue curve has negative gradient, causing them to diverge further apart as
x→ −∞.
Although there is no consensus amongst researchers for choosing a suitable number of hidden units,
it is generally agreed that the number of inputs, number of outputs and number of training samples
all play a part and should be taken into account when deciding how many hidden units to use. A
commonly advocated strategy is to keep aside some training data as testing data, which can then
be compared against the network’s output for a number of configurations so as to determine which
configuration seems to perform the best.
With regard to the connectivity of the network: since most applications tend to use only a single
hidden layer as a result of the universal approximation theorem, it makes little sense for the con-
nections between the hidden layer and the output TLU to be anything but densely connected (that
is, every node in the hidden layer feeds its output forward into the output TLU). Thus the only
part of the network worth really dwelling on is the connectivity between the input layer and the
hidden layer. Most applications tend to simply employ dense connection here as well: that is, every
input node is connected to every hidden node. This generally works well, as any connection which
corresponds to a mismatched correlation will typically end up with a weight close to 0 during the
process of training the network. The only practical case where it may be necessary to prune the
connectivity of the network would be when one has specific knowledge of the problem that pertains
to the separation of the input nodes into specific, distinct groups.
Once a network configuration has been decided on, what remains is to assign the best possible
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was first described by Werbos [1974]. The key idea behind backpropagation is to feed an input into
the network for which the output is known, and then use the error in output to adjust the weights of
the network from back to front — propagating the errors back until the input layer is reached (hence
the name given to the technique). This process is repeated with all the inputs from the training set,
and then again either for a fixed number of iterations or until some external error criterion has been
satisfied7.
More formally, at each step backpropagation seeks to minimise the error E of the network output
by calculating ∂E∂wij , so that when the error is minimised
∂E
∂wij
= 0. These partial derivatives also
provide a means for indicating how each weight should be adjusted: by using the approach of gradient
descent, backpropagation gradually alters the weights so that the partial derivatives approach 0 as
the training continues. Suppose an input is fed into the network, with expected output ok from the




[ok − θ(bk + zk)]2
where the constant 12 is used to simplify the derivation in the next few steps: it essentially becomes
absorbed in the learning parameter η, discussed later. The partial derivative of E with respect to












as from Equation 8 we have zk =
∑
j∈Ck wkjxj . Since
∂E
∂zk
is independent of j, one can denote this









[ok − θ(bk + zk)]2
= −(ok − xk)
∂θ(bk + zk)
∂zk
To continue, θ must be differentiable — this is why the choice of the sigmoid for the activation
function is so useful, and since θ′ = (1 − θ)θ, no complicated derivative computations are required.
Now
7Typically, a data set is divided into three parts — a training set, a testing set and a validation set. The testing set
is used to ensure that the network generalises sufficiently, and allows one to try several different network configurations
until a suitable network is determined. A final run is then done against the validation data, which has thus far not
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δk = −(ok − xk)
∂θ(bk + zk)
∂zk
= −(ok − xk)(1− θ(bk + zk))θ(bk + zk)
= −(ok − xk)(1− xk)xk





where η is the learning rate of the network, which affects the rate with which weights may change.
Large vales of η could cause the weights to oscillate without ever converging, whilst very small
values of η could require too many training samples in order to achieve convergence. The learning
rate is typically fixed (at, for example, a value of 0.05) although some work has been done toward
dynamically adjusting the learning rate [Yu and Chen, 1997].
Note, however, that Equation 9 was derived specifically for the output node from the network, and
for the weights of the edges that are inputs to the output node. The error still needs to be propagated
to the remaining nodes and their input edges’ weights. For the weight wij of an edge that is an

















and similarly the change for each weight wij is
∆wij = −ηδixj
where
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Having computed the change for all the weights in the network, each weight wij is then updated by
setting wij ← wij + ∆wij .
With a mathematically sound method for learning the weights in a neural network, it is worth
considering their extensibility to high dimensions and contrasting them to other techniques. The
space and time complexities of neural networks are strongly coupled to the number of nodes in the
network. As has been discussed, this is not a fixed number and can vary significantly, but in general
the total number of nodes is linearly proportional to the number of input dimensions and, by virtue
of the fact that one has control over the number of hidden nodes, the overall complexity can be
adjusted by adding or removing these nodes. As such, neural networks are well suited to function
approximation in high dimensions.
In contrast to many of the techniques that have been presented thus far, neural networks stand apart
in the sense that they model the problem of function approximation in a bottom-up fashion. Where
other techniques seek to establish some higher-level understanding of the nature of the function
being approximated, neural networks instead use a large number of simple components to achieve
complexity. For this reason, neural networks can be extremely difficult to analyse, as for even a
modest network it is not at all clear exactly how the network operates or what high-level concepts
— if any — each of the hidden nodes represents. With the wrong learning rate or number of hidden
nodes, neural networks are also known to map the inputs with which they are trained extremely
well, but perform poorly on any other inputs — that is, to establish a neural form of lookup table.
These caveats can make neural networks extremely difficult to setup, but once correctly structured
and trained these networks can perform extremely well.
4.3.2 Locally weighted projection regression
A more recent technique compared with those discussed so far is that of Vijayakumar et al. [2005],
which specifically addresses the issue of function approximation in high-dimensional spaces. They
observe that high-dimensional data collected through physical observations often has much lower
true dimensionality — that is, there are strong correlations between many of the dimensions and
consequently the actual data is not as complex as its containing high-dimensional space makes it
appear. Their technique, locally weighted projection regression (LWPR), makes use of this fact to
reduce the dimensionality of the data, and then employs existing linear models that perform well
on smaller numbers of dimensions to locally approximate the overall function. Similarly to neural
networks, the LWPR system is trained incrementally by processing one training point at a time and
making adjustments accordingly. Initially the model has no local functions, and as training proceeds
new local functions are added as needed, based on the spatial locality and density of the training
points processed. This allows for LWPR to capture only those small parts of the high-dimensional
space in which the data is clustered — which means that in these areas it will approximate well, but
will fail to generalise if the true space occupied by the data is not well sampled. Figure 43 shows an











response to the training data.
(a) (b)
Figure 43: An example of (a) a synthetic cross function and (b) the resulting placement and area of
support of local models (shown in red and blue) in response to the training points (shown in green).
As can be seen, the corners of the function exhibit lower magnitudes of gradient and so can be well
approximated with only a single local model, whilst the areas with larger magnitudes of gradient
require more local models to capture the nature of the function.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, a variety of techniques have been presented that address the problem of function
approximation from a given set of training samples. The following broad categories were considered:
1. Scattered data interpolation techniques produce curves that pass exactly through each
of the points provided in the training set. These interpolants are susceptible to outliers,
and in most cases are only suitable for mapping between very small numbers of dimensions.
Interpolation techniques are also not well-suited to generalisation, unless an independent source
of gradient information is available.
2. Scattered data approximation methods differ from the interpolation techniques in that
they do not constrain the resulting approximant to pass exactly through each training point.
Instead, a better shaped curve is sought at the expense of an imperfect interpolation. In
most cases the derivation of these curves involves the solution of a least squares system, which
may be significantly costly depending on the number of dimensions and the degree of the
underlying polynomials being fitted. Scattered approximation techniques typically achieve
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3. Online learning techniques differ in that they allow for the training data to be incrementally
altered, without having to completely repeat the training process with the new data. This has
the advantage that an approximant can be refined as it is being used.
In the following chapter, characteristics that are required for the specific application of function
approximation to a mapping between adjective space and parameter space are discussed, and full













In Chapter 4, the general problem of function approximation was explored by considering a number
of techniques that are typically used. Some caveats, such as problems with higher dimensions, have
already been discussed, but before choosing a function approximation technique to apply to adjective
space, there are some additional issues that need to be addressed. These include:
1. Direction of mapping: whilst a function of the form f : A → P is desired, it is shown that,
for several reasons, the function that should really be approximated is g = f−1 : P → A, and
solutions for dealing with the inverse function are discussed and derived.
2. Adjective representation: whilst the general concept of using adjectives sounds good, the
technical details regarding their representation and consequent implementation have not yet
been discussed. These issues are thoroughly explored in this chapter.
3. Support for common use-cases: the formulation of adjective space thus far makes it seem
that
• The set of adjectives available to users is fixed.
• When a user wishes to make a description, they have to specify a point in adjective space,
which implies that they have to choose a value for every dimension/adjective.
Both of these limitations are discussed, and taken into consideration for the final system design.
Through addressing these problems, an overall system architecture will emerge. We divide the system
into two major constituents — a modelling component, and a usage component. In the modelling
component, a procedural system is used to generate random content samples, which are described
by an expert user or designer. These descriptions are used to train a set of specialised radial basis
function networks, which together comprise the adjectival model. In the usage component, a user
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model to obtain suitable procedural parameters, which are then fed into the procedural system to
obtain content. This process is illustrated in Figure 44.
Figure 44: An illustration of the overall system proposed by this thesis.
5.1 Direction of mapping
The data collection process described at the beginning of Chapter 4 operates under the principles
of a classic experiment with random assignment [McBurney and White, 2006]. As such, the data
acquired actually models the relationship from parameter space to adjective space, since the user
provides descriptions in adjective space in response to content generated by a point in parameter
space. Were this data used to approximate a function it would be f−1 : P → A, the inverse of the
function that is sought. Furthermore, performing data collection so as to achieve the correct causal
relationship is infeasible: that would amount to giving the user a description and having them find
the procedural parameters matching this description — exactly the problem that adjective space
seeks to address.
Additionally, Chapter 3 highlighted that the function f : A → P could conceivably not be onto, or
could be a one-to-many function — neither of which are desirable properties in the specific context
of mapping between adjective space and parameter space. It was demonstrated that the inverse
mapping overcomes these problems — setting the domain of the function to be P guarantees that
every piece of content can be associated with some point in A, and multiple points in P can share the
same description in A. It is worth noting that f−1 is also not necessarily onto, but this is acceptable
as one could conceive of descriptions in adjective space that will not apply to any generated content.
The trick, now, is that what is really sought is a way of mapping from A to P . Suppose the user
describes a scene they wish to generate, by choosing a ∈ A, and a suitable approximation to f−1 has
been determined using some function approximation technique. What is then required is to solve
the equation f−1(p) = a.
Whilst this is, in general, a hard problem, it does afford a useful benefit. Since f−1 could possibly
be a many-to-one function, there may be multiple points in P that satisfy the above equation — this
allows for more than one solution to be found and presented to the user, in contrast to the function
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In solving the equation, it is important to remember that f−1 is not necessarily onto. As such, the
conditions on the equation must be relaxed slightly to instead give f−1(p) ≈ a. Exactly how one
quantifies what constitutes the best approximating solution to this equation is open to debate, but
the most common approach is to minimise the squared difference E(p) = ‖f−1(p)− a‖2.
Dependent on the properties of the objective function E, certain avenues are available for its min-
imisation. If, for example, E is differentiable, then one could employ a technique such as the
Newton-Raphson method [Newton, 1664–1671; Raphson, 1690; Kelley, 2003] to find local minima.
If E is differentiable and it is easy to determine the roots of E, then one can easily extract local
minima without the need for complex root-finding algorithms.
In general, since E is the combination of some potentially complicated function f−1 and a squared
error computation, it is unlikely that simple techniques will suffice. There is, however, still a solution:
the use of space-searching techniques such as genetic algorithms (GA) [Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989]
or particle swarm optimisation (PSO) [Kennedy and Eberhart, 2001]. Both of these methods make
use of a population of possible solutions, which is then iteratively updated over a large number of
steps in an attempt to find the solution which minimises E.
5.1.1 Genetic algorithms
Neural networks seek to model biological processes. Similarly, genetic algorithms were born from
the field of evolutionary biology and seek to mimic Darwin’s process of natural selection [Darwin,
1859].
As has already been mentioned, genetic algorithms operate on a population of solutions to a problem.
To be more precise, the population is actually a set of abstract representations of the real solutions,
and each member of the population is referred to as a genotype whilst the actual solution derived from
a genotype is called the phenotype. Starting from a randomly generated population of individuals,
the next generation of the population is determined by first computing the fitness of each individual
— which in our context is measured by the error E. The next generation is then generated by a
stochastic selection and modification of the current population, and this is then used to similarly
create the following generation. The process continues until either a certain number of generations
have been produced, or until the fitness of the best individual exceeds a set target.
The relation to Darwin’s natural selection comes into play in the abstract representation of the
population’s individuals, and when populating a generation’s successor. The most common repre-
sentation for an individual is as a simple series of bits — drawing a parallel to chromosomes which
are made up of nucelotide bases. Other popular representations include arrays of real values or
tree-like structures, but these require some extra care when defining genetic operators that function
similarly to those used on bit series.
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“breed” the following generation. This is done stochastically, in such a way that individuals with
higher fitness are more likely to be selected. Having selected a set of progenitors, these are manip-
ulated in one of three ways to produce individuals for the next generation:
1. Crossover. Just as in nature where the offspring of a species are often composed of the genetic
material from two parents, so too can new individuals be created in the simulated population.
For an abstract representation as an array of bits, there are three commonly used methods for
applying crossover, which are shown in Figure 45.
(a) One-point crossover (b) Two-point crossover (c) “Cut and splice” crossover
Figure 45: Methods for crossover in genetic algorithms.
2. Mutation. Related to the phenomenon of biological mutation, mutation on a series of bits is
simply determined by generating a random variable for every bit. If the value of the variable
is less than a pre-specified threshold, then that bit has its state flipped. This allows a genetic
algorithm to maintain diversity and avoid local minima by ensuring that all individuals do not
become too similar to each other.
3. Elitist selection. Some of the better individuals from the current population are carried
through to the next generation without any modification.
One of the shortfalls of genetic algorithms is that emphasis is placed on the importance and fitness
of individuals, as opposed to the fitness of the population as a whole. This is also apparent in the
way in which successive generations are produced, in that each new individual is developed from the
abstract representations of only two parent individuals. Gaussian adaptation [Kjellström, 1991] is a
closely related algorithm that seeks to maximise the mean fitness of the whole population, provided
that the ontogeny of an individual can be described as a sequence of small, random evolutionary
steps, and that the resulting phenotype tends to be Gaussian distributed. For domains that satisfy
these restrictions, this allows the optimisation process to follow ridges in the phenotypic landscape,
which can lead to increased performance of several orders of magnitude. These restrictions do,
however, limit the applicability of the technique and so it has not yet gained widespread adoption
in the scientific community.
5.1.2 Particle swarm optimisation
Particle swarm optimisation is an effort to overcome the problems with genetic algorithms discussed
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each individual is modelled as a particle in a multidimensional space. Each of the particles has
position and velocity within this space, and these are adjusted at discrete time-steps according to
reasoning made by the particle regarding both the particle’s best observed position, as well as the
swarm’s overall best observed position. In this way, there is global knowledge shared amongst all of
the individuals as well as localised knowledge particular to each individual — much as a swarm of
insects would function, which is the basis for the rationale behind this technique.
Formally, suppose we have a swarm of particles with position and velocity given by xi,vi ∈ R|P|,
and let bi be the best observed position by particle i and g be the global best position observed by
any member of the swarm. Particle swarm optimisation then proceeds as follows:
• Initialisation. The positions xi and velocities vi are initialised: typically, the xi values are
chosen so as to be uniformly distributed over the input domain and vi = 0. The values bi are
initialised as bi ← xi and g← minxi{E(xi)}.
• Iterative update step. For each particle, the following update steps are followed:
– Update position. This simply entails moving the position of the particle according to
it’s current velocity: xi ← xi + vi
– Update velocity. Using the knowledge of its own best observed position and the best
position observed by the swarm, the particle updates its velocity so as to move towards
these best positions. This is achieved by setting vi ← ωvi+c1r1◦(bi−xi)+c2r2◦(g−xi).1
ω is an inertial constant which is typically slightly less than 1. The constants c1 and c2
control how rapidly a particle should adjust its velocity so as to set a course for the good
positions it knows about — these are said to represent “cognitive” and “social” aspects,
respectively, of the particle’s decisions. Finally r1 and r2 are vectors of uniformly sampled
random values between 0 and 1 that allow the particles to exhibit stochastic exploration
of the search space.
– Best position updates. Before iterating the next particle, the current particle’s new
position is checked to see if it is better than either its personal best or the global best: if
E(xi) < E(bi) then bi ← xi; if E(xi) < E(g) then g← xi.
• Check for convergence. Similarly to genetic algorithms, the previous step is repeated either
a fixed number of times or until a suitable global best has been achieved.
A simple and oft-used extension to the standard PSO algorithm is to initially divide the swarm into
a set of overlapping neighbourhoods based on the index of the individuals (for example a neigh-
bourhood containing particles 1 to 5, one containing particles 2 to 6, etc). Instead of maintaining
a global best for the entire swarm, one now keeps track of a best position for every neighbourhood
— and when a particle discovers a new best position it only updates that for the neighbourhoods
1◦ in this context indicates the componentwise multiplication of the corresponding vector elements to form a new
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of which it is a member. This allows for a better exploration of the search-space and can greatly
reduce the chance that a PSO will become susceptible to a local minimum, with the caveat of slower
convergence to the best solution. Because of the overlapping nature of the neighbourhoods, the
global best will eventually propagate through all the neighbourhoods, and so one still maintains the
benefits of a swarm intelligence approach over techniques such as GAs.
5.1.3 General comments on genetic algorithms and particle swarm opti-
misation
Non-linear search algorithms, such as GAs and PSOs, have the following three advantages:
1. Global search. Searching is not restricted to some locality around which a solution is expected
(which is required for Newton-Raphson); the entire solution space is considered as possible
candidates for the optimal solution. Priming a GA or PSO with a possible solution would in
fact bias the methods towards a minimum in that area, which could possibly result in a local
minimum being found but never truly escaped.
2. Avoidance of local minima. Having said that these techniques can become stuck in local
minima, both GAs and PSOs actually have mechanisms for considering solutions other than
the best minimum they have found thus far by randomly examining other areas of solution
space. In so doing, local minima are usually avoided, which is where techniques such as
Newton-Raphson fail. The escape from a local minimum is not guaranteed, however, and is
more likely to work when a broader sampling of the solution space is initially specified (that
is, not primed towards a particular mimimum).
3. Not property dependent. GA’s and PSO’s are not dependent on the properties of E.
Although these techniques look extremely useful, they have one drawback: they never terminate
conclusively. GA’s and PSO’s can never actually guarantee that they have found the best solution to
an equation; they can only provide continuous feedback on the best solution that they have found
thus far. As has been discussed, there is usually some form of user-defined threshold ǫ, such that
once E(p) < ǫ the procedure terminates; or more simply a fixed number of iterations are run after
which the process is discontinued. Alternatively, the procedure could be allowed to run ad infinitum
until the user decides that the calculated error is tolerable.
This is not a catastrophic problem, however. If anything, this allows for several possibilities within
the framework of adjective space:
1. Whenever the GA or PSO finds what it deems to be a local minimum, this could be presented to
the user as a possible output. The user would then have the option of accepting the generated
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2. The GA or PSO is run in the background, and periodically updates the user interface with
its best result. This allows the content available to the user to change dynamically, as the
search discovers alternative options. Through observing pieces of generated content, the user
would then have the option at any stage of deeming a particular piece of content suitable,
thus terminating the search, or leaving the system to keep running and searching for suitable
options.
In our technique, we have chosen to use particle swarm optimisation — the implementation of the
PSO algorithm is much simpler than that of a GA, and also more naturally adapts to the real-valued
parameter space that we employ in our experimentation2. We have recorded successful results using
particle swarm optimisation, and so we have not explored the use of genetic algorithms. However, we
expect that similar results could be achieved with genetic algorithms — and indeed, for procedural
systems whose parameters are more naturally altered by the genetic operators, genetic algorithms
may prove to be superior. The no free lunch theorem [Wolpert and Macready, 1995, 1997] also
guarantees that particle swarm optimisation will not be suitable for all scenarios, and in such cases
genetic algorithms may prove more suitable due to the different manner in which they explore the
search space.
To summarise, having identified that a problem exists in approximating a mapping from A to P ,
it has been shown that approximating the inverse mapping is feasible and also offers additional
benefits (another of which is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4). For brevity and clarity in the
remainder of this chapter, it will be assumed that g refers to the inverse mapping P → A, except
where a distinction between the inverse and regular mappings needs to be made, in which case it
will be explicitly stated.
5.2 Properties of g
The various function approximation techniques discussed in Chapter 4 have a number of different
characteristics, and hence are applicable to different problems. In order to choose a method that
works well in mapping between parameter space and adjective space, it would be prudent to consider
desriable properties of the resulting function.
5.2.1 Continuity
Suppose a point p ∈ P is mapped to a point a ∈ A by the function g. Consider now the point
p′ = p + ǫ, where ǫ is some non-zero vector with very small magnitude, and what p′ might be
mapped to by g. Logically, p′ corresponds to a set of procedural parameters that is only slightly
2Note that this does not preclude the use of genetic algorithms for real-valued search domains, as there are
means of encoding real values in bit-strings that can be manipulated by the genetic operators — see, for example,
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different to p, and therefore one would expect that the content generated by p′ should be reasonably
similar to the content generated by p. Consequently, the two pieces of content generated should
also elicit similar descriptions — and so one would expect the point a′, to which p′ is mapped, to
be similar to a. More technically, one would expect that a′ = a + ǫ′ for some non-zero ǫ′ with small
magnitude.
More formally, we might say that
∀ǫ′ > 0, ∃ǫ > 0 such that if ‖x− p‖ < ǫ, then ‖g(x)− g(p)‖ < ǫ′
which is simply the Cauchy definition of continuity at the point p. In other words, g is required to
be continuous.
5.2.2 Generalisation
Suppose one were to construct the convex hull in parameter space around the set of training points,
T . The volume enclosed by the hull represents the set of points that could be reasonably ap-
proximated using interpolation techniques, owing to the fact that any point inside the hull can be
expressed in barycentric coordinates as a combination of the vertices contained by the hull. Points
which fall outside the hull, however, cannot be expressed in barycentric coordinates and so cannot
be dealt with in the same way — that is, the output of the function at these points cannot be
calculated using interpolation. Instead, the function must be able to extrapolate or generalise such
points. Giving accurate approximation results at such points is clearly harder since there is no gra-
dient information between the boundaries of P and the convex hull, but even a coarse approximation
would nevertheless be more valuable than no approximation at all.
Due to the curse of dimensionality [Bellman, 1961; Scott, 1992], densely sampling higher-dimensional
spaces becomes increasingly hard and so we cannot rely on an adequate sampling to avoid the convex
hull problem. A technique which is able to extrapolate beyond the hull of its training points would
thus be extremely useful.
5.2.3 Locality
When using real-world data, one always has to proceed under the assumption that the data is
affected by some form of noise. In the function approximation context, this refers to finding the
best approximation to the data that does not necessarily interpolate the data — where “best” refers
to maintaining some form of C(n) continuity or particular curve shape. To this end, some function
approximation techniques make use of a global approximation, where the evaluation of the function at
any point is based on some best fit to all of the training data. Whilst this ensures smooth functions
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inferred by considering the training data close to a given point, and ignoring training data that is
far away. Thus, in order to capture these details a function with local approximation is desirable.
5.2.4 Rapid evaluation
Since space-searching techniques will be employed to scour parameter space for an appropriate
solution, this will require many evaluations of g. Exactly how many is tied to the size of the
population used in the search, which is in turn affected by the number of dimensions in P , but it is
reasonable to expect several hundred iterations of a population of, say, one thousand individuals —
which would require several hundred thousand computations of g. To guarantee usability, a suitable
function must therefore have complexity proportional to O(|P|), or at worst O(|P| log |P|) or similar.
5.2.5 Choice of function approximation technique
Having described what would be required of a suitable function approximation scheme, we now ex-
amine the schemes discussed in Chapter 4 and choose one which serves the needs of mapping between
parameter space and adjective space. Table 4 highlights the techniques discussed in Chapter 4, and
whether they satisfy the properties discussed thus far3.
As can be seen from the table, only three techniques satisfy all the properties we are looking for.
Of these, weighted least squares and RBFNs are generally better suited to user data, which will
naturally be prone to error, as these techniques seek to find a better overall fit as opposed to
interpolation techniques which will, by their nature, capture the inherent error.
In our technique, we use RBFNs rather than weighted least squares. RBFNs require less data
in order to achieve a solvable set of linear constraints, and later in this chapter we show how an
extension to the basic RBFN framework affords other benefits.
5.3 Representation of adjectives
As a model is being proposed that mathematically manipulates adjectival descriptions, the nu-
merical representation of the descriptions is a key aspect of the approach. Chapter 3 posited the
representation of an adjective as a single scalar value, which is derived from the notion that, when
communicating, people use constructs such as the word “very” to quantify the extent to which an
adjective applies — and numerically, this is akin to imposing a scale on the adjective.
However, an interface in which a user is required to associate a numerical value with an adjective
may not be all that intuitive — the average person does not observe the world quantitatively, but
3Techniques that were deemed in Chapter 4 to be insuitable — for example due to poor scalability with higher
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rather qualitatively. In fact, whilst people do on occasion use quantifiers such as “very” or “a little”
to affect their descriptions, most often there is either a total lack of quantification, or the negative
“not” is used to quantify the adjective.
During the initial course of this research, two investigations were conducted which in part addressed
the issue of adjective representation. The full details of these can be found in Appendices A and B;
the major point that they highlighted is that users would prefer a small, fixed number of states
associated with each adjective. This can easily be addressed in one of two ways, either through mul-
ticategory classification [Kazmierczak and Steinbuch, 1963; Duda and Hart, 1973] or the partitioning
of a single, scalar value’s range into different states.
In the classical multicategory system, a discriminant function is assigned to each category, which
takes a multidimensional feature vector and generates a single scalar output corresponding to the
likelihood that the feature vectors map to the particular category. To decide which category a
particular feature vector falls into, one simply chooses the category whose discriminant function has
the greatest output.
Partitioning, on the other hand, retains the notion of a single scalar variable per adjective. The
range of values taken on by this variable is split into a number of disjoint partitions, such that every
point in the range lies in exactly one of the partitions. For example, in the extreme case of two
states, the range would be split in half — with the lower half corresponding to the one state, and
the upper half to the other (arbitrarily assigning the midpoint to one or the other partition). It
should be clear, though, that as one progresses from one end of the range to the other through the
various partitions, there should be a similar progression of logical interpretation of the partitions —
it would not make sense, for example, to have the partitions corresponding to the concepts “good”,
“better” and “best”, ordered according to their split of the range as “best”, “good”, “better”.
In comparing and contrasting the two approaches, it should be noted that multicategory systems
are more general, as they do not suffer from the restrictions imposed by partitioning. Multicategory
systems overcome this by preserving the likelihood for all categories, which can be useful in providing
information that indicates how strong a match has been found, or in cases where two or more
categories have similarly strong values to indicate that the classification may be prone to error.
Partitioning is, however, simpler, and for cases where there is a proportional correspondence between
the logical states and their numerical representations, perhaps represents transitions between such
states better than the multicategory approach.
Multicategory systems additionally require extra overhead, in the form of separate discriminant
functions for every catgeory. This, coupled with the fact that only a very small number of categories
are expected to be used in describing content, indicates that a partitioning system may be better







































Technique Continuous Generalises Local Rapid evaluation Other comments
Shepard interpolant
[Shepard, 1968]
yes yes1 yes yes Guaranteed to interpolate the
data points, possibly at the ex-
pense of a better overall fit.
Least squares [Levin,
1998]
yes yes no yes Requires a lot of data for




yes yes yes2 yes2 Requires a lot of data for




yes yes yes no Every evaluation requires the
solving of a linear system. Re-
quires a lot of data for higher
dimensions and higher-degree
polynomial fits
RBFN [Orr, 1996] yes yes3 yes yes
Artificial neural networks
[Werbos, 1974]
yes unknown4 unknown4 yes
LWPR
[Vijayakumar et al., 2005]
yes no5 yes yes5
Table 4: A comparison of the various function approximation techniques discussed in Chapter 4, with reference to the desired function properties
described in Section 5.2.
1Although Shepard interpolants can generalise through the use of estimated gradient information, as one moves further from the convex hull the distances to the points
in the training set converge, leading to the output simply being an average contribution from all the training points which may not be what one expects.
2A good local approximation for weighted least squares is dependent on there being a sufficient number of well placed weighting points. The number of weighting points,
in turn, increases the complexity of evaluation, and so there is a trade-off between accuracy and speed of evaluation.
3RBFNs are capable of generalising, provided that the radial basis functions are placed so as to support the entire domain. Offsetting the approximation by first using a
low-order polynomial approximation also aids in generalising.
4Due to the way in which ANNs incrementally adjust their weights, it is not possible to predict how well they will generalise or locally approximate a given set of data.
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5.4 Choosing subsets of adjectives
Although it was mentioned in Chapter 3 that adjective space is likely of lesser dimensionality than
parameter space, the number of adjectives available for the user to utilise could still be large —
sufficiently large that to specify a value for every adjective in order to generate content may be
extremely cumbersome. Users may, instead, simply wish for their content to reflect the description
of only some small subset of adjectives. One way around this problem would be to impose a default
values for each adjective, but this seems restrictive and on some level imposes a generic feel on
the generated content. If the user deliberately did not choose specific adjectives, then it would
be extremely useful if the system could simply ignore these in choosing an appropriate point in
parameter space, from which the content is then generated.
Fortunately, the mapping of the inverse g affords this capability. In Section 5.1, it was shown that
finding a point p in response to the user supplying point a amounted to minimising the equation





That is, taking the sum-squared difference between g(p) and a over all the dimensions of A. A




mi [g(p)i − ai]2 (10)
where mi = 1 if the adjective corresponding to the i
th dimension of A was chosen by the user, and
mi = 0 if it was not chosen. That is, when computing the error of the function, only the adjectives
in which the user is interested are considered — the other adjectives are free to take on whatever
values result in the minimisation of the error metric.
5.5 Dynamic use of additional adjectives
The presentation of adjective space thus far has made use of a fixed set of adjectival descriptors
which the user is forced to use. Whilst this is motivated by the need to reduce the complexity of the
problem and a desire for objectivity in response to users’ observations, it does confer an element of
bias by suggesting to the user what descriptors they should be using. It may additionally be seen
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natural to the user. Whilst one could address this problem by enlarging adjective space to include
all possible descriptors, this is a restrictive solution and does not support the evolution of language
to adopt new adjectives.
The major difficulty in supporting new descriptors is in establishing relations to other known de-
scriptors — if one were able to do this, then some degree of information could be inferred about the
new descriptor so as to facilitate its usage. By restricting the set of descriptors to adjectives in the
English language, it is in fact possible to obtain these relationships through the use of a system such
as WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998], introduced in Chapter 3.
WordNet is, in essence, a database of words in the English language, complete with parts of speech,
meanings, example sentences and relational information. It groups words into what are referred to
as synsets (synonym sets), based not on the spelling of words but the sense in which they are used.
For example, the word “cold” can be used in a number of contexts or senses, such as to describe
temperature or alternatively to describe emotion, and thus is a member of multiple synsets. Each
synset has optional links to other synsets to reflect a variety of relationships, such as antonyms,
similar meanings, derived forms or compound words.
As such, WordNet is a powerful tool that provides a means for new adjectival descriptors to be
related to existing ones, through the traversal of the relationship graph inherent in the database.
What remains is mathematically defining how new descriptors can seamlessly fit into the framework
presented thus far — this is addressed in the following section, in which an extension to RBFNs is
proposed that supports the use of WordNet data, as well as providing additional benefits.
5.6 Augmenting training data with certainty values
The issue of differing perceptions, discussed in Chapter 3, is an important problem that should be
addressed. One possible solution is now proposed, after which it is shown how this solves not only
the problem of differing perceptions but also allows for seamless integration of WordNet data as
discussed in the previous section.
The key idea is to extend the set of training data to include a certainty value, ki, that is associated
with each pair (pi, zi). As the name implies, ki measures the certainty of the observation, and is





Certainty values thus allow the function approximation to more closely approximate regions of
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5.6.1 Applying certainty values to differing perceptions
In Chapter 3, two methods were proposed for dealing with the problem of differing perceptions that
involved the use of data from multiple sources — by either collecting data from many people and
thus achieving a synthesis of opinion, or by taking a pre-determined function that reflects the artist’s
perceptions and then, through a small set of additional training data, tailoring the function to match
a specific user’s expectations.
In collecting data from many users, it often suffices to give each training point an equal weight.
Statistical analysis might, however, reveal outliers in the data that could have a negative influence
on the function’s overall fit — yet at the same time these outliers should be considered as important
parts of the data. Certainty values are well suited here as outliers can be tagged as having lower
certainty, thus affecting the resulting function less. It may also be desirable to assign the data of
particular expert users greater importance — to this end, certainty values can again be employed by
tagging such data with larger values, causing the function approximation to more closely approximate
these points.
Certainty values are possibly most intuitively utilised, however, in tailoring an existing function
to better match an individual user’s unique perceptions. This is achieved by presenting the user
with a small set of generated content to which they assign adjectival descriptors, providing additional
training data that specifically captures this user’s perceptions. To coerce the function approximation
into adapting to this specific user, the additional training data is simply assigned a higher certainty
value than those of the main training corpus. In this way, the resulting function still makes use of
the data provided by the artist, but places more emphasis on the user-specified data.
5.6.2 Applying certainty values to WordNet
Armed with the extension of certainty values, the semantic relationships provided by WordNet can
be harnessed in two distinct ways:
1. Amplification of adjective space. New adjectival descriptors can be added as a pre-process
to the set A of available descriptors, by following links in the semantic relationship graph.
More specifically, suppose that the descriptor α ∈ A were used to describe a particular piece
of content, with certainty kA. We could then posit that the content could also be described
by adjectives that are similar to α, only with a lesser certainty dkA, where 0 < d < 1. This
can be applied to antonyms, too — if α were associated with scalar value a, and β was an
antonym of α, then we could suggest that the content also be described by β associated with
scalar value −a and certainty value dka.
2. Interpretation of new adjectival descriptors. Using certainty values, users can specify
new adjectives that are in the WordNet database but not in A. Suppose the user specified an
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l from β to an element α ∈ A can be found. Any content that is tagged with the adjective α,
can then also be tagged with β — but with certainty scaled by dl.
5.6.3 Incorporating certainty values into radial basis function networks
We now discuss how certainty values can be incorporated into a RBFN. We will refer to RBFNs that
have been augmented with certainty values as certainty radial basis function networks, or CRBFNs.
Solving for the weight vector w
























The derivation of the weights wj , that correspond to the minimum value of C
′, is quite similar to the
solution for the case without certainty values (covered in detail by Orr [1996]). In order to minimise
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which can further be simplified to the matrix equation
H⊤Kg + Λw = H⊤Kz (14)





























Now, since gi = g(pi) =
∑m














































































Substituting this result into Equation 14 gives













where A = H⊤KH + Λ.
Determining the projection matrix P
As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the projection matrix is used extensively in various aspects of a
complete RBFN solution, ranging from the optimisation of regularisation parameters, to centre
selection. It is thus imperative to obtain a closed form for the projection matrix that takes into
account certainty values. Fortunately, the derivation is straightforward and, as with the solution for
the weight vector w, is a simple extension to the derivation for a regular RBFN.
In a regular RBFN, the projection matrix satisfies the two equations
C = z⊤Pz
Ŝ = z⊤P2z

















The sum-squared error is of particular importance, as this is used by the various model selection
criteria to optimise the network.
By including certainty values, the sum-squared error still maintains its compact representation in
terms of the projection matrix, whilst the cost function becomes only slightly more complex. Recall
that in vector notation, Ŝ can be expressed as
Ŝ = (z− g)⊤(z− g)




































where the projection matrix P is given by
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Ŝ = (z− g)⊤(z− g)
= z⊤P⊤Pz
Now, remembering that A = H⊤KH + Λ and the fact that K and Λ are diagonal and hence




as with a regular RBFN.
In vector notation, the cost function is equivalent to
C = (z− g)⊤(z− g) + w⊤Λw
= Ŝ + (z⊤KHA−1)(A−H⊤KH)(A−1H⊤Kz)





= z⊤P2z + zK(P−P2)z
= z
[
(In −K)P2 + KP
]
z
It can be easily seen from this equation that when all the certainty values are 1 (representing a
regular RBFN) then the cost function has the form z⊤Pz as before.
5.7 Complete overview of technique
Much of the overall technique presented in this thesis has already been alluded to, with reference
to addressing particular concerns at various stages. The system as a whole is now presented and
discussed.
In short, the use of adjective space to generate procedural content comprises the following aspects:
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which each dimension is tied to a specific synset drawn from the WordNet database. The act
of describing a piece of content is achieved by choosing adjectives which apply to that content,
and optionally quantifying the extent to which they apply through a scalar value in the range
[0; 1]. Negative quantifications in the range [−1; 0) are also allowed, which indicate an absence
of that adjective in the content. Dependent on which of the three ways the descriptions in
adjective space are elicited (per-user training, synthesis of opinion or artist’s vision), each
description also has a certainty value attached to it. Certainty values typically lie in the range
[0; 1], but in theory are unconstrained.
2. Training. A number of points are selected from parameter space, P , and the digital content
associated with these points is generated. The content is then tied to points in adjective space,
A, in one of three possible ways:
(a) Per-user training. Each user is required to associate every piece of content with a
description in adjective space.
(b) Synthesis of opinion. Many users are presented with a small subset of the content,
and associate each of these with an appropriate description in adjective space.
(c) Artist’s vision. A single artist/designer or small group of people review every piece of
content, and associate each with an appropriate description in adjective space.
Having completed this data collection process, the system is now in a position to be trained
as a pre-process. For each dimension in adjective space, we have a set of points T =
{t1, t2, . . . , tn} corresponding to outputs V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} with associated certainty values
K = {k1, k2, . . . , kn}. This data is used to train a number of CRBFNs, one for each adjective
given in the descriptions. This completes the preprocess required before adjective space can
be used to generate content.
3. Adjective selection. The user selects one or more adjectives describing the content that
they wish to generate. They optionally quantify the adjectives using a scalar value or category
associated with each adjective.
4. Particle swarm optimisation. Given the description supplied by the user, the goal is now
to find a point in parameter space that maps as closely to thie description as possible, as
defined by the error metric in Equation 10. This is achieved using particle swarm optimisation
to find a point p that minimises the metric.
5. Content generation. Finally, the point p is fed into the procedural generation system,
producing content. Having created content, the user may at this stage repeat steps 3-5,
refining the content generated until it is satisfactory. Since the adjectival interface serves as
a form of intrinsic scaffolding, it can at any stage be stripped away to give the user access to












In this chapter, we have addressed the finer details of using function approximation for the purpose
of mapping between adjective space and parameter space, and overcome the problems set out in
earlier chapters. This was in part achieved through the use of CRBFNs, which are a novel extension
of RBFNs to support the association of certainty values with the training data. What remains is to























To evaluate the adjectival interface presented in this thesis, several investigations were conducted.
The first two investigations were used to elicit user feedback and guide the research, and as such do
not provide an evaluation of the final technique. For completeness, the details of these investigations
are provided in Appendices A and B; this chapter is devoted to the final experiment used to validate
the technique.
To determine whether the adjectival interface is of actual benefit to users, it is compared and con-
trasted to an interface which offers direct control over procedural parameters. This is accomplished
by addressing two questions:
1. How effective is the interface for the rapid generation of procedural content? Given
that an interface for content generation is being presented, it is natural to determine how
satisfied users are with the content produced. Did the users get frustrated with the interface?
Did the interface meet their expectations? Were they satisfied? These are just some questions
that might be asked; the exact questions and hypotheses tested are detailed in due course.
2. Does the adjectival interface more faithfully produce what the user wishes to
create, compared with the direct specification of procedural parameters? Whilst
the interface itself might be deemed superior to specifying values for individual parameters,
it is possible that this enhancement comes at the sacrifice of quality in output. It is thus
important to also compare the two interfaces in terms of the procedural content produced, and
ascertain some means for doing so objectively.
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6.1 Experimental design
Since the major focus in this thesis has been on procedural graphics, a procedural system that
creates outdoor landscapes was chosen for the experiment. This system was created using the
software package Houdini [Side Effects Software Inc., 2008b], chosen for the procedural nature in
which it allows 3D graphics content to be created. In total, 49 procedural parameters were exposed,
which allowed for the creation of a diverse range of landscapes: Figure 46 shows some examples.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 46: Examples of the variety of landscapes that can be generated with the procedural system
used in the experiment.
Key components of the overall system included the following:
1. Terrain. Through Houdini’s compositing engine, several different parts of the terrain —
such as escarpment, mountains and low-amplitude noise — could be individually crafted and
combined to give a very complex landscape. Gradient and height information were used
to assign various portions of the landscape to different vegetation zones with appropriate
texturing, and the final landscape was rendered using variable subdivision dependent on the
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2. Rivers, lakes and sea. Using the final terrain, basins where water would collect could be
identified, as could rivers that would drain the water and eventually lead to the sea. This is
accomplished using a custom-built plugin for Houdini that simulates the rise of the sea-level,
and thus determines where water pools by observing which parts of land become flooded as
the sea-level rises.
3. Trees and vegetation. Once the terrain has been generated, and rivers and lakes have been
placed, the system is in a position to place a number of shrubs and trees in appropriate areas.
Houdini’s compositing engine is used to identify different types of landscape area — such as
beach, temperate, desert and mountainous — which, coupled with parameters that control the
density of vegetation in these regions, is used to randomly scatter vegetation in appropriate
locations.
Further details of the procedural system, as well as a full list of the parameters, can be found in
Appendix C.
Having created a procedural modelling system for generating virtual landscapes, 500 points in the
parameter space of the model were randomly chosen and their respective landscapes generated.
These were then described using a set of 22 adjectival descriptors, providing training data for the
CRBFN optimisation. Using WordNet to extrapolate to semantically connected synsets with a decay
factor of d = 0.7, a total of 81 adjectival descriptors were made available via an adjectival interface.
A two-stage experimental design was then developed in order to address the questions posed, using
this system.
6.1.1 First stage
Each user was assigned one interface with which to produce content. This was either the adjectival
interface or an interface allowing for the direct specification of the procedural parameters. In this
instance, direct specification does not refer to the use of the native Houdini interface: instead, the
users are presented with several slider widgets giving them control over the individual real-valued
numeric parameters.
After being given a brief introduction in which the user was presented with the appropriate interface
and an example of its usage, they were shown a photograph of a real-life outdoor landscape. Their
goal was to use the interface provided to create a virtual landscape that depicted the landscape
shown in the photograph as faithfully as possible.
As one goal for the technique is to allow for rapid content generation, users were limited to 22
minutes of working time per photograph, during which they could procedurally generate several
virtual landscapes and ultimately pick the one which best captured the photograph. This process
was repeated with each user for a second, different photograph, again limiting the user to 22 minutes
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number of questions related to their experience, listed in Table 5. The choice of 22 minutes was so
as to maximise the time that users could spend on each task, where each user was given an hour long
period for their overall participation. This allowed for 10 minutes to cover the initial introduction
and for the user to answer the final questionnaire, and gave a few minutes extra to deal with any
unforeseen problems.
1. On a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being better), how faithfully do you feel the first virtual landscape
that you created matched the content of the first photograph?
2. On a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being better), how faithfully do you feel the second virtual
landscape that you created matched the content of the second photograph?
3. On a scale of 1 to 10, how easy to understand did you find the interface? (1 is hard, 10 is easy)
4. On a scale of 1 to 10, how easy was the interface to use? (1 is hard, 10 is easy)
5. On a scale of 1 to 10, how frustrated did you get while using the system? (1 is not frustrated,
10 is very frustrated)
6. On a scale of 1 to 10, how often did the virtual landscapes generated meet your expectations?
(1 is never, 10 is always)
7. Do you feel that you needed more time than you were given on each photograph to be able to
create a satisfactory virtual landscape?
(a) If you answered yes to the previous question, how much extra time in minutes do you
think you would have needed?
8. Do you think that with practise using this system you would be able to decrease the time it
takes you to generate a virtual landscape?
(a) If you answered yes to the previous question, how long in minutes do you think it would
take you to generate a virtual landscape that matches a new photograph (after lots of
practise in using the system)?
Table 5: The list of questions asked of users in the first stage of the experiment.
Five photographs of real-life landscapes were chosen to reflect a diversity in landscapes, as well as
landscapes that could plausibly be captured by the procedural system. The photographs used are
shown in Figure 47. These were evenly distributed in a random assignment to the users that took
part in the experiment.
The interface presented to users who were assigned the direct specification interface can be seen in
Figure 48. Users of the adjectival interface could add adjectives from a list as shown in Figure 49, and








































































































































To objectively evaluate which of the two interfaces allows users to create virtual landscapes that
more faithfully capture the photographs shown, an independent study was conducted in the second
stage of the experiment. Participants in the study were shown the photographs used for the first
stage, and with each photograph they were shown two virtual landscapes generated by the users
in the first stage of the experiment — one created using the adjectival interface and one created
using the direct parameter specification interface. The task for participants in the second stage
was simply to pick the virtual landscape that most faithfully captured the photograph shown. The
virtual landscapes displayed were randomly selected from the sets available, and the order in which
the two virtual landscapes were shown was also randomly assigned. As such, there was no way for
participants to know which landscape was generated using each interface — and in fact, they were
not even told how the images were generated, and so had no idea that the images had even been
created by human users.
6.2 Objectives
By constructing the experiment in these two stages, the questions posed at the beginning of this
chapter are successfully addressed. The first stage serves as both a qualitative and quantitative
comparator of the two interfaces — qualitative by virtue of the answers provided by users in response
to the questionnaire, but also quantitative through the implicit analysis of the time taken by the
users to complete their tasks. In short, the first stage provides an effective means to judge which
interface is easier for users to utilise.
Of course, an intuitive interface that produces poor procedural content would be totally ineffective,
and so further analysis to compare the output generated is necessary. That is the purpose of the
second stage, which was carefully designed so as to ensure an objective comparison. By making use of
a second, independent set of participants, the second stage avoided any possible issues with learning
bias that may have resulted from users in the first stage being called on for a comparitive assessment.
The independent user base also ensured that users were not giving preference to content which they
had generated themselves. Furthermore, by simply presenting participants with a photograph and
two images of generated content, no detail about the differences between the images was exposed,
which might otherwise have subjectively affected the participants reactions.
6.3 Hypotheses
In order to properly evaluate the statistical significance of the results obtained through this experi-
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The expectation is that the adjectival interface should provide a more intuitive and user-friendly
experience. One can therefore hypothesise that for the subjective measures of the first stage, the
adjectival interface should outperform the direct specification interface, and therefore that:
1. Users will find the adjectival interface easier to understand.
2. Users will find the adjectival interface easier to use.
3. Users will find the adjectival interface less frustrating to use.
4. Users will find that the adjectival interface generates landscapes that more closely
match the photograph.
5. Users of the adjectival interface will feel more strongly that the landscapes gen-
erated met their expectations.
6. Users of the adjectival interface will feel that they require less time to perform
the task than users of the direct specification interface.
With sufficient training, users might learn how to use the direct specification interface sufficiently
well, and so it is not as easy to judge which user group will perform better. We can, however,
hypothesise that there is likely to be some difference:
7. After sufficient training, the average times that it would take users of each interface
to complete the task, are not equal.
Although users in the first stage are expected to have a natural tendency to prefer the adjectival
interface, this does not suggest that the resulting output is necessarily more faithful to the task
than that generated by the other user group. One cannot, therefore, presuppose which of the two
interfaces will lead to better content — but we can hypothesise that the choices made by participants
were not entirely random. That is:
8. The probability of preferring a landscape generated using the adjectival interface,
over a landscape generated using the direct specification interface, is not equal to
0.5.
6.4 Results and discussion
6.4.1 First stage
In total, 35 subjects took part in the first stage of the experiment — 17 were assigned the direct spec-
ification interface, and 18 were assigned the adjectival interface. The responses to the questionnaire


































Accuracy 1 Accuracy 2
Easy to
understand
Easy to use Frustration Expectations met Combined score
6 4 7 7 6 4 22
8 5 4 10 8 6 25
1 5 3 7 3 5 18
5 3 2 3 7 4 10
1 3 1 2 6 3 4
6 4 7 7 1 5 28
5 5 2 3 6 3 12
6 7 6 9 4 4 28
6 5 5 6 2 3 23
3 6 3 8 8 2 14
2 4 2 3 8 2 5
3 2 3 10 3 1 16
3 5 3 3 5 5 14
4 5 6 8 6 5 22
1 5 1 2 7 3 5
6 5 4 7 6 5 21
6 8 6 10 4 6 32
Mean 4.24 4.76 3.82 6.18 5.29 3.88 17.59
Std deviation 2.17 1.44 2.01 2.92 2.14 1.45 8.58







































Accuracy 1 Accuracy 2
Easy to
understand
Easy to use Frustration Expectations met Combined score
9 4 5 6 7 5 22
4 6 8 8 6 4 24
6 8 9 10 6 4 31
6 7 6 8 6 3 24
6 4 9 10 6 3 26
6 6 10 10 5 3 30
7 5 10 10 7 5 30
5 4 6 6 7 3 17
3 6 8 7 9 4 19
4 5 10 8 4 4 27
4 8 10 10 6 2 28
7 3 10 10 4 4 30
5 7 10 10 8 4 28
6 8 9 10 7 6 32
4 7 10 8 5 6 30
4 5 9 10 5 4 27
7 7 10 9 3 4 34
6 3 6 6 5 4 20
Mean 5.5 5.72 8.61 8.67 5.89 4 26.61
Std deviation 1.5 1.67 1.72 1.57 1.49 1.03 4.74









































yes 10 yes 20
yes 15 yes 10
yes 5 yes 7
yes 20 yes 15
yes 60 yes 15
no 0 yes 7
yes 60 yes 30
no 0 yes 7
yes 10 yes 10
yes 30 yes 10
yes 60 yes 12
yes 30 yes 30
no 0 yes 10
yes 20 yes 10
yes 20 yes 40
no 0 yes 10
yes 20 yes 5
Mean 21.18 14.59
Std deviation 20.96 9.84















































no 0 yes 10
no 0 no 22
no 0 yes 15
no 0 yes 10
no 0 yes 15
yes 10 yes 10
no 0 yes 10
yes 10 yes 10
no 0 yes 12
no 0 yes 5
no 0 yes 5
yes 10 yes 10
yes 15 yes 10
yes 10 yes 18
yes 5 yes 15
yes 10 yes 10
no 0 yes 15
no 0 yes 16
Mean 3.89 12.11
Std deviation 5.3 4.32
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group in Tables 7 and 9. The data has been partitioned across the tables according to the types of
questions to which they pertain: the data for questions 1 to 6 (those with answers on a scale of 1 to
10) are in Tables 6 and 7; the data for questions 7 and 8 (the time-related questions) are in Tables 8
and 9.
In addition, for the first partition of data we include a combined score — this is simply the sum of
the responses to questions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 (where higher responses were better), minus the response
to question 5 (where higher responses were worse). This gives an interesting metric of the user’s
overall experience. Furthermore, in the second partition of the data we include in italics implicit
time values whenever the user responded with a “no” to the question and thus did not have to fill
in a specific time value.
As can be seen from Tables 6 and 7, the means of the data from the adjectival group for the scale
questions are higher than those of the data from the direct specification group. Looking at the
time-related data, the means for the data from the adjectival group are lower than those of the data
from the direct specification group. What remains is to determine whether these differences are
statistically significant or not.
To evaluate whether the means of the adjectival group data are significantly larger than those of the
direct specification group data, the hypotheses in Section 6.3 are utilised to establish null hypotheses.
These can then be applied to a one-tailed Welch two sample t-test for each pair of sets of scale data,
giving the results shown in Table 10.
# Null hypothesis t df p
1 µADJ(accuracy 1) ≤ µDS(accuracy 1) 1.9953 28.366 0.02785
2 µADJ(accuracy 2) ≤ µDS(accuracy 2) 1.8189 32.719 0.03905
3 µADJ(easy to understand) ≤ µDS(easy to understand) 7.5573 31.586 7.154e-09
4 µADJ(easy to use) ≤ µDS(easy to use) 3.1152 24.244 0.002338
5 µADJ(frustration) ≥ µDS(frustration) 0.9478 28.38 0.8244
6 µADJ(expectations met) ≤ µDS(expectations met) 0.275 28.693 0.3926
7 µADJ(combined score) ≤ µDS(combined score) 3.8195 24.632 0.000401
Table 10: T-test results comparing the scaled data in Tables 6 and 7. µADJ(x) indicates the mean
of column x in the adjectival data; µDS(x) indicates the mean of column x in the direct specification
data. The t, df and p columns give the t-value, degrees of freedom and p-value of the test, respectively.
Employing a confidence level of 95%, these results indicate that in the first four cases and in the
last case, the null hypothesis should be rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis. That is, it
is statistically likely that:
1. For the first photograph, users of the adjectival interface felt that their virtual landscape
matched the photograph better than users of the direct specification interface.
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matched the photograph better than users of the direct specification interface.
3. Users found the adjectival interface easier to understand than users of the direct specification
interface.
4. Users found the adjectival interface easier to use than users of the direct specification interface.
5. Users of the adjectival interface had a higher combined score than users of the direct specifi-
cation interface.
In the case of the 5th and 6th t-tests, the p values lie outside the confidence level of 95% and so
the null hypothesis cannot be rejected in either case. The p values are also not sufficiently large to
consider the opposite hypotheses: namely, that the direct specification interface outperformed the
adjectival interfaces in these cases. It is not possible, therefore, to conclude whether the expectations
of the adjectival interface users were more successfully met than users of the direct specification
interface, nor whether either group experienced a lesser degree of frustration.
Since users in this stage of the experiment performed two instances of the same task in sequence,
it would also be interesting to analyse the differences in results of these two tasks. Significant
differences in the data could indicate aspects such as a learning effect or user fatigue, either of which
could influence the way in which other results are interpreted. To test for differences between the
two tasks, we perform a two-tailed paired t-test on the adjectival and the direct specification data,
giving the results shown in Table 11.
Null hypothesis t df p
µDS(accuracy 1) = µDS(accuracy 2) 0.9871 16 0.3383
µADJ(accuracy 1) = µADJ(accuracy 2) 0.3688 17 0.7168
Table 11: T-test results comparing the data for the two tasks given to users.
In both the adjectival and direct specification t-tests, the p value lies outside the confidence level of
95% and so the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. It can therefore be concluded that there is no
statistical difference in the means between the first and second tasks for either group, and therefore
that no learning effect or user fatigue can be inferred from these results.
The fact that the two tasks do not exhibit statistically different results allows an additional compari-
son between the adjectival and direct specification groups to be made: since the two tasks performed
were the same, the results from both tasks can be treated as having been drawn from a single task.
The summary of this combined data is given in Table 12, where again the adjectival interface has a
higher mean.
As before, a one-tailed Welch two sample t-test is performed to test the significance of the difference,
which gives the result shown in Table 13.
With a confidence interval of 95%, the null hypothesis is rejected and one can conclude that the mean
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Interface # samples Mean Std deviation
Direct specification 34 4.5 1.83
Adjectival 36 5.61 1.57
Table 12: Summary of combined accuracy data, which treats the two tasks performed by users as an
instance of the same, common task.
Null hypothesis t df p
µADJ(accuracy combined) ≤ µDS(accuracy combined) 2.7175 65.188 0.004208
Table 13: T-test result comparing the combined accuracy data of the adjectival interface against that
of the direct specification interface.
In the same fashion, one-tailed t-tests can be performed on the time data to determine whether or
not the means for the adjectival group are indeed lower than the means for the direct specification
group. The results of these t-tests are given in Table 14.
Null hypothesis t df p
µADJ(extra time) ≤ µDS(extra time) 3.303 17.931 0.001986
µADJ(expected time) ≤ µDS(expected time) 0.9549 21.692 0.1751
Table 14: T-test results comparing the time data of the adjectival and direct specification groups.
With a confidence level of 95%, the null hypothesis for the first test can be rejected, inferring that
on average users of the adjectival interface felt they needed less time to perform their task than users
of the direct specification interface. One cannot, however, reject the null hypothesis in the second
test, and so cannot draw any conclusions about how long users thought they would take to complete
the task after sufficient practise in using the system.
6.4.2 Second stage
Although the analysis of the data from the first stage resulted in some favourable conclusions for
the adjectival interface, they are largely based on qualitative data and do not address the issue of
which interface leads to more faithful content generation. For the second stage, 89 participants each
provided 15 data points, in the form of choosing which of a pair of virtual landscapes more faithfully
captured a particular photograph. This gives a total of 1335 data points — 566 of which were in
favour of landscapes generated using the direct specification interface, and 769 in favour of those
generated with the adjectival interface.
Again, it needs to be determined whether this distribution occurred by chance, or if the adjectival
interface does perform statistically better than the direct specification interface. Consider the null
hypothesis that these results were generated by a random and fair process. Since there are exactly
two possible choices for each data point, this is the canonical Bernoulli process [Helstrom, 1984] in
which the probability of making either choice is 0.5. The probability of this random process choosing
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distribution. Using the binomial test of GNU-R [R Development Core Team, 2007] to conduct a
two-tailed test, this probability is found to be 3.045e− 08. This is well within a confidence level of
95%, and so the null hypothesis can be rejected.
The rejection of the null hypothesis indicates that the data collected could not have been the result
of a random and fair process. The actual probability of choosing, say, the adjectival interface, is
then not equal to 0.5. Using the observations of this stage of the experiment, the probability is easily
calculated as 7691335 = 0.57603, which indicates that users are more likely to choose images generated
by the adjectival interface. This was, however, calculated from a relatively small sample of responses,
and is not entirely representative of the true underlying probability. Fortunately, the binomial test
offers a means for also reasoning about the true probability of the process. Again using GNU-R with
a confidence level of 99.9%, it can be found that the true probability for the data observed lies in
the interval [0.5308152; 0.6203767]. That is, if one ran many random simulations — using different
probabilities for choosing the adjective interface — and kept aside all those that resulted in the
adjectival interface being chosen 769 times out of 1335, then in 99.9% of these cases the underlying
probability would be in the range [0.5308152; 0.6203767]. That is, in 99.9% of cases, users will be
more likely to prefer content generated with the adjectival interface, over content generated with
the direct specification interface.
Of additional interest is whether any photographs were particularly favoured by the users. Table 15
shows the distribution of responses associated with each photograph, and the resulting p-value from
a two-tailed binomial test.
Again, all of the p values are well within a confidence level of 95%, and so for each photo we can
conclude that the true probability of choosing the adjectival interface is not equal to 0.5. It should
be noted, though, that for the third photograph users preferred the direct specification interface,
and so in this case the true probability of choosing the adjectival interface is less than 0.5. For
each of the other photographs, though, the adjectival interface was preferred, and for these the true
probability of choosing the adjectival interface is thus greater than 0.5.
6.5 Interpretation of results
The key goal behind an adjectival interface is to provide an easy-to-use and intuitive means for users
to create compelling procedural content. The results in Tables 6 and 7 provide the first evidence
that this has been successful — in almost all cases, the adjectival interface not only scored better
than the direct specification interface, but also exhibited lower standard deviation values. The latter
point is important as it indicates greater consistency amongst users’ responses which, in combination
with the higher mean scores, suggests that the adjectival interface will appeal to and be usable by
a wider range of users than the direct specification interface. Some users may, of course, prefer the
additional control provided by direct specification of parameters, but since the adjectival interface























Table 15: Results of second stage experiment grouped by photograph.
adjective interface if they so desire.
The statistical analysis of the first stage results — summarised in Table 10 — further strengthens the
support for the adjectival interface, by showing that the majority of the difference in the observed
mean values were in fact statistically significant. Although users of the adjectival interface reported
higher frustration levels, this was not a significant result, and so cannot be counted against the
adjectival interface. The fact that neither group showed a statistically significant difference in the
level to which their expectations were met, can also be seen in a positive light — it shows that an
adjective interface has not diminished the expectations of users.
With the first stage clearly highlighting that the adjective space is preferred by users, what remains
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It would suffice here if the two interfaces performed equally well — since then one would have an
interface that is easier to use, and which produces comparably suitable content.
The results of the second stage, however, go beyond this requirement by showing that the adjectival
interface actually performs better than the direct specification interface for the task at hand. What is
more, the 99.9% confidence interval of [0.5308152; 0.6203767] suggests that this is a marked difference
— that is, 99.9% of the time the adjective interface will perform better, generating content that is
deemed more accurate than that of the direct specification interface in at least 53% of all cases.
Evaluating the results of the second stage on a per-photograph basis, however, demonstrates that
the adjectival interface is not entirely superior. For the third photograph, users preferred images
generated with the direct specification interface. It is not immediately obvious why this is the case
— it is possible that with more training data, the adjectival interface might perform better and
ultimately produce more compelling output.
6.6 Further evaluation
Although the experiment presented has produced positive results, this was for one particular pro-
cedural system and does not demonstrate the generality of the adjectival interface. To show how
the technique generalises, it has been applied to two other procedural domains. No formal user
experiments have been run; however, the informal responses from users have been positive and
the applications are presented here to demonstrate that the technique can be generalised to other
domains, with varying numbers of parameters and degrees of complexity.
6.6.1 Tree generation
In Chapter 2, mention was made of the tree generation technique of Weber and Penn [1995] which
requires 80 parameters to control the generation of a single tree. The high number of parameters
makes the technique well-suited to simplification via an adjectival interface. The parametrisation is
also challenging in that there is a good deal of interaction between the parameters. For example, one
parameter controls the number of levels of recursion which are performed in the process of creating
the trunk and branches, and several groups of parameters define how the behaviour is adjusted for
each level. If only a single level of recursion were used, there would therefore be a large number of
parameters whose values would be irrelevant as they would never be referenced in creating that tree
instance.
A total of 750 trees were used to train the RBFNs for this system, using 20 adjectival descriptors.
Examples of trees generated with this system and the adjectives used to generate these trees are
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(a) Described as wide, lush, tapered, top-heavy, not
skeletal and not drooping.
(b) Described as bending, branching, warped, not lush,
not tropical and not majestic.
(c) Described as tropical, straight, top-heavy and
drooping.
(d) Described as lush, wide, not skeletal and bending.
Figure 51: Some examples of trees generated using an adjectival interface, utilising the procedural
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Whilst the adjectival interface produced many adequate trees (such as in Figures 51(a) and 51(c)),
the results did not correctly follow the adjectival descriptors as successfully as in the landscape
generation experiment (see for example Figures 51(b) and 51(d)). One possible reason for this could
be that the larger parameter space of Weber and Penn’s model requires significantly more sampling
during the training phase. Related to this might be the complexity of the parameter space, whereby
large regions of the parameter space are “redundant” due to the interaction between the parameters
in this model. Means for ameliorating this are presented and discussed in Chapter 7.
6.6.2 Emotive speech synthesis
The concept of emotive speech synthesis was also mentioned in Chapter 2, specifically the work
of Oudeyer [2003], in which the author presents an algorithm for the generation of meaningless
baby-like speech subject to 10 procedural parameters. Due to the “speech” not having any intrinsic
meaning, the focus of the algorithm is on imparting various emotional characteristics such as anger,
happiness or sadness, without having to deal with the much harder problem of producing correct
speech.
Oudeyer’s algorithm employs 10 parameters, 7 of which are real-valued and 3 of which are categorical,
and with no complex parameter interaction like that of Weber and Penn’s tree generation technique.
As such, only 80 samples were used for the training of RBFNs, and 9 adjectival descriptors were
used to describe each sample.
The speech generated through the adjectival interface was typically well matched to the descriptors
used, as one might expect for such a small number of procedural parameters. Varying emotions in
speech can tend to be quite similar, which may also have contributed to the good results — in that
distinct emotions can be hard to properly distinguish, and often rely on the semantic information
being conveyed to be properly categorised. As such, a sound that conveyed one emotion could quite
easily also be seen as conveying several other, distinct emotions during the training phase. The use
of WordNet for semantic information was likely instrumental in the success of an adjectival interface
for this application, as the semantic links provided allow for the emotional ambiguity of speech to
be overcome by considering many related adjectival descriptors.
Unfortunately, due to the medium of sound, we cannot produce any examples here — but the inter-













In this chapter, an experiment for testing the effectiveness of our adjectival interface was presented
and the results of the experiment disclosed. Some statistical analysis of the data was performed,
from which it was concluded that adjective space is not only preferred by users, but also produces
content more accurately than an interface where the user has direct control over the underlying
procedural parameters. It was also demonstrated that an adjectival interface can be successfully






















Conclusions and future work
At the outset of this thesis, a technique was sought that provided the following three features:
1. Allow large and complex procedural content to be created quickly.
2. Provide an interface that is usable by novice and non-technical users.
3. Maintain the flexibility afforded by parametrised procedural models.
Although it has been explained how an adjectival interface would satisfy these requirements, it is
worth revisiting these points again, armed with the full knowledge of the technique.
As Chapter 2 demonstrated, the field of procedural modelling is well-researched and continues to
evolve and improve. Progressively more complex content can be generated in decreasing amounts
of time, in part due to the acceleration of hardware, but also due to the increased sophistication of
the procedural techniques available. As such, the problem of quickly generating large and complex
content is already solved, through the harnessing of procedural methods “under the hood” by the
adjectival interface.
In Chapter 1, it was noted that a key problem with technology was that humans are unable to keep
up with the rate of technological development. This is closely tied to the concept of providing an
interface that is usable by novice and non-technical users — if a novice user is able to easily make
use of the latest technology through an intermediate interface, then the problem of humans keeping
up with technology is no longer an issue. As humans communicate using language, the overhead for
a user to adapt to an adjectival interface is arguably much less than for a parametrised interface —
which is verified by the results presented in Chapter 6.
Finally, by employing procedural techniques for the actual creation of content, there is no sacrifice
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was not to replace procedural techniques, and rather to augment them with a more usable interface
— in this, the adjectival interface presented is a success. Chapter 6 showed that users were able to
generate content with an adjectival interface that more faithfully fulfilled a specific task, which in
itself is fair proof that no flexibility has been sacrificed. Furthermore, since the adjectival interface
is implemented as a layer on top of procedural techniques, it does not preclude a user from stripping
away the adjectival interface and interacting directly with the procedural parameters. The adjectival
interface can thus serve as a form of intrinsic scaffolding, or be used for a rapid approximation that
is later refined through adjustments to the underlying procedural parameters.
7.1 Motivational summary
Having re-iterated how the final technique addresses the goals of this thesis, we now summarise the
motivations that guided the direction of this research, and which culminated in the final system
presented.
Having identified that procedural models are immensely powerful but unwieldy to use, an alternative
interface to those models was sought. By modelling the interface as an extra layer of abstraction
above the procedural models, the problem of modelling is reduced to finding a suitable mapping from
adjectival descriptors to procedural parameters — this was discussed in Chapter 3. By restricting the
focus of the thesis to parametrised procedural models, and using scalar values to represent varying
degrees of quantification for adjectival descriptors, finding this mapping was shown to be equiv-
alent to finding a multi-dimensional function approximation. Various techniques for finding such
an approximation are available, and these were discussed in Chapter 4. The specific application of
function approximation to an adjectival interface was the focus of Chapter 5, and a suitable func-
tion approximation scheme was chosen. Domain-specific problems were also noted and appropriate
solutions developed; these included:
• Identifying that the approximation of the inverse function, f−1, was more suitable for the
mapping between adjective space and parameter space, and determining appropriate methods
for dealing with the inverse.
• Developing suitable methods for representing adjectives in a format suitable for numerical
function approximation.
• Providing for a dynamic adjective space, by the novel extension of radial basis function net-
works to include certainty values, thus allowing for easy inclusion of the semantic network
information provided by WordNet.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the overall implementation was tested and evaluated. An experiment was
designed to compare and contrast the effectiveness of the adjectival interface, against an interface
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comparisons were made through the use of two stages in the experiment — in the first stage,
participants were divided into two groups, and each group was assigned either the adjectival or
direct specification interface. Participants used their designated interface to complete a task, after
which they were asked questions that provided a qualitative measure of their experience. On almost
all counts, the adjectival interface was found to provide a qualitatively better experience than the
direct specification interface.
The second stage then provided a quantitative comparison, by having a separate group of participants
compare pieces of content generated using the two interfaces, and decide which piece of content had
performed better at the task given to participants in the first stage. In this respect, it would have
been sufficient if the adjectival interface were shown to be just as good as the direct specification
interface. The results surpassed this goal, however, and it was found that participants preferred
content generated using the adjectival interface.
7.2 Future work
Although the final experiment conducted for this research had a positive outcome, there are still
areas in which this technique could be improved and further research conducted. Some of these are
now briefly summarised and possible avenues of specific exploration suggested.
7.2.1 Better handling of non-continuous procedural methods
In Chapter 5, we posited that two sets of procedural parameters which are very similar should
elicit similar adjectival descriptions. Whilst this is true of many procedural systems, and is in fact
desirable from a procedural system so that users have some modicum of control over the output,
it is not a requirement or guarantee. Better handling for such systems would be valuable research
— if one had knowledge of where these discontinuities occurred in parameter space, then one could
perhaps partition parameter space and employ our method on several continuous sub-regions.
7.2.2 Conduct experiments with a more focused group of users
In this thesis, the experiments were carried out with a group of “beginners”. Whilst the system
is designed to support novice and non-technical users, there is surely a class of users who lack
the requisite technical or mathematical abilities to work with procedural parameters, but who might
make frequent use of an adjectival system. However, finding such a specialised user group is difficult.
It would be interesting to find a sufficiently large group of such users, such that the experiments in
this thesis could be repeated. This would then give results that more accurately pertain to those
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7.2.3 Hybrid personalised function training
In Chapter 5, we discussed several means for eliciting data with which to train the function ap-
proximation. In general, having each user fully train a personalised approximation may be too
cumbersome, yet having a single expert or a synthesised opinion form the basis for the training
might not suit every individual user.
Although it might be assumed that different users have different perceptions, our preliminary in-
vestigations1 indicate that people in general have some fairly similar perceptions. This is an area
that has been well researched in psychology, and in particular language has been shown to have
a great impact on shaping people’s perceptions. Davidoff et al. [1999], for example, demonstrates
that memory and perceived similarity of colours are predicted by the colour terms in a speaker’s
language.
As such, one could imagine a system in which an expert or synthesised opinion forms the basis
for the training of the function approximation, subject to some small subset of per-user training
to personalise the approximation. One easy way in which this could be accomplished using the
framework of this thesis was described in Section 5.6.1, in which it was suggested that certainty
values could be used for exactly this purpose. Using such an approach has the benefit of maintaining
both the common and individualised data, and seeking a best fit where the user data has a slightly
greater weighting.
7.2.4 Direct comparison to other state of the art interfaces
The experiments presented in this thesis were aimed at showing that an adjectival interface was not
only usable, but also provided an advantage over directly controlling procedural parameters. Whilst
a more direct comparison to other state of the art interfaces could have been performed, this would
have restricted the problem domain being addressed — for example, much work has been done in
producing visual interfaces for computer graphics content, but such interfaces are not useful when
generating procedural speech.
Now that an adjectival interface has been shown to have promise, it would be interesting to conduct
more direct comparisons with state of the art interfaces in specific problem domains. One could even
imagine a hybrid approach — for example, an adjectival interface could be used to select a number
of virtual environments, which can then be explored using a design gallery [Marks et al., 1997].
7.2.5 Online training
Closely related to the previous point is the topic of online training. Here, the user could train the
system as they use it — if, after generating content, they felt that the content did not match the
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descriptors that they had used, they would then have the opportunity to specify how the content
should be described and, in so doing, further train the system. Similarly, if the user was satisfied
with the content generated, then this information could be used to strengthen some of the underlying
approximation controls.
7.2.6 Local control
The technique proposed in this thesis offers only global control of content generation — the adjectival
descriptors apply to the content as a whole, and it is not possible to differentiate the behaviour
on a finer scale. For example, consider the task of landscape generation presented to the users in
Chapter 6: although the landscape might have a suitable overall look and feel, it would be extremely
useful to be able to specify individual characteristics for particular regions of the landscape.
This is not an easy problem to solve, and could be seen as being very specific to each particular
procedural domain. One avenue of exploration would be to define different sets of procedural param-
eters at different points in space or time — depending on the nature of the underlying procedural
system — and then smoothly interpolate between these. An alternative idea would be to first gen-
erate content using a global description that captures the overall feel, and then somehow hone in on
specific areas to apply local modifications.
7.2.7 Natural language parsing
Whilst the use of adjectival descriptors has proven to be successful, it would be even more intuitive
for users if they could describe a scene using natural language. WordsEye [Coyne and Sproat, 2001]
could perhaps be extended to include the notion of a procedural model in its database, thus allowing
for the mapping from nouns to particular procedural models. The adjectives used in conjunction
with each noun could then be applied to the procedural model using a technique similar to that of
this thesis.
7.2.8 Use of non-parametric procedural inputs
In Chapter 2, a wealth of procedural techniques was discussed. Several of these use inputs that are
not strictly parametric, such as image maps or sketches. It would be interesting to consider the
integration of such techniques into an adjectival framework — perhaps by having the user supply
input in some other form and then modify that input based on an adjectival description.
As an example, consider the landscape generation system of Chapter 6. If a user wanted finer control
over the heightmap used, it would be a relatively straightforward task to have the procedural system
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adjectival interface could then be employed to perform the remaining tasks, such as landscape
shading and the creation of rivers, lakes and trees.
One could also conceive of a procedural system that takes as input a heightmap or a sketch, and
warps or modifies that input in some way based on a set of procedural parameters. An adjectival
interface could be employed in such a setup to control the modification process, which can then be
applied to other alternative forms of input.
7.2.9 Incorporating pre-defined content
Closely related to the previous point, is the notion of incorporating some pre-defined content and
having the adjectival interface generate additional, augmenting content. With respect to landscape
generation, for example, one could conceive of a user wanting to place several buildings onto the
landscape, using existing architechtural models, and having the landscape evolve around the build-
ings. This is in some ways an extension from supporting non-parametric procedural inputs, to
more generally supporting alternative forms of input that in some way interact with the procedural
generation.
Whilst this seems like it would largely require adaptation of the procedural model used — adapting
the model to cater for pre-defined content — it does tie into the adjectival realm, in that the pre-
defined content might itself confer some adjectival properties. Consider the example of placing a
house on a landscape, where the landscape is generated using an adjectival interface. If the user
wished for a “flooded” landscape, care would need to be taken to ensure that the house nonetheless
is placed on a piece of solid land. A wooden house in the middle of a desert also seems improbable;
however if that house were situated next to an oasis, that might be more plausible.
In general, therefore, one could imagine some sort of feedback mechanism whereby the pre-defined
content is able to affect the adjectival description of its locality — something akin to open L-systems
[Mĕch and Prusinkiewicz, 1996] which allow for communication between the procedural model and
its environment.
7.3 Final thoughts
As technology advances, progressively more incredible feats can be performed using a typical home
computer. Yet, without the proper tools to harness this power, the average user is totally oblivious
to the magic that is mere keypresses away. It is the responsibility of computer scientists to share
that magic and make it more accessible, and it is our hope that this thesis has shown one means in













representation and consistency of
thought
One of the key characteristics of a descriptive method for the generation of procedural content is
how the adjectives are represented. Of additional importance to the complexity of the final system
is how similar people’s perceptions are, as high similarity could lead to a simplified mathematical
model. The first user investigation aimed at addressing these two issues.
A.1 Outline of investigation
A simple procedural environment was defined with 16 procedural parameters, which are shown in
Table 16. For simplicity, the environment was constrained to be an island in the middle of the
sea, with a limited selection of tree types and no additional foliage. With this investigation being
intended as very prototypical and solely for the purpose of gathering some more general information,
the focus was not on high levels of realism. This also allowed for a real-time rendering, giving users
the opportunity to explore the environment at their will instead of being constrained to discrete
images. Some examples of the types of environments generated are shown in Figure 52.
With a system in place for generating environments procedurally, 15 environments were chosen as
exemplars of the diversity achievable by the system. The values of the procedural parameters used
for these 15 environments are shown in Table 17.
15 test subjects were solicited and given the opportunity to explore the 15 environments, and describe
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Parameter Description Min Max Default
time-of-day The hour part of the time of day 0 23 12
perlin-increment Inverse frequency on Perlin noise used to cre-
ate height values for the terrain.
0.0001 1.0 0.01
perlin-max Maximum height value of Perlin noise. 0.0 300.0 150
min-gaussian Minimum Gaussian output. 0.0 1.0 0.0
max-gaussian Maximum Gaussian output. 0.0 1.0 1.0
num-gaussian Number of Gaussians to blend with Perlin
noise in creating terrain.
5 60 20
min-radius Minimum radius of Gaussian landscape com-
ponents.
25 225 25
max-radius Maximum radius of Gaussian landscape com-
ponents.
25 225 225
min-rainfall Minimum amount of rainfall that falls on the
terrain.
0.0 1.0 0.0
max-rainfall Maximum amount of rainfall that falls on the
terrain.
0.0 1.0 1.0
rainfall-variance Inverse frequency of rainfall variance over the
terrain.
0.0 1.0 0.25
palm-density Proportion of landscape locations that should
have palm trees.
0.0 1.0 0.0005
cactus-density Proportion of landscape locations that should
have cactii.
0.0 1.0 0.0005
fir-density Proportion of landscape locations that should
have fir trees.
0.0 1.0 0.0005
cloudiness Proportion of the sky that is covered by cloud. 0.0 1.0 0.5
rain-threshold Minimum amount of cloud-cover required to
generate rain.
0.0 1.0 0.7
Table 16: Procedural parameters for our first investigation.
shown a set of images captured as single-frame screenshots of the environments — the purpose
being to make the user aware of the diversity in the system, serving as a guide in their descriptions.
After interactively exploring an environment, the user was asked to describe their environment
using a slider interface, as shown in Figure 53. Seven adjectival descriptors were provided, which
represented either a single adjective or an antonym-pair of adjectives (for example “wet/dry”).
These descriptors were chosen to reflect the visual and affective differences in the environments
shown. Each descriptor had an associated slider control to indicate its relevance — as the slider was
adjusted, the label associated with the slider would be updated to reflect both a numerical value
and a categorical description corresponding to the slider position. The categories were defined by a
simple partitioning of the numerical range into equal-sized partitions, with 5 categories per adjective
(giving 10 categories for antonym-pair descriptors). User comments on individual environments were

















































































Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
time-of-day 12 14 16 19 5 7 7 11 13 17 10 18 0 18 8
perlin-increment 0.01 5e−3 5e−3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 5e−3 2.5e−3 0.02 1e−3 0.01 0.01
perlin-max 150 50 30 150 150 200 200 75 300 200 100 100 100 300 50
min-gaussian 0 0 0.7 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0 0.6 0.6
max-gaussian 1 0.6 1 1 1 1 1 0.6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
num-gaussian 20 20 40 30 30 30 30 40 40 40 40 20 20 40 15
min-rainfall 0.5 0.6 0.6 0 0 0.8 0 0 0.8 0.8 0 0.6 0 0.8 0
max-rainfall 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3 0.3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3
rainfall-variance 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1 1 1 0.25 0.5 1 0.25
palm-density 3e−3 1.5e−4 1.5e−3 1.5e−3 1.5e−3 1.5e−3 1.5e−3 1.5e−3 0 4e−4 4e−4 5e−4 1.5e−3 4e−4 3e−3
cactus-density 5e−4 0 0 0 0 0 1e−4 1e−4 0 0 1e−4 0 0 0 0
fir-density 7.5e−4 0 0 1e−4 1e−4 1e−4 1e−4 1e−4 0 1e−5 1e−4 5e−4 1e−4 1e−4 0
cloudiness 0.5 0.1 1 0 0.8 0.8 0 0 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.9 0 0.9 0
rain-threshold 0.7 0.7 1 1 0.8 0.8 1 1 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 1 0 0.7
min-radius 25 25 25 100 100 100 100 25 100 25 25 25 100 25 25
max-radius 225 40 30 100 100 125 125 30 200 200 70 75 150 200 225













































APPENDIX A. FIRST INVESTIGATION: ADJECTIVE REPRESENTATION AND
CONSISTENCY OF THOUGHT
A.2 Objectives
The purpose of this investigation was threefold and sought to explore the following areas of interest:
1. Adjective representation. By providing a slider interface with associated dynamic labels as
described, the user is given the option of either thinking about their descriptions numerically,
or categorically. Through user comments and discussion with the users afterwards, it was
hoped to establish whether the users found the numerical interface useful, or whether they
preferred a categorical interface. The inclusion of antonym-pairs of adjectives also provided a
means for assessing the usefulness of these, or whether it would make more sense to separate
out the pairs into individual descriptors.
2. Common user perceptions. As all users would give descriptions for the same 15 envi-
ronments, this should allow for the analysis of similarities and degrees of disparity in their
descriptions.
3. Initial testing and analysis of function approximation techniques. Although typical
function approximation schemes require large amounts of data in order to obtain accurate
approximations, smaller quantities of data can be useful in generating a coarser approximation.
The data collected for each user can be used after the investigation to train and test function
approximation techniques, in an effort to examine how well the techniques perform with small
quantities of training data and ascertain whether a larger training corpus is required for this
problem domain. If a small training corpus was sufficient to train an approximant, then this
would allow for easy customisation of the approximants to each individual user, by allowing
the user to train the approximant themselves.
A.3 Results and discussion
After running the investigation and analysing the data, the following observations were noted:
1. Users preferred the categorical interface for selecting adjectival descriptors. Whilst
some users made full use of the interface provided by utilising both the categorical and nu-
merical indicators — first choosing an appropriate textual category and then fine-tuning their
selection using a numerical value within that category — for most users the slider interface
was cumbersome and confusing. The general consensus amongst users was that by the third
or fourth environment, they would adjust the slider solely based on the textual category that
was displayed, totally ignoring the numerical display.
2. In considering the similarities in users’ perceptions, we first discuss how such a criterion might
be objectively evaluated. In a geometric sense, if the users gave similar descriptions for one en-
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Such spatial analyses are often best achieved through a human visualising the data, so as an
initial metric we consider some graphical representations. This in itself is not straightforward
due to the seven-dimensional adjective space employed in the investigation, but by considering
a reduction in dimensions using principal components analysis, a good approximation to the
data can be obtained. Two and three -dimensional reductions of the data collected can be seen
in Figures 54(a) and 54(b). The three principal eigenvalues resulting from the reduction were
0.494215, 0.218662 and 0.167874, which indicates that the two-dimensional figure represents
the data with an accuracy of 71.3%, and the three-dimensional figure with accuracy of 88.1%.
(a) Two-dimensional reduction of the data. The
red line indicates the boundary of legal data val-
ues.
(b) One view of a three-dimensional reduction of
the data. The grey area indicates the 3D convex
hull of legal data values.
Figure 54: Visualisations of the data collected for the first investigation, making use of principal
components analysis for dimensionality reduction.
The dimension-reduced plots in Figures 54(a) and 54(b) also do more than show us where the data-
points lie in relation to each other — they also show us how the points are positioned relative to
adjective space as a whole. From this we can observe that for these 15 environments, adjective space
was not well sampled as there are no observations close to the boundaries of the space, and most
of the points are clustered just slightly away from the centre of adjective space. This indicates that
people’s perceptions were in general correlated (as there are very few significant outliers), but does
not clearly indicate how closely their descriptions matched on a per-environment basis.
If one limits the diagrams to show only the descriptions associated with each individual environment,
then a much clearer picture of the clustering involved is achieved. These plots can be found in
Figures 56, 57, 58 and 59 at the end of this chapter.
Although these visualisation help in better understanding how the data is grouped, they don’t really
help to make any factual statements about the clustering of the data. One could, for example, say
that the data for environment 12 is particularly well clustered, but with reference to what? An











APPENDIX A. FIRST INVESTIGATION: ADJECTIVE REPRESENTATION AND
CONSISTENCY OF THOUGHT
K-means clustering [MacQueen, 1967] is a technique that is often used for the geometric clustering
of points, and seeks to minimise the summed distance from each point to its cluster’s centroid. K-
means is a particularly good choice of clustering solution because of the strong dependence between
a cluster’s centre and each point’s membership in a cluster — the cluster centre is defined as the
centroid of all the cluster’s members, and for a point to be in a cluster it must be closer to that
cluster’s centroid than any other cluster. One could, therefore, use K-means to create 15 clusters
from the data of this investigation, with one cluster per environment. A means for measuring the
relative strength of the clustering is still required; some options are:
1. Correct cluster on termination. K-means is an iterative algorithm, which operates by
starting with one clustering and iteratively trying to improve upon it. The initial clustering
given to the algorithm is typically random, although one alternative is to prime the algorithm
with a particular state. In this case, one could start with the initial state being what is
actually desired — namely that the resulting clusters are exactly the different subsets of points
associated with each environment. After the K-means algorithm has terminated, one can then
examine how many points have stayed in their initial clusters.
2. Common cluster members. One problem with the metric above is that it does not take into
account the possibility that a number of points from one cluster could “migrate” to another
cluster during the execution of the algorithm. So although the final clustering might be good,
it would score poorly due to points not having stayed in their original cluster. One way around
this is to count, for each point, the number of other points in the same cluster that described
the same environment.
To obtain an objective idea of how good each of these metrics is, the results obtained are compared














51.25% 12.72917% 8.75% 15.4167%
Common clus-
ter members
35.7778% 7.24722% 6.11111% 9.05556%
Table 18: A comparison between the experimental data in the first investigation, and random data, for
various clustering metrics. All random data used had the same number of points as the experimental
data, so as to ensure a fair comparison.
As can be seen in Table 18, the data gathered in the investigation performs significantly better than
random data for the metrics described, indicating that there is some degree of clustering as was
expected.
If that were not sufficient evidence, consider one more form of verification from a slightly different
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others describing the same scene should be less than the average distance from that point to others
describing different scenes. So if one computes the ratio of those two averages, this would give a
value describing how much closer a point is to other points describing the same environment, as












is computed for each point pi, where Ei is the set of all other points describing the same environment
as pi. Taking an average of all the ri values then gives a metric for the clustering of the dataset as a
whole. Intuitively, one could see that for random data the average ri should be approximately equal
to 1 — checking this empirically with several random datasets, this is indeed found to be the case.
A comparison of random data to that collected in the first investigation, using the ratio described,












0.447186 1.00342 0.984731 1.02468
Table 19: A comparison between our experimental data and random data, for the average ratio
of distance to points describing the same environment over distance to points describing different
environments. 1000 random data sets were sampled, and the minimum and maximum values refer
to the minimum and maximum average ri values observed over those data sets.
Another way of analysing this metric is to consider a histogram of the ratios ri: the histogram for
the experimental data and that of a random data set are shown in Figure 55. As can clearly be
seen in these histograms, the ratios for random data exhibit the characteristics of a narrow normal
distribution with mean 1 (as one might expect), whilst the majority of the experimental data shows
ratios significantly less than 1, with only a few cases having larger ratios that could be classified as
statistical outliers.
On the whole, all the evidence presented thus far indicates that there is a good degree of clustering
in the data — in other words, that users on the whole have similar perceptions.
With regard to function approximation, the data was found to be insufficient for a sufficiently
accurate function reconstruction. From this, it was concluded that either a single expert user or a
group of users would be required to provide sufficient training data.
An interesting observation during the investigation was watching each user’s interaction with the















Figure 55: Histograms for the data of the first investigation and for random data, showing the











first-person perspective, with some exploring each environment fully and others only examining
the world immediately around them. Although we did not explicitly ask users about their past
experience in exploring virtual environments, we suggest that there is a strong correlation between
past experience and the comfort in exploring a new environment. This observation implies that if
further investigations were to also use virtual environments, that it might be better to show users
single frames or images of the environment rather than allowing for exploration, so as to obtain
consistent and objective results.
A.4 Summary
In summary, it was found in this this investigation that:
• Users prefer a categorical interface for selecting adjectival descriptors.
• Users have similar perceptions.
• A single user or group of expert users will be required to provide the core corpus of training
data.
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(b) Environment 2
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(e) Environment 7, 2D
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(e) Environment 12
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(c) Environment 15, 2D














Having established from our first investigation in Appendix A that users’ opinions are largely similar,
the main aim for the second investigation was to gather as much data as possible for better function
approximation analysis and design.
B.1 Outline of investigation
In order to reach as many people as possible (and thus gather as much data as possible), the second
investigation was posited as a survey on the internet. The same environment generator that was
used in the first investigation was utilised to prepare 1000 different environments as a pre-process,
randomly choosing the points in parameter space. By virtue of deciding to run this investigation
on the web, and also in part through the observations in the first investigation that interactivity
could lead to biased data, it was decided for each environment to display two static images —
one showing the environment from an elevated distance view, and another closer shot giving a first-
person perspective as might be observed during an interactive exploration. In an effort to reduce the
burden of running successive investigations to collect different forms of data, users were randomly
presented with one of three possible tasks:
1. Standard scene description. As with the first investigation, the user is shown an environ-
ment and asked to describe it using the descriptors provided. Taking on the users’ preference
for a categorical interface from the first investigation, seven categories were given for each
descriptor, using the same seven descriptors from the first investigation. In addition, lighting
and fog effects in the night environments could make it difficult for a user to accurately choose
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angle chosen for the close image might also impair the user’s ability to make a good judgement
— for these reasons, an additional category was also provided for the user to indicate such
circumstances.
2. Adjective list. Given a list of adjectives, the user is simply asked to indicate which ones
apply to the environment shown.
3. Adjective query. The user is asked to describe the environment shown using whatever
adjectives they feel are appropriate.
To maximise the amount of data acquired, users were able to repeat the process as many times as they
wished — each iteration would give them a different environment or task to perform1. In addition,
several environments were shown for each iteration through the process, where the number shown
depended on which of the three tasks was given (as the time required to perform each of the tasks for
a single environment differs quite substantially). Since the primary focus of this investigation was
to collect data that could be used for function approximation, the probability of choosing the first
task in the list above was weighted higher than that of choosing the other two tasks. The number






Standard scene description 2 0.8
Adjective list 4 0.1
Adjective query 4 0.1
Table 20: The number of environments shown and the probability of a task being chosen for each of
the three tasks in our second investigation.
B.2 Objectives
The primary purpose of the second investigation was to collect a large amount of data, for the purpose
of testing the performance and accuracy of function approximation techniques. By collecting data
from many people, an additional hope was that several of the environments would be described by
more than one person, which would allow for the similarity in different participants’ opinions to be
analysed.
B.3 Results and discussion
In total, 306 people took part in the investigation, completing a total of 587 iterations. Table 21
shows how these iterations were distributed over the three tasks available, and Figure 60 shows the
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Standard scene description 469 2 938
Adjective list 57 4 228
Adjective query 61 4 244
Table 21: The number of iterations performed for each task in the second investigation, and the
effective number of data points collected as a result.
Figure 60: A graph showing the distribution of the number of iterations completed by participants in
the second investigation.
To reinforce the conclusion from the first investigation that users have similar opinions, an analysis
was done of the environments in this investigation that were described by more than one user.
For each such environment, all pairwise combinations of users that described the environment were
considered as individual data points, giving rise to a total of 451 data points over a total of 244
environments. Figure 61 shows box and whisker plots that illustrate the results of a statistical
analysis of this data. These show that the means of the differences are all small — in all cases, the
mean was 1, which indicates that on the whole users picked categories that were adjacent to each
other.
Whilst the majority of the data, as indicated by the whiskers of the plot, falls within the lower half
of the chart, one might hope for the whiskers to be lower and more constrained if users’ perceptions
were truly similar. One can also observe that the antonym-paired descriptors (such as wet/dry), in
general exhibit better characteristics than the non-paired descriptors. This could be because the
paired descriptors have their seven categories split over two adjectives, in effect meaning that there
are fewer categories for each individual adjective.
For completeness, the distribution of the responses that users gave for each adjectival descriptor is
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Figure 61: Box and whisker plots showing how participants descriptions of common scenes differed.
In Section 5.2, it was determined that RBFNs would be the most appropriate method of function
approximation to meet the requirements of an adjectival interface. The data collected in this inves-
tigation then provided a good opportunity to test that the amount of data is sufficient for a suitably
close function approximation. Recall from Section 4.2.2 that the model selection criteria (MSC)
provides a metric for the degree to which the model correctly approximates the data, and that in
particular the leave-one-out (LOO) estimator is particularly useful as the whole set of training data
can be employed for both training and testing the model. The LOO estimator gives the average
error of the model if one reserved a single data point for test data, and repeated this process for











Table 22: Values of the LOO estimator for RBFNs trained using the data from the second investi-
gation.
There are two important conclusions that can be drawn from the LOO estimator values:
1. A sufficiently good approximation to the data was obtained. Whilst the LOO values
reported in Table 22 would be insufficient for a high-fidelity approximation, they are more











2. The LOO estimator values serve as a good indication of the similarity in user’s
opinions. Interestingly, the larger LOO estimator values correspond to the adjectival descrip-
tors that exhibited worse similarity scores. This indicates that the function approximation is
more likely to perform better on data that reflects a similar user opinion, which reinforces the
notion that an expert user or small group of expert users should be used to train the system.
B.4 Summary
In summary, it was found in this investigation that:
• The amount of data collected in the investigation provided for a sufficiently accurate function
approximation.
• Users perceptions were again shown to be similar: more strongly so for the antonym-paired
type of descriptors.
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Figure 63: Distribution of response for the sparse/lush descriptor in the second investigation.











Figure 65: Distribution of response for the cloudy descriptor in the second investigation.
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Figure 67: Distribution of response for the mountainous descriptor in the second investigation.














As was briefly introduced in Chapter 6, Houdini [Side Effects Software Inc., 2008b] is a piece of
software that is primarily used for the creation of 3D graphics content. It has been utilised in the
production of several Hollywood movies, including Spider-Man 3 [Side Effects Software Inc., 2008c]
and Beowulf [Side Effects Software Inc., 2008a], and offers many advanced controls for the generation
of content. What characterises Houdini, though, is its procedural approach to modelling. Almost
everything in Houdini is procedural, and represented by networks of procedural components that
take inputs and produce outputs which can be consumed by other components. Figure 69 illustrates
this process, showing part of a network for constructing a procedural landscape.
Each component is controlled via a set of procedural parameters, which can either be fixed at some
value, evaluated as an expression1 or exported as a global variable that can be adjusted by the user.
This conveniently allows for some parameters to be set statically, and for others to be exported as
parameters that can be controlled by an external user — the latter serving as procedural parameters
for the overall model. In the system created for the experiment of Chapter 6, a total of 46 parameters
were exposed in this way for the user to control — these are listed in Tables 23 and 24.
Geometric modelling is intrinsically complex, as the final rendering is not only dependent on the 3D
geometry, but also on texture information, lighting and possibly animation. Houdini supports these
various components through different network types, of which the following were pertinent to the
procedural model created:
• Geometry: the geometry component provides a means for manipulating the physical con-
struction of content, and allows for standard CSG operations as well as the ability to source
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Figure 69: An example of a procedural network in Houdini, showing how various components feed
into each other.
geomtery programatically. This latter feature is particularly useful, and allowed for the cre-
ation of terrain from a dynamically generated heightmap in the compositing component (see
below).
• Compositing: the compositing component essentially allows for the procedural editing of 2D
images, from simple operations that can be found in most image manipulation applications,
to programatically controlling the output of each pixel.
• Shaders: procedural shaders allow for the dynamic colouring and lighting of objects, without
the need to pre-specify any textures. In essence, every pixel that is rendered is passed through
the shader to determine its final colour. As such, procedural shaders allow for the easy creation
of dynamic content as well as infinite detail.
Some details of the procedural elements that were used are now discussed, with special reference to













Parameter name Minimum Maximum Default Description
escarpment top extent 0 0.09 0 Extent of top escarpment
escarpment top amplitude 0 1.5 1 Amplitude of top escarpment
escarpment top freq x 0 10 2 Frequency of noise for top escarpment
escarpment top offset 0 10 2 Offset of noise for top escarpment
escarpment right extent 0 0.09 0 Extent of left escarpment
escarpment right amplitude 0 1.5 1 Amplitude of left escarpment
escarpment right freq x 0 10 2 Frequency of noise for left escarpment
escarpment right offset 0 10 2 Offset of noise for left escarpment
escarpment left extent 0 0.09 0 Extent of right escarpment
escarpment left amplitude 0 1.5 0 Amplitude of right escarpment
escarpment left freq x 0 10 2 Frequency of noise for right escarpment
escarpment left offset 0 10 2 Offset of noise for right escarpment
central highlands centre x 0 1 0.5 X centre for central highlands area
central highlands centre y 0 1 0.5 Y centre for central highlands area
central highlands amplitude 0 5 1.4 Amplitude for central highlands area
central highlands offset 0 10 1.6 Noise offset for central highlands area
central highlands frequency 0 10 4.4 Noise frequency for central highlands area
central highlands comparison value 0 0.1 0.03 Noise threshold for central highlands area
voronoi noise c1 -1 1 -1 Voronoi noise closest neighbour contribution
voronoi noise c2 0 1 1 Voronoi noise second closest neighbour contribution
voronoi noise scale 1 20 2.5 Voronoi noise scale
voronoi noise offset 0 10 0 Voronoi noise offset
perlin noise scale 1 20 2.5 Perlin noise scale
perlin noise offset 0 10 0 Perlin noise offset




















































Parameter name Minimum Maximum Default Description
voronoi perlin blend factor 0 1 0.66 Voronoi/Perlin noise blend factor
distortion amplitude 0 1 0.4 Amplitude of heightmap distortion
smoothness 0 1 0 Terrain smoothness
max height 5 25 10 Maximum terrain height
sea level 0 0.7 0.1 Sea level
lake max pixels 0 1.0 0.3 Maximum coverage of terrain by lakes
lake min component size 50 500 200 Minimum lake size
moisture 0 1 0.5 Average moisture level
beach dilation 10 50 25 Maximum distance of beach from sea
beach height 0 1 0.1 Maximum elevation of beach above sea
green max height 0 1 0.6 Maximum elevation for vegetation
green max gradient 0 1 0.2 Maximum gradient for vegetation
green dirt blend -1 1 0.35 Blend factor between green and desert zones
palm density 0 1 0.05 Palm tree density
green zone density 0 1 0.05 Density of vegetation in green zone
dirt density env 0 1 0.05 Density of vegetation in desert zone
vegetation scale 1 10 2 Vegetation scale
fir proportion 0 5 1 Proportion of fir trees
asparagus proportion 0 5 1 Proportion of asparagus plants
eastern cottonwood proportion 0 5 1 Proportion of eastern cottonwood trees
lombardy poplar proportion 0 5 1 Proportion of lombardy poplar trees
quaking aspen proportion 0 5 1 Proportion of quaking aspen trees
sassafras proportion 0 5 1 Proportion of sassafras trees
cactus proportion 0 5 1 Proportion of cactii
desert bush proportion 0 5 1 Proportion of desert bushes












Terrain is an extremely important part of an outdoor landscape, as it provides the base that many
of the other components rely on for suitable placement. The most common way of creating terrain
is through the use of heightmaps, as discussed in Section 2.2.3. This mechanism is convenient,
as it separates the problem of rendering the landscape from that of modelling it, and simplifies
the modelling process to providing a two-dimensional greyscale image. In Houdini parlance, this
is equivalent to creating a compositing component for generating the heightmap, and a geometry
component which utilises that heightmap to generate geometry.
C.1.1 Modelling the terrain
Modelling an “infinite” landscape is in itself a non-trivial task, and so this technique restricts the
landscape to a square piece of land, where the borders are defined to either be high-lying escarpment
or coastal regions. This lends itself to a multi-faceted terrain composition, in which the large-
scale features and small-scale noise are modelled separately and then combined to give the overall
terrain. The result of this modelling is a heightmap, which can then be used to create a heightfield
representing the terrain.
Large-scale features
In addition to the border escarpment and coastal regions, a central mountainous area is also modelled
— this combination of large-scale features allows for a diverse range of landscapes to be created. The
creation of these regions involves the use of one-dimensional noise functions to generate a noisy curve
defining the edge of the escarpment or central mountains, after which a Gaussian blur is applied
to smoothly blend these large-scale features with the small-scale noise. See Figures 70 and 71 for
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(a) The network for a single side of the escarpment. Four of these — one for each side —
are used to produce an overall escarpment, as shown in Figure 70(b).
(b) The compositing network used to create the outer escarpment. Each of the four
top-most nodes controls a single side, and contains a network similar to that shown in
Figure 70(a) — there are slight differences to account for rotation and offset.
(c) An example of how the top part of the
escarpment might look.
(d) An example of how the full escarpment
might look (if escarpment were to be gen-
erated on all sides).












(a) The compositing network used to generate the central
highlands area.
(b) An example of how the central
highlands area might look.
Figure 71: The compositing networks used in creating a central highlands area, and an example of
the resulting heightmap produced.
Small-scale noise and perturbation
Having generated larger landscape features, the next step is to generate convincing noisy terrain
on a smaller scale. The approach adopted here very closely follows that of Olsen [2004], utilising a
blend of Worley noise and Perlin noise. This is blended with the large-scale features, and the final
result is then perturbed to eliminate any unnatural straight lines that have appeared as a result of
the Worley noise. The perturbation also has the convenient effect of making the large-scale features
more natural, by mixing them with the small-scale noise to give small mountainous outcrops and
low-lying gulleys. Figure 72(a) illustrates a sample heightmap that combines large- and small- scale
features, and Figures 72(b) and 72(c) illustrate the effects of varying distortion on this heightmap.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 72: An example of the final heightmap combining large- and small- features (a), and progres-
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C.1.2 Shading the terrain
The composition of a terrain would be incomplete without appropriate colouring and shading —
whilst greyscale heightmaps give a good impression of the physical layout of the terrain, suitable
colouring hints at the vegetation and climate of the area. For simplicity, the model used here divides
the terrain into four major regions — beach, desert, a green zone, and rocky highlands. The regions
are allowed to merge into each other, giving varying degrees and mixtures of each. The determination
of the regions is achieved using Houdini’s compositing tools in the following ways:
• Beach: beach areas are typically located within close proximity of the sea. Once the initial
heightmap has been created and the sea identified, choosing beach areas is a fairly simple
matter of dilating the area covered by water. Figure 73(b) illustrates an example of this
dilation process.
• Rocky highlands: high-lying areas, and areas wih steep gradient, are typically rocky in
nature due to a lack of soil deposition. These are easily identified through appropriate com-
positing components.
• Green zone and desert: once the beach and rocky areas have been allocated, the remaining
space is assigned to the green zone and desert areas. Perlin noise is used to blend continuously
between the two areas, with the mean value biased to indicate the proclivity of the landscape
for one or the other region.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 73: An example of assigning zones to the terrain. Figure 73(a) shows the heightmap being
operated on, 73(b) shows how beach regions may be identified by dilation of the area covered by sea,
and 73(c) shows a final allocation of zones. In the latter image, the colours dark blue, light blue,
yellow, green, brown and grey, correspond to sea, lakes (see Section C.2), beach, green zone, desert
and rocky highlands, respectively. Note that in some places the colours blend to indicate the merger
of neighbouring regions.
Figure 73(c) shows an example of a final allocation of regions over the heightmap. A simple, but
unrealistic, solution to shading the terrain would be to apply this image as a texture. This approach











1. Poor resolution: from a distance, the terrain might seem fairly realistic. As one moves
closer toward the terrain, though, the static resolution of the texture causes the terrain to look
increasingly like a patchwork of coloured squares, and less like a natural landscape. One could
create a larger texture, but this requires an enormous amount of storage — and any texture,
no matter how big, will at some scale be too coarse and cause an unnatural appearance.
2. Vertical texture distortion: because terrain is three-dimensional, areas on the map with
steep gradients will cause the texture to warp and distort unnaturally.
To avoid the pitfalls of texture mapping, procedural shaders are instead used to colour the rendered
terrain. For each region, a small exemplar texture is first chosen that captures the look of the region
and the three-dimensional coordinates of the point being shaded are used as a lookup into this
texture. In order to avoid the repetition that would result if the landscape were flat, the coordinates
are also perturbed using Perlin noise before indexing the texture. Since certain parts of the terrain
are located at the merger of two or more regions, a texture lookup is done for each region and these
are blended together appropriately. Finally, lighting calculations are applied to simulate diffuse light,
based on the position of the sun. Figure 74 shows an example of the final rendered terrain, using
the region allocation of Figure 73(c).
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C.2 Rivers and lakes
Simply having landscape would be somewhat static and boring — for a more natural setting, rivers
and lakes are also added to the environment. Once a heightmap has been generated, the height and
gradient data can be used to determine where water might pool — giving lakes — and escape to
reach other lakes, or eventually reach the sea — giving rivers. This is done via a custom-built plugin
that can be integrated into Houdini via a modular API. Figure 73(c) shows the location of two lakes
for an example heightmap, which can also be seen in the accompaning rendering in Figure 74.
C.3 Trees and scrubs
A truly procedural environment would make use of unique trees and plants, each of which is procedu-
rally generated. The costs of doing this are, however, prohibitively large, and so for this landscape,
several trees and plants are pre-created and then instanced in appropriate vegetation regions with
varying size and rotation attributes to avoid monotony. Specifically, two forms of vegetation are
available for the desert region, six for the green zone, and one for beaches. Figures 75, 76 and 77
show the various trees and plants that are used, which were all created using Arbaro [Diestel, 2003].
(a) (b)
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 76: The instances of vegetation used for green zone regions.
(a)
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C.4 Putting everything together
Figures 78(a) shows a complete landscape that comprises all the elements discussed, and Figure 78(b)
shows a closer view from a different angle.
(a)
(b)
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